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Abstract 

The ocean covers approximately 70 % of the earth’s surface and contains an immense 

source of renewable energy, in terms of ocean waves. However, this resource is unevenly 

distributed throughout the world, and so, therefore, converting waves into a useful form 

of energy will require the identification of potential Wave Energy Farm (WEF) locations. 

This should be undertaken in tandem with selecting an appropriate Wave Energy 

Converter (WEC), as the characteristics of these devices are critical in capturing the 

available wave power.  

This thesis presents a novel integrated methodology to select and assess potential 

installation sites for WEFs, identify appropriate WECs, and overcome the limitations of 

current methods. Original contributions of this thesis include: (i) a robust method for 

identifying generic WEF sites based on the dimensions of sustainability, which includes 

a cultural dimension, and utilises limiting conditions to reduce large study areas; (ii) a 

suite of MATLAB tools—which thoroughly assesses potential WEF sites, in terms of the 

available resource as well as temporal, directional, and spectral characteristics; (iii) a 

WEC database which identifies all devices currently in development; and (iv) a WEC 

classification scheme that classifies devices in a practical and meaningful manner in order 

to streamline the selection process of WECs for wave energy projects. 

Several of the developed methods have been applied to a New Zealand (NZ) case study. 

Results confirm that with the application of the proposed site selection method, that 12 

suitable WEF sites, clustered within four regions along the west and south coast of NZ, 

were identified from the initial study area of approximately 4.1 million km2. In terms of 

site assessment, the utilisation of the MATLAB tools established that a higher-energy 

area comprised the south of NZ and that as expected, the available resource at all sites 

was subjected to seasonal variability, with a maximum and minimum wave power 

available in the winter and summer months, respectively. Furthermore, it was determined 

that due to the westerly wind flow that dominates the wave generation and direction of 

wave propagation in NZ, that the prevailing wave approach direction at all the sites was 

between South-South-West and West-North-West. With regards to the spectral 

characteristics, it was further determined that a wide range of wave conditions were 

experienced at each site. 
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The development of the WEC database identified that 116 companies were actively 

developing 130 devices. These devices were then classified according to five main 

categories, which included a technology maturity class. Moreover, 41 devices were 

identified as being at an advanced technology level. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Access to energy is fundamental in developing the economy of a country, alleviating 

poverty, and ensuring human wellbeing [6, 7]. However, as the population continues to 

grow, so does the demand for energy (Figure 1.1). In a recently published report by the 

International Energy Agency [8], it was established that the global energy consumption 

growth rate had almost doubled in 2018 compared to that of 2010. This increased 

consumption led to the additional demand for fossil fuels, resulting in emissions rising to 

a historic high of 33.1 Gt CO2 (carbon dioxide), a 1.7 % increase since 2010. This 

significant increase in demand was attributed to being driven by a robust global economy 

and the effects of climate change (increased cooling and heating demands throughout the 

world). 

 
Figure 1.1. Global direct primary energy consumption from 1940 to 2019 (image source: 
Our World in Data, licensed for re-use under CC BY 4.0) [6]. 

Fossil fuels comprised approximately 80 % of the primary global energy demand [9]. As 

current energy systems are still dominated by these fuels (coal, oil, and gas) [6], it is 

unsurprising that the energy sector accounted for approximately two-thirds of global CO2 
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emissions [8]. As CO2 is the primary driver of global climate change, a substantial and 

concerted transition to affordable, sustainable, low emissions energy systems is required. 

Just as essential, however, is the need to secure access to energy for quality of life and 

economic development. Hence, the United Nation’s established Sustainable 

Development Goal 7, which calls for ensuring global access to affordable, reliable, and 

clean energy by 2030. However, the world is currently falling short on all of the clean 

energy targets. As a result, approximately one billion people are still living without access 

to electricity [10]. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the central role 

that energy has in responding to emergencies, as inadequate energy access has quickened 

the spread of the virus [11]. 

As ocean wave energy is considered to be one of the most promising sources of clean, 

reliable, and renewable energy [12], it has the potential to play an important role in the 

world’s efforts to combat climate change. Potentially decreasing CO2 emissions by 1–2 

billion tons per year if it displaced conventional fossil fuel sources [13]. Furthermore, it 

is estimated that there is a theoretical global wave energy potential of 32,000 TWh 

available per year [14], which is approximately 1.2 times the global electricity supply in 

2019 (27,004.7 TWh/yr) [15]. Moreover, with approximately 40 % of the world’s 

population residing in coastal areas [16], this provides additional opportunities for the 

deployment of Wave Energy Converters (WECs) for distributed generation. 

Compared to other renewable energy sources, wave energy is more predictable, more 

constant, has a lower visual and environmental impact, and most significantly, a higher 

energy intensity [17]. However, this sector is still relatively immature compared to that 

of wind and solar [18], and despite considerable research and development, there are a 

significant number of competing technologies, which show no sign of converging to a 

preferred design [19]. Another limitation is that the performance of the device is site 

dependent, and therefore, it will behave differently at different locations [20]. 

Furthermore, as seen in Figure 1.2, wave energy is also unevenly distributed throughout 

the world, where the best locations for extracting wave power would be in north and south 

temperature zones (latitudes of ±30° to ±60°) [21]. Therefore, a key stage in developing 

a Wave Energy Farm (WEF) is to identify and assess potential deployment locations [22]. 
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Figure 1.2. Global distribution of mean wave power, from 1997 to 2006 [21]. Reprinted with 
permission from A. Cornett (personal communication, June 26, 2020). 

1.2 Research Aim 

This environmental engineering thesis aims to develop a framework that can be 

implemented in order to identify optimal WEF sites (that is applicable at multi-scale) and 

subsequently, the most suitable WEC(s) for these locations. The approach proposes the 

use of five main dimensions, based on the pillars of sustainability, to assist in determining 

the relevant site selection criteria. Limiting conditions will then be applied to reduce the 

initial area of interest, and thereafter, spatial Multi-Dimensional Analysis (MDA) will be 

utilised to conduct the analysis. Once the most suitable locations have been identified, the 

available resource will be quantified, and the temporal, directional, and spectral 

characteristics of the wave climate will be examined at each site for several timescales 

(where relevant). The proposed site selection and site assessment methodology will be 

applied to a Southern Hemisphere case study; New Zealand (NZ).  

A review of the current wave energy technologies in development will also be undertaken, 

and five main categories (with appropriate descriptors) will be proposed to classify these 

devices in a meaningful way. An initial screening of the WECs based on advanced 

maturity level will then be applied, and if applicable, devices will be screened further 

based on site-specific considerations. Thereafter, performance comparison metrics will 

be proposed and discussed.  
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1.2.1 Key Research Questions 

Key research questions include: 

1. How to determine appropriate site selection criteria? 

2. How to identify suitable WEF locations from large areas, such as the Exclusive 

Economic Zone (EEZ) of a country? 

3. How to determine the suitability of a marine area for the installation of a WEF? 

4. How to thoroughly assess the wave climate at potential WEF sites? 

5. How to classify devices in a practical and meaningful manner? 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 thoroughly reviews the key literature and advances in WEC development, WEF 

site selection, and WEC site matching, which are most relevant to the thesis aim. It 

examines the current state of the art for both WEF site selection and WEC site matching 

methods. This review highlights that these two separate approaches are intrinsically 

linked and should be integrated to form a holistic and systematic methodology that should 

be applied in order to determine the most optimal WEF site. The chapter also provides a 

brief overview of the theory relating to ocean wave energy, as a fundamental 

understanding of the wave transformation processes is required to exploit the wave energy 

resource effectively. 

Chapter 3 develops a novel methodology for selecting appropriate sites for wave energy 

projects, utilising MDA within a Geographic Information System (GIS) framework. It 

highlights the importance of sustainability and that the dimensions of sustainable 

development should be integral in identifying appropriate site selection considerations. 

Furthermore, it emphasises the need for cultural considerations, as coastal indigenous 

communities are intrinsically linked with the marine environment. This chapter also 

shows that with the selection of appropriate limiting conditions (based on the constraints 

of the current technology), the proposed approach can be applied to a large study area. 

The new method is applied to an NZ case study, utilising geoprocessing tools within 

ArcGIS applications to conduct the analysis. 

Chapter 4 presents an effective and efficient method for assessing the wave climate at the 

potential WEF sites. It highlights that the most optimal solution is not necessarily the site 

with the greatest resource. In this chapter, the available resource is quantified, and the 
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directional, temporal, and spectral characteristics at each site are examined using the 

range of developed MATLAB tools. 

Chapter 5 develops a method for selecting the most appropriate WEC(s) for a potential 

WEF site. All WECs currently under development are identified and the relevant 

information collated into an Excel spreadsheet database. It highlights the importance of 

classifying devices appropriately in order to streamline the process and that ultimately the 

most suitable location for a WEF is WEC dependent. This chapter also emphasises that 

as the wave energy sector is continually evolving, the developer database will have to be 

continuously updated. 

Chapter 6 summarises the major findings of the research and provides recommendations 

for areas of future work.   
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Converting the energy within waves into usable energy has been attempted since the 18th 

century, where the Girard’s filed the first known patent in France, in 1799 [23], for a 

shoreline device that was designed to mechanically extract energy from ocean waves [24].  

Since that initial design over 200 years ago, the development of wave energy devices has 

been sporadic [24]. The next notable wave energy device was developed in the late 1940s 

by Yoshio Masuda, a Japanese naval officer, and is considered to be the first (floating) 

Oscillating Water Column (OWC) [23]. This device was a navigation buoy, which used 

an air turbine to power its lamp, and since 1965 over 1,000 of these devices have been 

produced and marketed worldwide [25]. 

Ocean wave energy was only earnestly considered an alternative energy source during 

the oil shortage crisis in the early 1970s [23, 24]. This renewed interest was due to a 

landmark paper published by Stephen Salter in 1974 regarding the Salter Duck WEC [26], 

which is still renowned as the most efficient device (measured at 90 % [27]) ever designed 

[28]. This renewed interest led to both the British and Norwegian governments starting 

Research and Development (R&D) programmes in wave energy in 1975 [23], with the 

first conferences taking place in England in 1976 and 1978 [23].  

However, by the early 1980s, funding for R&D decreased markedly, especially in 

England [23], due to declining oil prices [29] and the lack of commercially viable devices 

[28]. This absence of public finance virtually halted the considerable progress that was 

occurring [28]. 

The focus shifted back to wave energy in 1991 when the European Commission included 

ocean energy in their R&D program regarding renewable energies [23]. Canada and the 

United States of America (USA) followed suit over a decade later with the formation of 

collaborative programs to demonstrate ocean energy conversion (focused mainly on tidal 

and wave energy) in North America [30]. Whilst wave energy R&D began in earnest in 

the early 2010s in Japan, Korea and China [31, 32], which culminated in the first Asian 

Wave and Tidal Energy Conference in 2012 [33]. 
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In recent years the wave energy sector has suffered a number of major setbacks, which 

have been attributed to the delayed progress in developing viable technologies [34]. These 

setbacks ranged from original equipment manufacturers withdrawing from the sector in 

2012 and 2013 [34] to the business failure of advanced wave energy developers, Wavebob 

[35], Pelamis Wave Power [34], Oceanlinx [36] and Aquamarine Power [34], in 2013 and 

2014.  Despite these significant setbacks, the sector started to recover in 2016 [34], and 

there are currently over 100 WECs in various stages of development around the world 

[1]. 

2.2 Developmental Stages 

In order to standardise the ad hoc approach to WEC development that led to this 

divergence in technology, slow rate of development as well as numerous device failures 

and considerable investment losses over the years, the International Structured 

Development Plan was established by the International Energy Agency — Ocean Energy 

Systems (IEA-OES) group [37]. This plan incorporates Technology Readiness Levels 

(TRLs) into a five-stage approach, which sets out the requirements for a WEC concept to 

achieve commercialisation (Figure 2.1(a)). TRLs are internationally recognised and 

widely accepted as a benchmarking tool for tracking the advancement of emerging 

technologies [37] and are commonly comprised of nine development levels, with the 

ninth level representing the most mature technology.  

As seen in Figure 2.1(b), utility companies, Electricity Supply Board International (ESBI) 

and Vattenfall, further proposed that TRLs should not only be defined in terms of the 

technology’s readiness to convert ocean wave energy and export it to the grid (‘functional 

readiness’) but also address the project’s lifecycle requirements such as operational and 

supply chain readiness, and risk and cost reduction (‘lifecycle readiness’) [38].  

Each of the stages proposed in the IEA-OES structured programme can be equated to 

specific ESBI and Vattenfall defined TRL(s) (with the exception of TRL 1, 2, and 9). 

This has been shown in Figure 2.1 by utilising a distinct colour for each of the five 

development stages in the IEA-OES structured programme and relating it to the relevant 

ESBI and Vattenfall TRLs. 
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(a) (b) 

 
Figure 2.1. Industry proposed WEC development protocols: (a) the international structured 
five-stage development protocol, modified from Holmes and Nielsen [37]; (b) ESBI and 
Vattenfall Wave Energy Systems TRLs, defined in terms of both functional readiness and 
lifecycle readiness [38, 39]. 

Whilst TRLs are predominately used to rate the technical maturity of a device, Weber [40] 

introduced the complementary Technical Performance Levels (TPLs). This scale 

evaluates the techno-economic potential of a WEC by assessing cost drivers such as: 

environmental, social and legal acceptability; power absorption and conversion; system 

availability (including the device’s survivability mode); capital expenditure as well as 

lifecycle operational expenditure [40]. Similarly to the TRL scale, TPLs are categorised 

into nine levels, with the ninth level representing an economically viable and competitive 

device. 

2.3 Classification Schemes 

As wave energy technology development stages vary widely, so do the proposed 

classification schemes. Traditionally WECs have been classified according to operating 

principle (overtopping device, OWC, and wave-activated bodies) [41], location (shoreline, 

nearshore and offshore; floating, submerged or bottom-standing), directional alignment 

(terminators, attenuators, and point absorbers) and Power Take-Off (PTO) systems 

(mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and directly electrical) [42].  

 TRL Functional Readiness Lifecycle Readiness 
1 Basic principles observed and 

reported. 
Potential uses of technology 
identified. 

2 Technology concept formulated. Market and purpose of 
technology identified. 

3 Analytical and experimental 
critical function and/or 
characteristic proof-of concept 
(Scale Guide 1:25 - 100) 

Initial capital cost and power 
production estimates/targets 
established. 

4 WEC component and/or basic 
WEC subsystem validation in 
laboratory environment. 
 (Scale Guide: >1:25) 

Preliminary lifecycle design: 
targets for manufacturable, 
deployable, operable and 
maintainable technology. 

5 WEC component and/or basic 
WEC subsystem validation in 
relevant environment.  
(Scale Guide 1:4 - 15) 

Supply-chain mobilisation: 
Procurement of subsystem 
design, installation feasibility 
studies, cost estimations, etc. 

6 WEC prototype demonstration in 
relevant environment.  
(Scale Guide >1:4) 

Customer interaction: consider 
customer requirements to inform 
design. Inform customer of likely 
project site constraints. 

7 WEC prototype demonstration in 
operational environment.  
(Scale Guide 1:2) 

Ocean operational readiness: 
management of ocean scale risks, 
marine operations, etc. 

8 Actual full-scale WEC completed 
and qualified through test and 
demonstration. 
(Scale Guide 1:1) 

Actual marine operations 
completed and qualified through 
test and demonstration. 

9 Operational performance and 
reliability demonstrated for an 
array of WECs. 
(Scale Guide Multiple 1:1) 

Fully de-risked business plan for 
utility scale deployment of arrays. 

 

TRL 1: Confirmation of Operation 
TRL 2: Performance Convergence 
TRL 3: Device Optimisation 
Scale Guide 1:25 – 100 (Small) 

TRL 4: Sub-Systems Assessment 
Scale Guide 1:10 – 25 (Medium) 

TRL 5: Sub-Assembly Bench Tests 
TRL 6: Full System Sea Trials 
Scale Guide 1:2 – 10 (Large) 

TRL 7: Solo, Sheltered, Grid Emulator 
TRL 8: Solo, Exposed, Grid Connected 
Scale Guide 1:1 – 2 (Prototype) 

TRL 9: Multi-Device Array (3 -5) 
Scale Guide 1:1 (Full) 

Performance 
Review 

Performance 
Review 

Performance 
Review Exit 

Operations 
Analysis 

Performance 
Review 

Performance 
Review 

No Go 

No Go 

No Go 

No Go 

Go 

Go 

Go 

Go 

Commercial 
Readiness 

Stage Gate 1 

Stage Gate 2 

Stage Gate 3 

Stage Gate 4 

Stage Gate 5 

Exit 

Economic 
Analysis 

Components 
Analysis 

Design  
Analysis 

Technical 
Analysis 

No Go 

Stage 1: Concept Validation  

Stage 2: Design Validation  

Stage 3: Systems Validation  

Stage 4: Device Validation  

Stage 5: Economics Validation  
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However, as the sector has advanced, numerous approaches have been proposed in the 

literature that attempts to adapt this traditional WEC classification system to include the 

development of novel and unconventional devices. Drew et al. [43] introduced a variation 

of the traditional classification scheme with the addition of the submerged pressure 

differential and oscillating wave surge converter and the removal of the wave-activated 

bodies from the operating principle category. Whereas the European Marine Energy 

Centre [44] and Li and Yu [45] identified eight and five main WEC types, respectively. 

These classification schemes appear to be various combinations of the main categories 

proposed by Falcão [41], Falnes [42], and Drew et al. [43], with the addition of the 

rotating mass [44], bulge wave [44] and membrane [45] device types.   

More recently, Lehmann et al. [46] have proposed that a wide range of wave energy 

technology can be classified by using five main categories: working principle (OWC, 

heaving buoy, submerged pressure differential, wave activated bodies, bulge wave, 

oscillating wave surge, rotating mass and cycloidal wave absorber); location (shore-based, 

nearshore, and offshore); orientation (point absorber, attenuator, and terminator); PTO 

system (hydraulic, direct drive, hydro, and pneumatic); and TRLs. 

Alternative categorisation based on the referencing configuration (self-referencing or 

seabed/shoreline referencing) and mode(s) of motion (heave, pitch, and/or surge) of the 

WECs primary conversion component has been proposed by the EquiMar project [47]. 

Whereas Margheritini et al. [48] recommended a classification scheme based on the 

WECs expected environmental impact. This scheme classified the devices by: location 

(onshore, intermediate, and offshore); stability elements (anchors/moorings and 

foundations); PTO system; as well as the obstruction to the water column and sea surface. 

Whilst many WECs can be accommodated within these numerous classification schemes, 

there are still a large number of device concepts that cannot be captured.  

The lack of an all-encompassing taxonomy is an issue because a WEC will not perform 

the same in different locations, and likewise, different WEC designs perform differently 

at the same location [20]. This is due to the characteristics and tuning of the device [49]. 

Design characteristics such as the WEC’s operational range and efficiency at various sea 

states are critical in quantifying the amount of energy that can be harvested at a specific 

site [50]. Whilst the technology’s ability to be tuned to the dominant wave frequency will 

maximise its energy capture [51]. Therefore, in determining if a wave energy project is 

feasible, it is vital that the most suitable WEC is selected for the potential WEF site [20], 

and this selection process can be streamlined by classifying devices appropriately. 
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2.4 Site Selection 

Before attempting to determine the most suitable device(s) for a potential site, initial 

deployment locations need to be identified and assessed, as wave energy is unevenly 

distributed throughout the world [18]. Bedard et al. [52], Zubiate et al. [53] and Kim et 

al. [54] identified an accurate assessment of the wave energy resource as the most 

important factor with regards to determining a suitable location for the installation of a 

WEF. This is because wave energy projects are only considered viable in locations where 

the potential annual wave power is greater than 20 kW/m [55, 56]. Furthermore, in order 

to effectively exploit the wave energy resource, a fundamental understanding of the wave 

transformation processes is required.  

2.4.1 The Wave Resource 

Wave Parameters 

Wave motion can be simply described as a regular, sinusoidal (monochromatic) wave 

with the characteristics depicted in Figure 2.2. Monochromatic waves have constant 

height H, wavelength -, and period T [24].  

 
Figure 2.2. A monochromatic wave propagating at celerity c on water of depth d, adapted 
from [57] and [58]. 

The important wave parameters (including those depicted in Figure 2.2), have been 

defined in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Definition of wave parameters. 

Parameter Description 
Crest Highest part of the wave [59] 
Trough Lowest part of the wave [59] 
Water depth d [m] Vertical distance between the SWL and seabed 
Wave amplitude a 
[m] 

Vertical distance between the SWL and crest (or trough) [57] 

Wave height H [m] Vertical distance between the crest and adjacent trough (! = 2$) [57] 
Wavelength &	[m] Horizontal distance between two successive crests (or troughs) [57] 
Wave period T [s] Time it takes two successive crests (or troughs) to pass a fixed point (wave 

cycle) [59] 
Wave frequency ( 
[Hz] 

Number of wave cycles that are completed in a second (therefore the reciprocal 
of the wave period: ( = 1 *⁄  ) [59] 

Wavenumber k 
[m!"] 

Number of wave cycles per metre (. = 2/ &⁄ ) [57] 

Wave celerity c 
[m/s] 

The speed at which the wave crest (or trough) travels [58], calculated as 
follows [60]: 

 0 =
&
*
=
1*
2/

tanh 6
2/7
&
8 (2.1)  

where 1 is acceleration due to gravity (9.81	</>#). 
 
In deep water [60]: 

For  7 &⁄ > 0.5, tanh C
#$%
& D ≅ 1, therefore, Equation (2.1) reduces to: 

 0 =
1*
2/

 (2.2) 

In shallow water [60]:  

For  7 &⁄ < 0.05, tanh C
#$%
& D ≅

#$%
& , therefore Equation (2.1) reduces to: 

 0 = G17 (2.3) 

 

Group celerity 0' 

[m/s] 

The speed at which the wave train, and wave energy, travels [58], calculated as 
follows [61]:  

 0' =
1
2
H1 +

4/7 &⁄
sinh(4/7 &⁄ )

M 0 (2.4)  

 
In deep water: 

For  7 &⁄ > 0.5, ($% &⁄
*+,-(($% &⁄ ) ≅ 0, therefore, Equation (2.4) reduces to: 

 0' =
0
2
=
1*
4/

 (2.5) 

In shallow water:  

For  7 &⁄ < 0.05, ($% &⁄
*+,-(($% &⁄ ) ≅ 1, therefore, Equation (2.4) reduces to: 

 0' = 0 = G17 (2.6) 
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The Wave Resource 

When the ocean surface is disturbed by wind, gravity, seafloor landslides or seismic 

disruptions (disturbing forces) [59], waves are generated (Figure 2.3). As the wave passes, 

the surface of the ocean is returned towards its original flat state by gravity or, in the case 

of ripples, surface tension (restoring forces) [59]. As seen in Figure 2.3, the majority of 

the energy available in the various types of waves is concentrated in wind waves [59]. 

Therefore, these are the most suitable for energy utilisation [62], and thus the focus of the 

wave energy sector [24].  

 
Figure 2.3. The formation of, and the distribution of energy in, the various types of ocean 
waves, adapted from [59]. 

Wind Waves 

Wind waves form as a result of energy being transferred from the wind (produced by the 

differential heating of the earth by the sun) to the water surface as it blows over the ocean 

[62]. At each stage of the conversion process, power is spatially concentrated. The 

original solar energy with a typical power intensity of 0.1 kW/m2–0.3 kW/m2 (area 

perpendicular to the sun’s rays) is transformed into wind energy with an intensity of 

approximately 0.5 kW/m2 (area perpendicular to wind direction). Further spatial 

concentration occurs as wind energy is converted into wave energy, resulting in an 

increased power intensity of typically 2–3 kW/m2 (area perpendicular to wave 

propagation) [42]. Therefore, wave energy can be considered a concentrated form of solar 

energy [62]. 

The energy contained within a wave is stored equally in the mass of water displaced from 

the SWL (potential energy "#) and in the motion of water particles (kinetic energy "") 

[58, 62]. Thus the total energy per unit area of sea surface is [63]: 
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 N0123 = N4+	N5 =
1
8
O1!# (2.7) 

where 0 is the density of seawater (1,025 kg/m3). 

As the wave passes, there is no significant net advancement of water mass because the 

water particles located in the wave crest move up and forward, whilst the water particles 

in the wave trough will move down and backwards (Figure 2.4). Thus the average position 

of the water particle does not change, and therefore, wave energy and waveform (shape 

of the wave), not water particles, are transmitted across the ocean surface [59]. 

 
Figure 2.4. Nine snapshots depicting the orbital motion of the water particles as a wave is 
transmitted across the ocean surface, adapted from [58]. 

Generation of Wind Waves 

As the wind blows over a calm ocean surface, small variations in the wind speed result in 

air pressure fluctuations above the water surface, which produce ripples (capillary waves) 

[57]. The slopes of these small capillary waves are further acted upon by the wind causing 

additional wave growth and leading to the development of complex, irregular wind seas 

(as illustrated by the wave profile in Figure 2.5) [57]. This chaotic surface forms due to 

the interaction (constructive and destructive wave interference) of numerous waves of 

varying wavelengths, periods, and heights travelling in different directions and at 

different speeds [64]. 
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Figure 2.5. The generation and growth of wind waves, adapted from [64] and [59]. 

The quantity of wind energy transferred, and therefore the variety and size of the resulting 

waves is a function of the wind speed (or wind strength) [59], the length of time the wind 

blows (wind duration) [59], the uninterrupted distance over which the wind blows in a 

single direction (fetch) [59], and the original state of the sea surface [64]. Therefore, larger, 

more powerful waves (increased wave height, period and length [59]) are generated by 

high wind speeds blowing for an extended period of time over a vast expanse of water 

[65].  

The wind seas continue to grow in size within the fetch area until a steady-state condition 

has been achieved for the prevailing wind conditions (wind speed, duration, and fetch) 

[64]. This is referred to as a fully developed sea (Figure 2.5); the waves cannot grow 

further in size under the existing wind conditions because the rate of energy supplied by 

the wind equals that dissipated by the waves breaking [66].   

Once the waves travel outside the fetch area, the wind imparts no further energy, and so, 

therefore, the length, speed (celerity), and period of the waves remain unchanged [64]. 

As the celerity is directly proportional to the wavelength (Equation (2.1)), groups of 

waves (wave trains) with longer wavelengths will travel faster than wave trains comprised 

of shorter wavelengths [59]. Although each individual wave advances at a celerity 

corresponding to its wavelength -, the wave train advances at a group velocity 2* [59], 

which is dependent on the relative water depth (3/-) (Equation (2.4)). The group velocity 

is also the rate with which the wave energy is transmitted (wave power) [59]. Thus the 

wave power Pwave per metre width of wave crest is given by [67]: 
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 P0123 = N01230' (2.8) 

This process of wave separation (dispersion) of the faster, longer waves from the shorter, 

slower waves leads to the development of ordered and regular ocean swells [64], depicted 

in Figure 2.5. Ocean swells can travel vast distances (up to ten thousand kilometres or 

more), with virtually no loss of energy in deep water [62].  

Wave Transformations 

In Figure 2.6, it can be seen that as the ocean swells propagate in deep water, the orbital 

paths of the water particles travel in vertical circles [59]. At the water surface, the 

diameter of the water particle’s circular orbit is equal to the wave’s height H [64]. The 

orbital diameters then decrease exponentially with increasing depth [58] until the motion 

of the water particles ceases at a water depth approximately equal to half the wavelength 

(wave base) [64]. Consequently, the energy also decreases as the depth increases, where 

up to 95 % of the wave energy is located between the water surface and a quarter of the 

wavelength below it [32].  

 
Figure 2.6. The behaviour of a wave is dependent on its wavelength λ relative to the water 
depth d it is propagating through (where the size and shape of the orbital path are 
determined by λ and d, respectively). Adapted from [59], [64] and [68]. 

When the wave train propagates into water with a depth less than its wave base 

(intermediate water), interaction with the seafloor occurs [64]. As seen in Figure 2.6, the 

circular motion of the water particles deforms and becomes progressively flatter until, in 

water depths less than one-twentieth of the original wavelength (shallow water), the water 

near the seabed is restricted to a rapid back and forth movement [59]. This frictional 

resistance between the water particles and seafloor (bottom friction) results in the 
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dissipation of energy, which increases with the roughness of the ocean bottom and the 

width of the continental shelf [62].  

The bottom interference also causes the wave celerity to decrease [60]. However, as the 

advancing wave slows, the trailing wave continues towards the shore at its original speed, 

thereby shortening the wavelength as it moves closer to the slower leading wave (shoaling) 

[66]. As the water depth decreases, the waveform is also modified. The wave height 

increases whilst the troughs become flattened, which leads to an asymmetric wave profile 

(Figure 2.6) [64]. The changing waveform and increasing wave height is the redistribution 

of wave energy that occurs with decreasing water depth [64].  

In shallow water, the bottom of the wave slows because, as previously stated, the 

movement of these water particles is severely limited near the ocean floor [66]. However, 

the motion of the water particles at the surface is not reduced as no contact with the seabed 

has occurred. Therefore, the upper segment of the wave overtakes the lower segment, 

resulting in the disintegration of the wave as it falls over and breaks [66], dissipating all 

its order and energy (Figure 2.6) [59].   

Due to the interaction with the ocean bottom, and in some cases, structures, the energy 

available in intermediate and shallow water waves may also be redistributed and/or 

redirected through processes such as refraction, diffraction and reflection [69].  

In refraction, as the wave trains approach the coast, the wave crests bend in order to 

become more parallel to the depth contours (isobaths) and shoreline (Figure 2.7(a)) [62]. 

When the wave is travelling in intermediate or shallow water, the wave celerity varies 

along the wave crest, causing the shallower section of the wave to propagate at a slower 

rate than the deeper section of the wave [60]. This results in the wave crests bending to 

align with the orientation of the isobaths [60]. Consequently, wave energy converges in 

convex bathymetric and coastal formations, such as submarine ridges and headlands, 

which could potentially lead to “hot spots” (localised high concentration of energy) [62]. 

Conversely, wave energy diverges in concave formations, such as submarine canyons and 

bays, thereby resulting in a local decrease in wave energy [62].  
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(a) (b) 

  
Figure 2.7. (a) The wave refraction which occurs along an irregular shoreline. The 
orthogonal lines illustrate the concentration of wave energy on the headlands and its 
dispersion in the bays, adapted from [70]. (b) As a wave encounters an obstacle, both wave 
diffraction and reflection can occur, adapted from [63]. 

Diffraction is the process by which the waves curve around and behind impermeable 

structures  [62], such as breakwaters and jetties (Figure 2.7(b)). As the wave passes the 

obstacle, wave energy is transferred laterally along the wave crests to the sheltered region 

(shadow zone) behind the structure [60]. These diffracted wave crests will travel into the 

shadow zone in approximately concentric circular arcs with exponentially decreasing 

wave heights along the crests [60]. Thereby defocusing (spreading out) the wave energy 

[62].  

As seen in Figure 2.7(b), when a wave encounters an obstacle, a portion of the wave 

energy is reflected [70]. The quantity and direction of the reflected energy is dependent 

upon the amount of energy absorbed by the obstacle, as well as the angle of approach 

[69]. In the case of impermeable structures with steep faces, approximately 100 % of the 

wave energy will be reflected [70]. Whilst a sloping structure that has a porous surface 

will reflect significantly less wave energy as the majority of the energy is absorbed or 

dissipated [69]. The reflected waves could also potentially constructively or destructively 

interfere with the incoming waves [66], thereby resulting in a localised increase or 

decrease in wave energy concentration. 

2.4.2 Extreme Wave Climate 

It is essential to know how these wave parameters vary in time at a specific location (wave 

climate), as WECs are tuned for maximum efficiency for particular ranges of wave 

heights and periods and cease operations in stormy seas [71]. Extreme wave events have 
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the potential to cause significant damage [72, 73], and therefore, the severity of the wave 

climate extremes should be investigated, and a threshold wave height value clearly 

defined [74]. 

In the literature, however, the threshold for an extreme wave condition is not clearly 

defined, which has resulted in a wide range of values being proposed. Liberti et al. [75], 

Amrutha et al. [76], and Bozzi et al. [71] utilised a single significant wave height Hm0 (a 

measure of H) threshold of 4 m, 4.5 m, and 7 m, respectively. Whilst Rusu and Onea [73] 

utilised an ‘extreme index’ to identify the highly energetic sea states in terms of Hm0 at 

each of the 21 sites being analysed, which ranged from 6.2 m to 12.4 m. Whereas Zheng 

et al. [77] proposed using the Gumbel Curve Method to determine the extreme wave 

heights, which ranged from 6 m to 20 m, depending on the site being analysed.  

Moto and Pinto [78] proposed using a wave power cut-off value of 120 kW/m, whilst 

Folley and Whittaker [79] introduced the concept of maximum exploitable Pwave, which 

was defined as being four times the average Pwave. In this case, the maximum exploitable 

Pwave was considered the threshold power level, and any sea states larger than this value 

were deemed unexploitable.  

Lastly, Morim et al. [80] assumed that WECs only operated within the range of sea states 

specified on the device’s corresponding power matrix. Thus, sea states greater than the 

maximum specified Hm0 were not taken into consideration in this approach [80]. 

This lack of consistency in the literature is an issue as these conditions are hazardous to 

WEC systems [73]. 

2.4.3 Existing Site Selection Methodologies 

Nobre et al. [81], Galparsoro et al. [82], and the European Union’s WAVEPLAM (WAVe 

Energy PLAnning and Marketing) project [83] proposed using multi-criteria analysis 

within a GIS framework to produce maps that depicted areas of varying suitability for 

generic WEFs. Nobre et al.’s [81] approach, implemented along the Portuguese south-

west coast, classified the relevant site selection criteria as restrictions or weighted factors. 

These restrictions represented non-installation areas and were omitted from the analysis, 

whereas the weighted factors were assessed on their ability to affect the installation of a 

WEF. This differed slightly from the methods proposed by Galparsoro et al. [82], 

demonstrated within the Basque Continental Shelf (Spain), and the WAVEPLAM project 

[83], which both firstly used three main categories (socioeconomic, environmental, and 
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technical) to identify the relevant site selection factors, and instead of omitting the 

exclusion factors from further analysis, these areas were assigned a value of zero. In 

addition, as a generalised site selection methodology was introduced by the 

WAVEPLAM project [83], a comprehensive list of all necessary information was 

provided, whereas Galparsoro et al. [82] and Nobre et al. [81] proposed site-specific 

selection criteria. 

Subsequently, studies conducted by Le et al. [84], Chakraborty [13], and Ghosh [17] 

integrated multi-criteria decision making techniques with GIS to determine optimal 

generic WEF locations. Le et al.’s [84] method, implemented in Tasmanian coastal waters, 

classified the identified site selection criteria as ocean features, marine uses and facilities. 

However, the factors in this method were all considered to be limiting, and so, therefore, 

potentially the most suitable WEF location could be in direct conflict with an existing 

marine use. Whilst the approach outlined by Chakraborty [13], demonstrated at multiple 

marine energy test sites (in Australia, England, and Spain), and Ghosh [17], implemented 

at specific locations within the coastal environments of Japan and the USA, only 

considered site selection criteria which would influence the wave energy potential (such 

as wave height, wave period, depth, and so forth). Neither attempted to incorporate social 

or economic impacts, environmental aspects, or existing marine uses into the analysis. 

None of these case studies was applied to an initial large area, and in fact, the 

WAVEPLAM guidance document [83] actively discouraged assessing large areas, such 

as a country’s entire marine territory. However, the majority of these methodologies 

recognised that the available resource is not the only aspect to be used in the analysis 

because the selection of an appropriate WEF site also requires an assessment of the 

technical limitations, potential economic and social impacts, and environmental 

considerations.  

2.5 Site Matching 

As stated in Section 2.3, an important aspect to consider when selecting a suitable location 

for the deployment of a WEF is determining which wave energy technology would be 

more appropriate for the particular conditions encountered at that potential site [85]. A 

review of the literature identified four main methods for matching wave energy devices 

to potential marine energy sites:  
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1. Method 1—Evaluating and comparing the performance of a single device at a 

single location.  

2. Method 2—Evaluating and comparing the performance of a single technology 

type at different locations.  

3. Method 3—Evaluating and comparing the performance of a range of technology 

types in a specific area.   

4. Method 4—Evaluating and comparing the performance of different technology 

types at a range of sites.  

If multiple locations were investigated within a country’s EEZ, this was defined as a 

single ‘specific area’ (Method 1 and Method 3). Table 2.2 provides an overview of the 

literature pertaining to the four site matching methodologies. 

Table 2.2. Review of the scientific literature focused on the four methods of site matching. 
For each method, the studies have been listed in reverse chronological order. 

Study / 
Year 

Device(s) Performance Indicator(s) Location(s) 

Method 1    

Margheritini 
& Kofoed 
[86] / 2019 

iiWEPTOS Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor 

iiiDenmark 

Carballo & 
Iglesias [87] 
/ 2012 

iiGeneric shoreline OWC Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Equivalent 
Hours, Over-Rated Time 
Percentage 

iiiSpain 

Method 2    

Dalton et al. 
[88] / 2010 

Pelamisa — only WEC to have 
published power performance data 
(at the time). 

Energy: Power Production 
Economic: Cost of Electricity, 
Net Present Value, Internal 
Rate of Return 

Ireland, Portugal, 
Canada, USA 

Method 3    

Amrutha et 
al. [76] / 
2019 

ii.Oystera, Wave Dragon, Wave Stara 
—selected WECs that were suitable 
for nearshore locations. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Capture 
Width 

ivIndia 

iIuppa et al. 
[89] / 2015 

iiAquaBuoya, Pelamisa, Wave 
Dragon, as well as seven generic 
devices numerically modelled by 
Babarit et al. [90]. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor 

ivItaly 

Veigas et al. 
[91] / 2015 

iiArchimedes Waveswing, Pelamisa, 
Wave Dragon, generic OWC 

Energy: Power Production ivSpain 

Bozzi et al. 
[71] / 2014 

AquaBuoya, Pelamisa, Wave 
Dragon—WECs that had a range of 
operating principles, reached an 
advanced stage of development and 
had published performance data. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Coefficient of 
Variation 

ivItaly 
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Study / 
Year 

Device(s) Performance Indicator(s) Location(s) 

Method 3 – Continued    

Mota & 
Pinto [78] / 
2014 

iiArchimedes Waveswing, Pelamisa, 
Wave Dragon—WECs that had a 
range of operating principles. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor 

iiiPortugal 

iSierra et al. 
[92]  / 2014 

iiAquaBuoya, Pelamisa, Wave Dragon Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor 

ivSpain 

iAoun et al. 
[93] / 2013 

iiAquaBuoya, Pelamisa, Wave 
Dragon—selected range of WECs 
that had published performance data. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor 

iiiLebanon 

iSilva et al. 
[94]  / 2013 

iiAquaBuoya, Oystera, Pelamisa, 
Seawave Slot-Cone Generatora, 
Wave Dragon— selected range of 
WECs. 

Energy: Power Production iiiPortugal 

Vaquero et 
al. [95] / 
2013 

iiCeto, Oceantec, Oystera, Pelamisa, 
Pontoon Power Converter, Seabased, 
Seawave Slot-Cone Generatora, 
Wave Dragon, Wave Stara —selected 
range of WECs. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Capture 
Width 

ivSpain 

Dunnett & 
Wallace 
[50] / 2009 

AquaBuoy, Pelamisa, Wave 
Dragon— selected range of WECs 
that had undergone full-scale testing. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor  
Economic: Net Present Value, 
Simple Payback Period  

ivCanada 

Method 4    
iRusu & 
Onea [96] / 
2017 

Cetob, Ocean Energy Buoy, 
Oceantecb, Pelamisa, Pontoon Power 
Converter, Seabased, Sea Power, 
Waveboba, Wave Dragon, Wave 
Stara—selected range of WECs at an 
advanced stage of development. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Capture 
Width 

ivAngola, Australia, 
Brazil, Canada, 
Chile, China, 
Denmark, 
Greenland, Iceland, 
Ireland, India, 
Indonesia, 
Madagascar, 
Mexico, NZ, Papua 
New Guinea, Peru, 
Philippines, 
Portugal, Russia, 
Senegal, South 
Africa, United 
Kingdom (UK), 
Uruguay, USA  

iVannucchi 
& Cappietti 
[97] / 2016 

Archimedes Waveswing, Oystera, 
Pelamisa, Wave Dragon, Oystera, 
Wave Stara—selected range of 
WECs at an advanced stage of 
development. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Capture 
Width 

ivIreland, Italy, 
France, Portugal 
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Study / 
Year 

Device(s) Performance Indicator(s) Location(s) 

Method 4 – Continued    

iRusu & 
Onea [73] / 
2015 

Archimedes Waveswing, AquaBuoy, 
Cetob, Ocean Energy Buoy, 
Oceantecb, Pelamisa, Pontoon Power 
Converter, Waveboba, Wave Dragon, 
Wave Stara—selected range of 
WECs at an advanced stage of 
development and designed to operate 
in the offshore environment. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Capture 
Width 

ivBulgaria, France, 
Ireland, Italy, 
Norway, Portugal, 
Romania, Spain, 
UK 

iRusu [85] /  
2014 

AquaBuoya, Pelamisa, Wave 
Dragon—selected range of WECs. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor, Capture 
Width 

ivPortugal, Spain 

O’Connor et 
al. [20] / 
2013 

iiPelamisa, Wave Stara Energy: Power Production, 
Capacity Factor  
Economic: Cost of Electricity, 
Net Present Value, Internal 
Rate of Return 

ivDenmark, Greece, 
Ireland, UK, Spain, 
Portugal  

iBabarit et 
al. [90] / 
2012 

iiEight generic numerically modelled 
devices inspired by Cetob, Langleea, 
Ocean Energy Buoy, Oystera, 
Pontoon Power Converter, Seabased, 
Waveboba, Wave Stara. 

Energy: Power Production, 
Capture Width Ratio 

ivIreland, France, 
Portugal, UK 

i. An external body funded the study. 
ii. The initial WEC selection was not discussed in the study. 
iii. The initial selection of the locations was not disclosed. 
iv. The selection of the sites was based on the available resource and/or limited to technical parameters. 
a Abandoned technology. 
b Technology has evolved significantly since the publication of the study. 
 
As seen in Table 2.2, a significant number of the case studies were based in the Northern 

Hemisphere (predominately along the Atlantic coast of Europe) and were limited to 

assessing the energy performance of the WEC(s) only. Furthermore, the majority of these 

case studies selected the locations based solely on the available resource and/or technical 

limitations (ocean depth, distance to shore, etc.). Whilst the initial selection of the wave 

energy technology, existing or generic, was generally not discussed, and as this is a 

rapidly evolving sector, the development of several of the ‘existing’ WECs has since been 

abandoned. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Three main gaps have been identified from the literature. Firstly, the absence of an 

adaptable taxonomy, which has distinct containing classes, that is both analytical and able 

to accommodate future wave energy technologies. Secondly, a lack of a flexible broad-

based method that determines optimal locations, from an initial large study area, for 
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generic wave energy projects. Thirdly, the need for a systematic site matching 

methodology, which includes the initial identification of devices that could potentially be 

suitable for these deployment locations. 
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Chapter 3 

Stage 1: Site Selection 

3.1 Introduction 

As wave energy is unevenly distributed throughout the world [18], the first step in establishing 

a WEF would be to identify suitable locations [22]. A number of site selection methodologies 

proposed in the literature (Section 2.4.3) converge to a common approach of utilising a form 

of multi-criteria analysis within a GIS framework. The majority of these methods recognised 

that even though an energetic resource is vital, it is not the only aspect to be considered because 

an assessment of the technical limitations, potential socio-economic impacts, and 

environmental considerations is also required. However, determining feasible locations to 

deploy, operate, and maintain a WEF is a considerable undertaking, and an extensive amount 

of information is required to conduct an informed evaluation [83]. Hence, the previous case 

studies were limited to small study areas.  

The aim of this chapter is, therefore, to develop a systematic approach for the identification of 

suitable WEF locations that is applicable at any scale. This will include breaking down the 

critical processes into three main stages. The first stage will define the study area, identify the 

relevant site selection criteria (based on the dimensions of sustainability), and gather and 

prepare the relevant geospatial data. The second stage will integrate this information in GIS to 

identify suitable WEF locations, regardless of the size of the initial study area. The third stage 

will then assess the robustness of the results obtained in the second stage.  

3.2 Methodology 

As seen in Figure 3.1, the principal steps in the site selection procedure were grouped into three 

distinct sub-stages: Stage 1.1: Data Acquisition and Preparation, Stage 1.2: GIS Analysis, and 

Stage 1.3: Scenario Analysis. In the Data Acquisition and Preparation sub-stage, the general 

area of interest was established, and the relevant geospatial data was identified, assembled, and 

prepared. This spatial data was then integrated and modelled in a GIS system in Stage 1.2 to 

identify suitable areas for wave energy projects, regardless of the size of the initial study area. 

In the last sub-stage, the robustness of the results acquired from the GIS model was evaluated. 

The proposed methodology was applied to an NZ case study. 
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ArcGIS Desktop 10.5.1 [98] was used to implement the proposed site selection approach. It is 

an appropriate tool for spatial analysis as it is able to capture, store, maintain, process, analyse, 

and display geospatial data [99]. This software package is comprised of numerous applications; 

however, only ArcCatalog and ArcMap were utilised. ArcCatalog is a data-management 

application, whereas ArcMap’s functionalities range from creating maps to spatially modelling 

and analysing the geographic data [99].  

 
Figure 3.1. The site selection methodology utilised to identify and assess optimal WEF locations.  
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Selection Factors
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‘Weighted’ 
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Develop Mathematical 
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3.2.1 Stage 1.1: Data Acquisition and Preparation 

The steps proposed in the first sub-stage defined the study area, and to encourage a sustainable 

outcome, by avoiding the development of projects in inappropriate areas, all pertinent and 

available information was identified and gathered. Sustainability in reference to sustainable 

development is commonly defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own” [100] and is comprised of 

the integration of three main dimensions: social inclusion, economic prosperity, and 

environmental protection [101]. These dimensions, with the addition of a technical and cultural 

dimension, form the framework for identifying the relevant site selection criteria.  

Cultural Dimension. Approximately 27 million people from 87 different countries make up the 

coastal indigenous communities around the world [102]. These communities are intrinsically 

linked with the marine environment as it forms part of their cultural heritage and identity [102]. 

Therefore, marine areas of cultural significance or that contribute to the food sovereignty of 

these communities were considered cultural factors. 

Economic Dimension. For the purpose of this study, economic factors were defined as activities 

that occur in, or uses, the marine environment, which made a direct economic contribution to 

the study area. 

Environmental Dimension. Due to the immature nature of the ocean energy sector, the effects 

of a WEF on the marine environment, such as the risk of collision between marine animals and 

the moving parts of WECs, are currently unknown [22]. Furthermore, these potential 

environmental impacts will also vary depending on the former condition of the receiving 

environment. For instance, a number of maritime areas have severely deteriorated due to 

industrial marine activities, whilst untouched marine environments are regarded as more 

vulnerable. Hence, their protection and preservation are prioritised [83]. Therefore, Marine 

Protected Areas (MPAs), which were established to protect and maintain marine ecosystems 

and biodiversity, were considered environmental factors. 

Social Dimension. The coastal and marine environment provides opportunities for discovery, 

leisure and contemplation. However, a WEF could potentially interact with or transform these 

activities, thereby impacting the local lifestyle and negatively influencing public perception 

[83]. In this approach, only submarine archaeology was considered. However, once suitable 

WEF locations have been identified, it is recommended that areas of popular recreational 
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activities, such as bathing, fishing, and surfing, should be identified and used to refine the site 

selection further. 

Technical Dimension. Technical parameters that could influence a WEF installation include 

the wave climatology (wave resource), ocean features (bathymetry), infrastructure and logistics 

(grid availability and port facilities), as well as existing marine applications (dredged areas, 

dumping grounds, military exercise areas, and submarine cables and pipelines) [83]. 

These site selection factors were then further classified as ‘Limiting Conditions’, ‘Exclusion 

Factors’ and ‘Weighted Factors’. The Limiting Conditions delineated the preliminary areas 

which were viable for wave energy projects, and therefore reduced the size of the initial study 

area. The Exclusion Factors were considered incompatible with a WEF and were eliminated 

from further analysis, whilst the Weighted Factors were criteria that had the potential to impact 

a WEF (either negatively or positively) and were weighted according to their relevance. 

As part of this sub-stage, once the relevant site selection considerations were identified and 

further categorised, the corresponding spatial datasets had to be sourced and assembled into a 

database in ArcCatalog. Geospatial data are commonly stored in either a raster or vector 

structure [99]. In a vector structure, coordinates are used to establish the locations of points, 

lines, and polygons, which represent discrete map features [99]. Whereas in a raster structure, 

the geographic space is divided into a regular grid of cells, and each cell is allocated the value 

of the map feature that dominates that cell [99].  

Each of these geographic datasets, which were stored in a vector structure, were then reviewed 

to determine which required further processing. This included ensuring that the dataset was 

accurate and up-to-date, projecting datasets to the recommended coordinate system for the 

study area, as well as splitting or merging existing datasets. Developing the database was a 

crucial and time-consuming aspect of the procedure, as the completeness and quality of the 

datasets utilised in the spatial analysis determined the accuracy of the resulting suitability map. 

3.2.2 Stage 1.2: GIS Analysis 

The GIS analysis was conducted in ArcMap, where the vector datasets assembled in Section 

3.2.1 were displayed as layers. In this sub-stage, the initial processing and analysis procedures 

were conducted using input layers with a vector structure, whilst the final operation, spatial 

MDA, required raster input layers. 
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The first process to be undertaken was to generate a smaller, more manageable Area of Interest 

(AoI) vector layer from the initial broad study area. Therefore, only regions with ocean depths 

less than 250 m and a resource greater than 20 kW/m were considered for further analysis. 

These parameters were selected as the limiting conditions, as the maximum ocean depth 

suitable for the installation of WECs ranges from 50 m [84] to 500 m [55] in the literature, and 

WEFs are only considered viable in locations where the potential wave power is greater than 

20 kW/m [55, 56]. 

Then in order to determine the potential areas for the installation of WECs, the exclusion 

factors were merged to create a single non installation areas layer. This layer was spatially 

removed from the AoI layer, resulting in a Potential Installation Areas (PIA) vector layer. 

To perform the final process, spatial MDA required the development of a suitability model 

(Equation (3.1)). This model combined the weighted factors, further categorised as constraints 

and restrictions, to generate a suitability map that identified the most optimal WEF locations 

by utilising a Suitability Scale (SS), which ranged from 1 (unsuitable locations) to 100 (very 

suitable locations). 

The SS equation is defined as follows: 

 ## = 678+9+

,

+-.
:;</

)

/-.
 (3.1) 

where 9+ and </ referred to the (reclassified) constraints and restrictions, which were stored in 

a raster structure, with 8+ representing the weight assigned to the individual constraints. These 

weightings were based on the importance of each constraint, and the total weight for all 

constraints was equal to 100 %.   

Constraints. Practical constraints associated with a WEF took into account the relative ease 

with which the WEC arrays could be installed, operated and maintained (distance to a port); 

the ability of the technology to generate electricity from the natural resource (available wave 

energy resource); and exporting the electricity to the local distribution network or the national 

transmission grid (distance to the power grid). As these constraints contain different features 

and measuring units, they had to be reclassified to a common comparable scale. In this scale, 

low values represented areas of poor resource or great distances from the ports or power grid, 

whilst high values represented areas with an excellent resource or close proximity to ports or 

power grid. 
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These reclassified constraints were then assigned a weight in accordance with their relative 

economic impact on the project (Table 3.1). The available wave resource received the highest 

weighting as it has the greatest influence on the economics of the project.  This was followed 

by the distance to ports, as a WEF will require servicing over its lifespan. The distance to power 

grid constraint was ranked the lowest as the costs associated with connecting to the power grid 

(underwater and overland transmission lines) are considered one-off capital costs. The 

proposed weightings were provided by a wave energy expert (W. Dick, personal 

communication, April 29, 2019), which also corresponded with the values provided in the 

literature [81]. However, it should be noted that these values are quite subjective and should 

be adjusted according to the situation being analysed (small island community vs coastal 

country) and also potentially as the sector matures. 

Table 3.1. The project constraints that are considered instrumental in determining the most 
optimal sites for wave energy projects. 

Constraint Weight (%) 
Available Wave Energy Resource 60 
Distance to Ports 30 
Distance to Power Grid 10 

 

Restrictions. Factors that were not incompatible with a WEF but could negatively influence 

the local economy or public perception were considered restrictions. Therefore, these locations 

were considered less suitable for wave energy projects and were assigned a limiting value based 

on the perceived importance of these areas with the local stakeholders. 

Before applying the suitability model, new raster layers had to be created from the restriction 

and reclassified constraint raster layers that were contained within the PIA vector layer. The 

resulting ‘clipped’ (cropped) restriction and reclassified constraint raster layers were then 

inputted into Equation (3.1) to identify the most optimal WEF locations.  

3.2.3 Stage 1.3: Scenario Analysis 

In order to determine the robustness of the results obtained from the suitability model, a 

scenario analysis was conducted utilising a Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo method 

is a relatively simple and proven mathematical technique for the inclusion of uncertainty in 

quantitative models [103]. A calculation is executed multiple times in this approach, each time 

with a unique set of inputs randomly selected from pre-specified probability functions [103]. 
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Therefore, the first process to be undertaken was to develop a mathematical model that best 

captured the current uncertainties with the suitability model; the subjectivity of the constraint 

weightings depicted in Table 3.1. As the initial weight assigned to each of the constraints was 

in accordance with the relative economic impact on the WEF, it was determined that the 

Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) would be the most appropriate model.  

LCOE is a standard cost metric for quantifying the economic performance of an electricity-

generating technology [104]. This parameter takes into consideration the capital costs, the 

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs over the project’s lifespan, as well as the 

technology’s cumulative energy yield. 
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where CAPEX refers to the project’s Capital Expenditures and OPEX the project’s Operational 

Expenditures, 3D refers to the discount rate, E is the year from the start of the project, and 	G is 

the project life expectancy. AEP is the Annual Electricity Production and is calculated as 

follows [104]: 

 !"? = H"I1 × 9! × 365	(3NOP) × 24(ℎTUDP) × !! (3.3) 

where H"I1  is the installed capacity of the WEF project, which is calculated by multiplying 

the number of WECs in the WEF by the device’s rated capacity <1 . 9! refers to the capacity 

factor, whilst !! is the WEF’s availability factor (the maximum potential time that the WEF is 

available to produce electricity annually). 

However, the standard LCOE calculation depicted in Equation (3.2) cannot be used directly in 

the Monte Carlo approach, and so, therefore, the annualised cost of producing electricity was 

modelled instead. This was achieved by multiplying the CAPEX in Equation (3.2) by a Capital 

Recovery Factor (CRF): 

 9<I =
3D(1 + 3D),

(1 + 3D), − 1
 (3.4) 

resulting in an annualised cost assessment model that could be utilised in the Monte Carlo 

simulations. 
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Once the quantitative model was established, the input variables that were uncertain and 

therefore crucial in assessing the suitability model had to be identified. The uncertainty was 

modelled by specifying the likely probability distribution. For the annualised LCOE model 

(Equation (3.5)), it can be clearly seen that the major variables that determine the economics 

of the power generation are the amount of electricity generated (AEP) and the associated costs 

(CAPEX and OPEX). For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that the AEP was a fixed 

point value and that the uncertainty associated with the CAPEX and OPEX values was best 

described by a normal distribution [103, 105]. 

Before the simulation could be run, the LCOE input variables had to be linked to the constraints 

used in the suitability model. This required each model input to be broken down further (Table 

3.2) so that it could be determined which constraints were best described by the LCOE input(s). 

Table 3.2. Breakdown of the LCOE model inputs (where relevant), adapted from [104]. 

Model Input Description 
AEP (kW/year) Amount of electricity generated by the WEF. 
CAPEX (currency/kW) Majority of the CAPEX costs are incurred at the beginning of the 

project. 
Project Development 
(currency/kW) 

Project costs, such as environmental impact assessment and site 
surveys. Usually incurred before WEF deployment and operation. 

Grid Connection (currency/kW) Cost of connecting the WEF to the power grid (dependent on the 
distance to a suitable grid connection point [106]). 

Device (currency/kW) Cost of materials and fabrication of the structure. 
Moorings and Foundations 
(currency/kW) 

Cost of all the components required to hold the device in place. 

Installation (currency/kW) Cost of pre-assembly, transporting, installing moorings and/or 
foundations, as well as attaching the device to the appropriate fixings. 

OPEX (currency/kWyear) OPEX costs are distributed throughout the project’s lifetime. 
O&M (currency/kWyear) Cost of all planned maintenance and repair requirements associated 

with maintaining the WEF (includes service vessel requirements). 
Insurance (currency/kWyear) Cost of insuring the technology against all risks during its deployment 

and operational life. 
Seabed lease rates 
(currency/kWyear) 

Cost of renting the seabed at the chosen site of deployment. 

 

As the amount of power that a device can generate is directly dependent on the available 

resource (this relationship is captured by the 9!  parameter, which is discussed further in 

Section 5.2.3), it was determined that the AEP input best represented the Available Resource 

constraint.  
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In terms of the cost inputs, several cost centres were identified for both CAPEX and OPEX. 

However, not all these cost components are relevant in terms of the suitability model. On 

further inspection, it was determined that the Distance to Grid constraint would be represented 

well by the grid connection cost (CAPEX). Whereas the installation cost (CAPEX) and O&M 

costs (OPEX) would best reflect the Distance to Ports constraint. 

As the overall CAPEX and OPEX inputs could not be directly linked to the suitability model 

constraints, the contribution of the relevant cost centres to these model inputs had to be 

determined. As seen in Table 3.3, only the values for the relevant CAPEX cost categories were 

shown. This is because the majority of the studies only reported the OPEX in terms of the 

O&M cost component if reported at all. Therefore, for this study, it was assumed that 100 % 

of the OPEX cost was comprised of this O&M component.  

Table 3.3. Percentage of the grid connection and installation cost components to the overall 
CAPEX of a wave energy project. Studies have been listed in reverse chronological order. 

Study / Year Grid Connection [%] Installation [%] 
de Andres et al. [107] / 2017 8 6 
Guardiola Moliner [108] / 2016 15 15–20  
Chozas [104] / 2015 10 – 
iSI Ocean [106] / 2013 6 22 
Ocean Energy Systems [109] / 2012 15 20–25  
iCarbon Trust [110] / 2011 12 10 

i. The cost values provided in these reports were a percentage of the project lifetime costs, which included the 
O&M costs. Therefore, these reported values had to be recalculated in terms of each cost components percentage 
contribution to the overall CAPEX. These recalculated percentage contributions are the values depicted in the 
table.  
 
In the case of the grid connection cost centre, it can be seen that a range of values has been 

reported in the literature (Table 3.3). However, for the purpose of this investigation, the value 

provided by Chozas [104] was utilised, as the input data required for the LCOE model was 

obtained from this report. 

Similar to that of the grid connection cost component, a wide range of values was recorded in 

the literature with regards to the contribution of the installation costs to the overall CAPEX 

(Table 3.3). As 20 % was the most commonly reported value, it was determined that this would 

be the percentage of the CAPEX assigned to the installation cost centre. However, as shown in 

Table 3.2, the installation cost is comprised of four main sub-components, only one of which 

is relevant to the distance to port constraint, namely transportation. As no further information 

could be obtained about the installation sub-components, it was assumed that each component 
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contributed equally. Therefore, the installation cost centre, in terms of transportation, was 

assigned the value of 5 %. 

Once the percentages of each of the relevant cost centres were defined, the Monte Carlo 

simulation could be run. The simulation modelled 500 different combinations of the input 

variables in an Excel spreadsheet, where these combinations were randomly selected from the 

pre-defined probability distribution for the CAPEX and OPEX model inputs. 

The Monte Carlo simulation resulted in a distribution of possible LCOE values, which were 

used to determine three cost scenarios, namely: 

1. Base-case scenario–Ordinary/typical scenario (i.e. average LCOE value)  

2. Worst-case scenario–Most unfavourable projected outcome (i.e. maximum LCOE 

value) 

3. Best-case scenario–Most favourable projected outcome (i.e. minimum LCOE value) 

For each scenario, a new set of weights was ascertained for the suitability model constraints. It 

should be noted that the AEP parameter could not be utilised to determine the weight of the 

Available Resource constraint. Therefore, the weight of this constraint was calculated by 

subtracting the percentage contribution of the annual grid connection costs, installation (in 

terms of transport) costs, and O&M costs from 100 %.  This ensured that the sum of the 

constraint weights would always equal 100 %, which is an important requirement of the 

suitability model. 

The final process in this sub-stage required the suitability model to be rerun for all three 

scenarios. The suitability maps generated from these scenarios were then compared to the 

initial suitability map obtained in Stage 1.2 in order to determine the sensitivity of the 

suitability model. 
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3.3 New Zealand Case Study 

The procedures proposed in Stage 1 were applied to a case study in the Southern Hemisphere, 

namely, NZ. The selection of a Southern Hemisphere case study was twofold. Firstly, as seen 

in Table 2.2, the case studies published on site matching were rarely conducted in the Southern 

Hemisphere. Secondly, it is well established that although the wave power values are similar 

in the two hemispheres, the Southern Hemisphere has considerably less temporal variation (at 

all timescales) [21], thereby making it more suitable for the installation of WEFs. 

NZ is an island country that is comprised of two main landmasses (the North and South Islands 

separated by Cook Strait) and over seven hundred smaller islands [111]. It is an ideal case study 

as it is in a prime position to develop wave energy projects. Firstly, as this island nation is quite 

isolated, its shores are exposed to high energy wave conditions (Figure 3.2), approximately 25 

kW/m [112], from the surrounding Southern and Pacific oceans and the Tasman Sea [113].  

 
Figure 3.2. Distribution of mean wave power in NZ, from 1998–2007 [114]. Reprinted with 
permission from MetOcean Solutions Ltd. (personal communication, July 24, 2020). 

Secondly, NZ has an extensive marine area, as it has the sixth-largest EEZ in the world [115], 

and lastly, over 70 % of the population resides within 10 km of the coast [116], which provides 

additional opportunities for distributed generation. 
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3.3.1 Stage 1.1: Data Acquisition and Preparation 

To demonstrate that the proposed site selection methodology is valid at any scale, especially 

large scale, the initial study area (Figure 3.3) was defined as all the marine waters contained 

between NZ’s coastline and EEZ; approximately 4.1 million km2. 

 
Figure 3.3. The initial marine area proposed for the NZ case study. 

The site selection considerations applicable to this case study are depicted in Table 3.4. These 

criteria were identified according to the five main dimensions proposed in Section 3.2.1, and 

depending on its potential to condition or influence the project, were classified further as 

limiting conditions, and exclusive or weighted factors. Based on the site selection factors 

proposed by Galparsoro et al. [82], Le et al. [84], Nobre et al. [81], and the WAVEPLAM 

project [83], it was found that the proposed economic, social and technical criteria were widely 

applicable, whilst the recommended cultural and environmental factors are unique to NZ.  
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Table 3.4. The relevant site selection factors identified according to the proposed cultural, 
economic, environmental, social, and technical dimensions. 

Dimension Factor Classification Data Type Data Source 
Study Area Coastline — Polygon [117] 

EEZ — Line [118] 
Cultural Mātaitai Reserves Exclusion Polygon a 

Taiāpure Exclusion Polygon [119] 
Economic Marine Farms 

(Aquaculture) 
Exclusion Polygon [120] 

Settlement Areas 
(Aquaculture) 

Exclusion Polygon [121]  

Commercial Fisheries Exclusion Raster b 
Offshore Platforms Exclusion Point [122, 123]  
Seabed Mining Exclusion Polygon [124]  
Shipping (Routes) Exclusion Line c 

Environmental Benthic Protection 
Areas 

Exclusion Polygon [125] 

Hauraki Gulf Marine 
Park 

Weighted 
(Restriction) 

Polygon b 

Marine Mammal 
Sanctuaries 

Weighted 
(Restriction) 

Polygon [126, 127] 

MPAs Exclusion Polygon [128] 
Marine Reserves Exclusion Polygon [129] 
Seamount Closure 
Areas 

Exclusion Polygon [130] 

Social Submarine 
Archaeology 

Weighted 
(Restriction) 

Point [131-136] 

Technical Bathymetry Limiting 
Condition 

Line [137] 

Dredged Areas Exclusion Polygon [138-140] 
Dumping Grounds Exclusion Polygon [141-143] 
Grid Availability Weighted 

(Constraint) 
Point d 

Military Exercise 
Areas 

Exclusion - [144] 

Commercial Ports Weighted 
(Constraint) 

Point [145] 

Submarine Cables Exclusion Line [146]  
Submarine Cables & 
Pipelines Protection 
Zones 

Exclusion Polygon [128, 147-150] 

Wave Energy Resource Limiting 
Condition; 
Weighted 
(Constraint) 

Line e 

a Ministry for Primary Industries, personal communication, December 22, 2018  
b Fisheries NZ, personal communication, March 12, 2019  
c Maritime NZ, personal communication, March 4, 2019 
d Transpower NZ Ltd., personal communication, May 6, 2019 
e MetOcean Solutions Ltd., personal communication, November 23, 2017 
 

NZ Cultural Factors. The importance of oceans to the Māori tribes, NZ’s indigenous people, 

is managed through the establishment of mātaitai reserves (traditional fishing grounds) and 

taiāpure (traditional fishing grounds as well as areas of special cultural or spiritual significance) 

[151]. 
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NZ Environmental Factors. There are three levels of marine protection in NZ: Type 1 Marine 

Reserves (the highest protection level); Type 2 MPAs; and Type 3 Other Marine Protection 

Tools (which includes benthic protection areas, seamount area closures, marine mammal 

sanctuaries and the Hauraki Gulf marine park) [152]. Additional environmental aspects that 

should be considered, once these general WEF installation regions have been identified, are 

coastal areas of outstanding natural character, features, and landscapes [153]. 

The corresponding GIS database was then developed using spatial data from the sources 

referred to in Table 3.4. The majority of these site selection factors were readily available in a 

GIS format but required further preparation before the analysis could be conducted. The main 

geodata pre-processing steps included: transforming the geospatial data into the same projected 

coordinate system, ensuring the features within the shapefiles were up-to-date (by referring to 

the relevant NZ nautical charts, legislation [154], and/or gazette notices1[155]), and clipping 

the features to the defined study area. 

In general, the shapefiles that could be obtained were defined in the WGS84 (World Geodetic 

System 1984) geographic coordinate system. However, as this proposed methodology will be 

applied to an NZ case study, the recommended projected coordinate system for NZ’s 

continental shelf was used; NZCS2000 (NZ Continental Shelf Lambert Conformal 2000) [156]. 

All the datasets were converted to this projected coordinate system because, for multiple spatial 

datasets to work together correctly in ArcMap, the coordinate systems have to be consistent. 

Furthermore, if spatial analysis is to be undertaken, the map layers should be transformed into 

a projected coordinate system as opposed to a geographic coordinate system [157]. To convert 

the coordinate system, the ‘Project’ tool in ArcMap was employed, and as the input and output 

coordinate systems had different datums (WGS84 and NZGD2000 2 , respectively), the 

NZGD_2000_To_WGS_1984_1 geographic transformation parameter3 was applied. It should 

be noted that this is effectively a null transformation [158] (the coordinates are not adjusted), 

 

1 The NZ Gazette is the official newspaper of the NZ Government, which contains official commercial and 

government notifications [155]. 

2 NZGD2000 (New Zealand Geodetic Datum 2000) is NZ’s national geodetic system [156], which is used to 

define map projections such as NZCS2000. 

3 Data alignment and accuracy issues may occur if the correct transformation is not applied when converting 

between coordinate systems comprised of different datums. 
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as the WGS84 and NZGD2000 reference frames are very closely aligned (to approximately a 

1 m accuracy level) [159].  

The data preparation undertaken for each site selection criterion is expanded on below. With 

the exception of the site selection factors classified as either a limiting condition or a constraint, 

the datasets to be utilised in the GIS Analysis stage had to be comprised of polygon features. 

Geographic features represented by polygon data are two dimensional, and therefore the area 

and perimeter can be measured. Whereas line data can only be used to measure length, whilst 

point data can measure neither length nor area. Therefore, the relevant spatial datasets that 

initially contained point or line features required further pre-processing to achieve this required 

outcome.  

Study Area 

To generate the initial study area required the spatial data pertaining to NZ’s coastline (inner 

boundary of the study area) and EEZ (outer boundary of the study area). Before the study area 

shapefile could be created, both the coastline and EEZ spatial data had to be transformed from 

the WGS84 coordinate system to the NZCS2000 reference system. Thereafter, the EEZ 

features had to be converted from polylines to a polygon, which was achieved by employing 

the ‘Feature to Polygon’ tool (this tool only generates polygons if the areas are fully enclosed 

by the input line features). However, as seen in Figure 3.4(a), this resulted in a polygon that 

included the landmasses. Therefore the ‘Erase’ tool was used to remove the coastline polygons 

from the EEZ polygon (in Figure 3.4(b)), resulting in the initial study area polygon depicted in 

Figure 3.4(c), which contained all the marine waters between NZ’s coastline and EEZ. 

To calculate the area and perimeter of this polygon required the addition of two new fields, of 

type double, to be added to the attribute table4 (by utilising the ‘Add Field’ function). Then 

with the aid of the ‘Calculate Geometry’ function, the area and perimeter were calculated. 

 

4 The information regarding the features contained within a layer (dataset) is stored in a table. Each row in this 

table represents a single feature record, and each column represents the category of information (feature attribute). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 3.4. The (a) EEZ polylines were converted to a polygon to form an initial study area, which contained NZ’s landmasses. Therefore the (b) 
coastline polygons were spatially removed from the EEZ polygon, resulting in the (c) initial study area polygon, which was used to process the datasets 
pertaining to the site selection factors further. 
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As part of the data preparation, the spatial datasets depicted in Table 3.4 were clipped to this 

Initial Study Area layer (by utilising the ‘Clip’ tool) to ensure that only features contained 

within the study area would be analysed in the next stage. Unless stated otherwise, it can be 

assumed that this was the last pre-process undertaken in the Data Acquisition and Preparation 

stage.  

Cultural Dimension 

Mātaitai Reserves / Taiāpure. Even though the cultural site selection factors, Mātaitai Reserves 

and Taiāpure, were obtained from separate sources (Table 3.4), these datasets required minimal 

preparation. Both shapefiles were transformed from the WGS84 geographic coordinate system 

to the required NZCS2000 projected coordinate system, and the respective features were 

compared with the relevant legislation and gazette notices.  

Economic Dimension 

Aquaculture (Settlement Areas / Marine Farms). The geodata pertaining to NZ’s aquaculture 

were obtained through ArcGIS online, which was accessed directly through the ArcMap 

application. Both datasets had to be converted from the projected Mercator 41 coordinate 

system to the required NZCS2000 projected coordinate system. As Mercator 41 is based on the 

WGS84 datum, a null transformation was applied.  

Commercial Fisheries. A geographical dataset pertaining to the most popular commercial 

fishing locations is not publicly available. However, an official information act [160] 

application5  was made by the author to Fisheries NZ requesting the geodata corresponding to 

Figure 3.5(a), which depicts the commercial fishing intensity spanning the past ten years (2007-

2018). This geodata was provided in a raster format, which was comprised of grid cells that 

ranged from 5 km2 to 50 km2 (Figure 3.5(b)). Each of these cells was assigned an intensity 

ranking value that ranged from 1 (low catch) to 10 (high catch). This ranking system was 

developed using the actual catch weights per km2. 

 

5 The Official Information Act 1982 makes official information available to the general public in NZ. 
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(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.5. The (a) commercial fishing intensity map available from the Fisheries NZ website [161] 

(image source: Ministry for Primary Industries, licensed for re-use under CC BY 4.0) with the 

(b) corresponding raster image containing grid cells that ranged from 5 km
2
 to 50 km

2
.  

In order to generate the commercial fisheries vector dataset, the ‘Raster to Polygon’ tool was 

utilised. This resulted in a shapefile comprised of multiple polygons, which depicted all 

commercial fishing areas regardless of popularity. Therefore, to determine the most popular 

commercial fishing locations, polygons containing a high-intensity ranking (values ranging 

from 7–10) were identified by implementing a SQL (Standard Query Language) query (feature 

with an attribute value ≥ 7) performed by the ‘Select by Attributes’ tool. The selected polygons 

were exported to a new shapefile and then further processed by merging all the features that 

shared a boundary into one polygon (Figure 3.6). It should be noted that to merge features 

within the same dataset requires the use of the ‘Merge’ function available from the Editor menu, 

as opposed to the ‘Merge’ tool, which combines multiple datasets into a single output dataset. 

As the initial projected coordinate system assigned to the raster was Albers Equal Area, this 

was inherited by the newly generated vector dataset. Therefore, this coordinate system was 

converted to the appropriate NZCS2000 coordinate system. Similar to the Mercator 41 

projected coordinate system, Albers Equal Area is based on the WGS84 datum, therefore a null 

transformation was applied.  
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Figure 3.6. Finalised shapefile depicting the most popular commercial fishing locations, which 

was generated from a raster image. 

Offshore Installations. The offshore installation dataset utilised in the GIS Analysis stage was 

created from two existing shapefiles, which were obtained from separate sources (Table 3.4). 

Before these shapefiles could be merged to create a single dataset, the spatial data required pre-

processing. The Offshore Platform Points (Hydro, 1:90k - 1:350k) [122] shapefile only 

required minimal preparation, which was limited to transforming its coordinate system from 

WGS84 to NZCS2000. Whereas the data preparation regarding the second shapefile, 

Petroleum Wells [123], was more substantial. 

Firstly, the projected coordinate system, Transverse Mercator, was reprojected to NZCS2000. 

As the Transverse Mercator projection is based on the NZGD2000 datum, no transformation 

was required. Secondly, as seen in Figure 3.7, the data had to be cleaned up, as this shapefile 

contained records for both on- and offshore wells, which had statuses that ranged from 

‘producing’ to ‘plugged and abandoned’. Therefore, for this analysis, only wells that were 

located offshore and that had the status of ‘producing’, ‘confidential’ or ‘unknown’ were 

selected and exported to a new shapefile. These features were selected with the following SQL 
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attribute query: “WaterDepth” <> ‘ ’ AND (“Status” = ‘Confidential’ OR “Status” = 

‘producing’ OR “Status” = ‘unknown’).  

 
Figure 3.7. Two shapefiles were identified as containing relevant offshore installation data. 

This new shapefile was combined with the modified Offshore Platform Points (Hydro, 1:90k - 

1:350k) dataset by utilising the ‘Merge’ tool, resulting in a single dataset referred to as Offshore 

Platforms. The duplicate records contained in the newly generated Offshore Platforms dataset 

were then deleted. In some cases, the records indicated multiple overlapping wells in the same 

area; therefore, these offshore platforms were compared with relevant NZ nautical charts in 

order to identify the correctly located well(s). Once this dataset was cleaned up, 500 m 

polygons were generated around each well point utilising the ‘Buffer’ tool, resulting in the 

processed dataset depicted in Figure 3.8. These were created as both Article 60 of the United 

Nations Law Convention on the Law of the Sea [162] and NZ’s Continental Shelf Act 1964 

[163] require the establishment of 500 m safety zones around offshore installations. Exclusion 

zones are established in order to protect these offshore installations and minimise the risk of 

an accident occurring, which could potentially result in marine pollution. 
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Figure 3.8. The finalised Offshore Platforms dataset that was prepared for the GIS Analysis stage. 

Seabed Mining. The Seabed Mining dataset was generated from the Mineral Active Permits 

shapefile, which was published by New Zealand Petroleum and Minerals [124]. This shapefile 

contained information regarding the currently registered mining and exploration permits as 

well as the continental shelf licences.  

As the Mineral Active Permits geodata was defined in the Transverse Mercator coordinate 

system, this had to be reprojected to the required NZCS2000 coordinate system. Similar to that 

of the Petroleum Wells dataset discussed above, the Mineral Active Permits dataset also 

contained records for both on- and offshore licenses and permits (Figure 3.9(a)). Therefore, in 

order to generate the Seabed Mining shapefile, the active offshore permits were identified and 

selected utilising the SQL attribute query: (“Status” = ‘Active’ OR “Status” = ‘Active - Change 

Pending’) AND “PERMIT_OFF” = ‘Offshore’. These selected features were then exported to 

a new shapefile, resulting in the Seabed Mining shapefile depicted in Figure 3.9(b). 
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(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.9. The (a) Mineral Active Permits dataset was utilised to generate the (b) Seabed Mining 

shapefile.  

Shipping (Routes). NZ does not have mandatory shipping lanes, and so, therefore, in order to 

generate a popular shipping routes dataset instead, an official information act application was 

made to Maritime NZ requesting Automatic Identification System (AIS) ship tracking data. 

The request could not be processed as this information is not managed or maintained by the 

government (R. Gabara, personal communication, February 25, 2019). However, two months 

(October and November 2018) of AIS track data was obtained directly from Maritime NZ 

(personal communication, March 4, 2019); each month of track data was provided as a separate 

dataset.  

To create the final Popular Shipping Lanes shapefile from these datasets required extensive 

data preparation and processing. The first issue encountered was that the ArcMap application 

did not recognise the coordinate system assigned to the dataset. This was because the datasets 

were assigned the coordinate system WGS 84 instead of GCS_WGS_1984; WGS 84 is denoted 

by GCS_WGS_1984 in ArcGIS applications. Therefore, in ArcCatalog, the coordinate system 

had to be updated to the recognisable coordinate system name. Once this was rectified, then 

both datasets were converted to the required NZCS2000 coordinate system. 
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Another issue with regards to these initial spatial datasets was that when the ship track lines 

were generated from the AIS data, superfluous horizontal lines were also generated each time 

a track line intersected with the 180th meridian (Figure 3.10). Thus, before any further 

processing could be done, these horizontal lines had to be identified and removed from both 

sets of data. 

 
Figure 3.10. The initial datasets containing the ship track line features also contained additional 

horizontal lines. The horizontal lines appear to be at an angle due to the reprojection of the line 

features from a geometric coordinate system to that of a projected coordinate system. 

In order to determine which lines features were the actual ship track lines in both datasets, the 

following SQL attribute query was utilised: “shape_length” <= 359. This query selected all 

line features with a length less than or equal to 359°, which were then exported to two new 

shapefiles; corresponding to each month (Figure 3.11). 

 
Figure 3.11. The November and December spatial datasets comprised of only the ship tracking 

line features.  
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Before a single dataset could be created, the commercial vessels had to be identified, selected, 

and exported to new shapefiles for each month. This was achieved by implementing a SQL 

attribute query that selected features with a class corresponding to ‘CA’ (Class A: Larger 

Vessels). The month of November only consisted of data relating to larger vessels, whilst 

October also contained data regarding smaller (leisure) vessels. These cleaned monthly 

shapefiles were then merged into a single dataset and clipped to the initial study area, thereby 

resulting in a combined shipping routes dataset.  

To generate a dataset that contained information with regards to just popular shipping routes 

required the use of statistical analysis. In order to conduct the statistical analysis required the 

track lines to be aggregated within a specific area. Therefore, a 5 km2-resolution polygon grid, 

which covered the entire study area, was developed utilising the ‘Create Fishnet’ tool. Initially, 

a grid with a higher resolution (1 km2) was generated, but as the grid was required to cover the 

entire study area (approximately 4.1 million km2) it was found to be too computationally 

expensive. Therefore, similar to that of the Commercial Fisheries shapefile, a resolution of 5 

km2 was selected instead.  

The grid was then clipped to the Initial Study Area polygon to ensure that the results would not 

be skewed. For instance, when aggregating the track lines to the relevant cells, cells that did 

not contain track lines would be assigned a value of zero. Therefore, if the landmasses and the 

marine waters outside of the EEZ were not removed before the statistical analysis was 

undertaken, the cells contained within these areas would be assigned a zero value instead of a 

null value. This would skew the results as zero values indicated that ships did not travel in these 

areas and would be included in the analysis, whereas null values represented an area of ‘no 

data’ and therefore would not be included in the analysis. 

The last step to be undertaken before conducting the statistical analysis was to aggregate the 

ship track lines in each cell. This was achieved by utilising the ‘Join Data’ tool, which has a 

range of functionalities. Firstly, it was utilised to calculate the number of track lines contained 

within the grid cells, and then a new shapefile was generated, which contained each cell in the 

grid with the corresponding count data.  

The ‘Hot Spot Analysis’ tool, which is based on the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic, tested the null 

hypothesis of complete spatial randomness (i.e., how likely is it that the spatial cluster of track 

lines is the result of a random spatial process?). This resulted in the identification of statistically 

significant spatial clusters of high values (hot spots) and low values (cold spots) [164]. Once 
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the tool completed its analysis, a new dataset was generated, which contained each grid cell 

that was within the initial study area, with its corresponding count value (the number of track 

lines contained in the cell), z-score (measures of standard deviation) and p-value (probability 

that the null hypothesis was falsely rejected). Therefore, in order to identify the most popular 

shipping routes, a SQL attribute query was implemented that selected cells with a z-score >= 

2.58 (99 % likelihood that the clustering of high values is statistically significant) and a p-value 

<= 0.01 (1 % probability that the spatial cluster is the result of a random spatial process). These 

selected cells were then exported to a new shapefile and merged to create a single polygon that 

represented the most popular commercial shipping routes (Figure 3.12). 

 
Figure 3.12. The Popular Shipping Routes dataset generated from two months of AIS data. 

Even though the resulting Popular Shipping Routes shapefile was created from only two 

months of data, when it is compared with the 2017 Density Map from MarineTraffic (Figure 

3.13), it could be seen that the most travelled sea routes were, in general, captured quite well. 

Except in the case of the shipping routes that were most frequently travelled west and south of 

the South Island (Figure 3.13). However, as shown in Figure 3.6, these locations were captured 

in the Commercial Fisheries layer instead. 
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Figure 3.13. Screenshot of the 2017 Density Map

6
  from the MarineTraffic website [165]. Printed 

with permission from MarineTraffic (personal communication, February 21, 2019).  

Environmental Dimension 

Benthic Protection Areas / Marine Areas / Seamount Closures. The shapefiles with regards to 

the Marine Reserves, Benthic Protection Areas, and Seamount Closures were obtained from 

Ministry for the Environment Data Service (Table 3.4). These datasets only required minimal 

preparation, which included transforming the geographic WGS84 coordinate system to that of 

the projected NZCS2000 reference system, and ensuring that all the records contained within 

the respective datasets were up-to-date by referring to the relevant legislation and gazette 

notices. 

Hauraki Gulf Marine Park. An official information act application was made to Fisheries NZ 

requesting the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park shapefile (Table 3.4). The spatial data received had 

been digitised from registered images, as no coordinates have been provided in the relevant 

 

6  A request for the spatial data relating to the Density Maps (Figure 3.13) was made to MarineTraffic 

(www.marinetraffic.com, personal communication, February 21, 2019). However, the author was informed that 

these maps had been designed specifically for the MarineTraffic Live Map, and due to technological limitations, 

could not be provided in the requested format.   
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legislation to describe the exact boundaries of the marine park [166]. In terms of pre-processing, 

this shapefile only required the coordinate system to be converted from WGS84 to NZCS2000.  

Marine Mammal Sanctuaries. The Department of Conservation Marine Mammal Sanctuaries 

shapefile was acquired from the Ministry for the Environment Data Service (Table 3.4). 

However, only six of the eight sanctuaries that provide protection for marine mammals were 

included in this dataset. Therefore, the shapefile was amended to include the Te Rohe o Te 

Whānau Puha Whale Sanctuary and the Ōhau NZ Fur Seal Sanctuary, which were established 

by the Kaikōura (Te Tai o Marokura) Marine Management Act 2014 [127]. As the Ōhau NZ 

Fur Seal Sanctuary is contained within the Te Rohe o Te Whānau Puha Whale Sanctuary, it 

was only necessary to create the larger whale sanctuary. 

Before amending the initial Marine Mammal Sanctuaries shapefile, the coordinate system had 

to be converted from WGS84 to NZCS2000. Then to create the additional polygon, the 

coordinates regarding the Te Rohe o Te Whānau Puha Whale Sanctuary, provided in Schedule 

3 of the Kaikōura (Te Tai o Marokura) Marine Management Act 2014, were inputted into an 

Excel spreadsheet. These coordinates were defined in the WGS84 coordinate system and 

provided in the format of degrees and minutes, which had to be converted to Decimal Degrees 

(DD). Once the Excel spreadsheet was prepared, it was imported into a new ArcMap file, which 

was defined in the WGS84 coordinate system. As seen in Figure 3.14 (a), the Excel data was 

then used to generate a point feature class by utilising the ‘Display XY Data’ function, which 

was exported to a new shapefile. The coordinate system of this new point shapefile was 

converted from WGS84 to NZCS2000.  

To create the additional sanctuary, the initial Marine Mammal Sanctuaries dataset and the point 

shapefile were imported into a new ArcMap file with NZCS2000 specified as the coordinate 

system. Then by utilising the ‘Create Features’ tool in combination with the polygon endpoints 

(the features contained within the point shapefile) as well as the description of the Te Rohe o 

Te Whānau Puha Whale Sanctuary provided in Schedule 3 of the Kaikōura Marine 

Management Act, the missing feature was created in the Marine Mammal Sanctuary dataset 

(in Figure 3.14 (b)). 
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(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.14. The (a) coordinates provided in the relevant legislation were utilised to create a point 

shapefile, which in turn was employed to create the boundaries of the Te Rohe o Te Whānau Puha 

Whale Sanctuary. 

Marine Protected Areas. The Type 2 MPAs dataset was also obtained from the Ministry for 

the Environment Data Service. Similar to that of marine reserves, MPAs are established to 

protect marine habitats and ecosystems [167]. Areas that met the Protection Standard for Type 

2 MPAs and, therefore, included in this dataset were the Fiordland Marine Area, marine parks, 

fisheries closures, a Mātaitai Reserve, as well as submarine cable and pipeline protection zones 

[167].  

In this approach, Mātaitai Reserves and submarine cable and pipeline protection zones were 

considered cultural and technical factors, respectively. Therefore, the record classified as ‘Type 

II MPA Mataitai’ was deleted. Whilst the features assigned the MPA type ‘Type II MPA Cable 

or Pipeline Zone’ were selected by a SQL attribute query and exported to a new shapefile 

(which was later used in the generation of the submarine cable and pipeline dataset). Thereafter, 

the coordinate system of the environmental MPA dataset was converted from the assigned 

WGS84 to NZCS2000, and the records compared with the relevant NZ legislation and gazette 

notices.  
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Social Dimension 

Submarine Archaeology. As no single dataset contained all the relevant information regarding 

shipwrecks in NZ, a total of six shapefiles (Figure 3.15) were merged in an attempt to create a 

single complete dataset (which was comprised of 333 records). These six shapefiles were 

obtained from the LINZ (Land Information New Zealand) Data Service and were all defined 

in the WGS84 coordinate system, which was inherited by the newly created dataset. The 

coordinate system of this newly created dataset was then converted from WGS84 to 

NZCS2000.  

 
Figure 3.15. Six separate datasets were merged to a single shipwreck shapefile. 

As several shapefiles were merged to create the single dataset, a number of records were 

duplicated, which were subsequently deleted. Furthermore, in several instances, the records 

indicated multiple overlapping shipwrecks in the same area. Therefore, these features were 

compared with relevant NZ nautical charts in order to identify the correctly located wrecks. It 

should be noted that there was no single identifying value that could be utilised in a SQL query. 

This meant that every single one of the 333 records in the dataset had to be manually reviewed, 

and during this process, a total of 65 nautical charts were consulted.  
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Once this dataset was cleaned up, 158 records remained, and similar to that of the offshore 

platforms, 500 m buffers were generated around each shipwreck point. 

Technical Dimension 

Bathymetry. The Bathymetry shapefile was obtained from NIWA (National Institute of Water 

and Air), which was defined in the Mercator 41 projected coordinate system. The first step in 

preparing the spatial data was to convert the coordinate system to NZCS2000 and then clip the 

dataset to the study area polygon.  

As the 250 m isobath (Figure 3.16 (a)) was identified as a limiting condition (Section 3.2.2), 

the bathymetry shapefile required extensive pre-processing to prepare it for the analysis stage. 

Similar to that of the Initial Study Area layer, line features (the 250 m isobath in this case) were 

used to create a corresponding polygon. However, the ‘Feature to Polygon’ tool could not be 

used directly on this spatial data, as the 250 m isobath line features only fully enclosed areas 

in some locations (Figure 3.16 (b)).  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.16. The (a) 250 m isobath was selected, utilising a SQL attribute query, and inputted 

into the ‘Feature to Polygon’ tool. This resulted in (b) an incomplete polygon dataset, as the 250 

m line features did not fully enclose all the relevant areas.  
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Therefore, the line features that overlapped, intersected, and dangled had to be identified and 

managed in order to prepare the spatial data sufficiently for the ‘Feature to Polygon’ tool.  This 

required the creation of a topology, based on the 250 m line features, in ArcCatalog. Where the 

following line topology rules were utilised: must not dangle, must not intersect, must not 

overlap. Once the topology was generated (Figure 3.17(a)), then each of the 512 rule violations 

was inspected individually in ArcMap and rectified if necessary (i.e., joining line features, 

splitting intersecting lines, and deleting overlapping lines). Once all the topology errors were 

repaired, the ‘Feature to Polygon’ tool was utilised to create the bathymetry polygons. However, 

these polygons included the landmasses. Therefore the ‘Erase’ tool was used to remove the 

coastline polygons. Then this spatial dataset was refined further by only retaining the 250 m 

isobath polygons that surrounded the inhabited islands (North and South Island, Chatham 

Island, and Stewart Island [168]), resulting in the Bathymetry Limiting Condition dataset 

depicted in Figure 3.17 (b). 

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.17. (a) A topology was created in order to identify and rectify errors in the dataset. Once 

this investigation was complete, then (b) the 250 m isobath polygon dataset was generated. 

Dredged Areas. Three shapefiles (Table 3.4), with a WGS84 coordinate system, were merged 

to create a single Dredged Areas dataset with the same geographic coordinate system. The 
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coordinate system of this newly generated shapefile was then converted to the appropriate 

coordinate system for this case study.  

As this dataset was created from several existing shapefiles, duplicate records occurred. These 

were identified manually and then deleted. Furthermore, each record was compared to the 

relevant nautical charts, of which several had to be amended to reflect the correct dredged depth 

and corresponding nautical chart.   

Dumping Grounds. Similar to the development of the Dredged Areas dataset, the Dumping 

Grounds shapefile was also created by merging three shapefiles (Table 3.4). This newly formed 

Dumping Grounds shapefile inherited the WGS84 coordinate system associated with the 

existing shapefiles. Therefore, it was transformed to the required NZCS2000 reference system 

before further data preparation was undertaken.  

As this dataset was generated from shapefiles at three different scales, it was expected that data 

would be duplicated. Consequently, each record was manually checked, and the replicated data 

deleted.  

Grid Availability. The Grid Connection Points shapefile obtained from Transpower NZ Ltd 

(Table 3.4) contained point data with regards to the grid injection points and grid exit points. 

As the grid availability has been classified as a constraint (Table 3.4), the layer retained its 

point features. Therefore, in terms of data preparation, only the coordinate system was 

transformed (from Transverse Mercator to NZCS2000). It should be noted that the grid exit 

points were included in the dataset, as electricity can flow in as well as out at these points (K.J. 

Hodges7, personal communication, December 16, 2019).  

Military Exercise Areas. A geospatial dataset relating to the military exercise areas in NZ could 

not be obtained. Therefore, a military exercise areas vector layer was created from the 

coordinates provided in the Annual NZ Notices to Mariners regarding the firing and bombing 

practices as well as defence exercises that take place off the coast of NZ [144].  

To create the new shapefile, the relevant coordinates from the Annual NZ Notices to Mariners 

were inputted into an Excel spreadsheet. These coordinates were defined in the WGS84 

coordinate system and provided in the format of degrees, minutes, and seconds, which had to 

 

7 Kevin Hodges, Principal Electrical Engineer at AECOM 
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be converted to DD. Once the Excel spreadsheet was prepared, it was imported into a new 

ArcMap file, which was defined in the WGS84 coordinate system. As seen in Figure 3.18(a), 

the Excel data was then used to generate a point feature class, which was exported to a new 

shapefile. The coordinate system of this new point shapefile was converted from WGS84 to 

NZCS2000.  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.18. The coordinates provided in the relevant documentation were utilised to create (a) a 

point shapefile, which in turn was employed to create (b) the boundaries of the military exercise 

areas. 

A new polygon shapefile was then created in ArcCatalog (assigned the NZCS2000 coordinate 

system), which was imported with the point feature shapefile into a new ArcMap file. Then by 

utilising the ‘Create Features’ tool in combination with the polygon endpoints as well as the 

description of each military exercise area provided in 5 Firing Practice, Exercise and 

Submarine Safe Bottoming Areas of the Annual NZ Notices to Mariners, the polygon features 

were generated (Figure 3.18 (b)). 

Commercial Ports. The data pertaining to NZ’s commercial ports were obtained through 

ArcGIS online, which was accessed directly through the ArcMap application. This spatial data 
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was defined in the WGS84 coordinate system and, therefore, converted to the required 

NZCS2000 coordinate system. 

A closer inspection of the dataset revealed that it contained both inland ports and seaports and, 

thus, had to be processed further. A SQL attribute query was utilised to identify and select all 

the inland ports (Figure 3.19), which were subsequently deleted. In addition, after consulting 

the World Port Index [169] it was found that Port Opua was absent from the dataset. Therefore, 

utilising the details provided in this document, an additional point feature was created in the 

Commercial Ports layer, which represented this missing port.  

As the Commercial Ports dataset was considered a constraint (Table 3.4), it was required to 

keep the port features as point data for the GIS Analysis stage.  

 

 
Figure 3.19. The SQL attribute query (left) that was implemented in order to identify the inland 

port’s records (right), which were required to be deleted from the dataset.  

Submarine Cables & Pipelines Protection Zones / Submarine Cables. NZ has designated cable 

and pipeline protection zones [170] within its territorial seas, several of which qualify for ‘Type 

2 MPA’ status, as defined by NZ’s Ministry of Fisheries and Department of Conservation 

[152]. However, for this study MPAs are categorised as environmental factors, which, as stated 

in Section 3.2.1, are areas that have been established to protect marine habitats and ecosystems.  
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Therefore, the cable protection zones included in the original MPA spatial dataset were 

exported to a new vector layer (Figure 3.20), and the coordinate system was transformed from 

WGS84 to NZCS2000. Not all the cables and pipelines protection areas are classified as Type 

2 MPAs, and, therefore, these additional protection zones were identified from the relevant NZ 

legislation (Table 3.4).  

 
Figure 3.20. The submarine cables and pipelines protection areas which were classified as Type 

2 MPAs. 

The coordinates regarding the absent submarine cable protection zones were collated into a 

single Excel spreadsheet and were obtained from the following legislative instruments: 

Submarine Cables and Pipelines Protection (Tui Area Development) Order 2007 [147]; 

Submarine Cables and Pipelines Protection (Kupe Gas Project) Order 2008 [148]; Submarine 

Cables and Pipelines Protection (Maari Development) Order 2008 [149]; as well as the 

Submarine Cables and Pipelines Protection Order 2009 [150]. It should be noted that the 

majority of the protected areas described in the Submarine Cables and Pipelines Protection 

Order 2009 were also classified as Type 2 MPAs, with the exception of Area 6–Taharoa, Area 

9–Hawke Bay, and Area 10–Maui & Maui B pipelines [150].  
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The coordinates were defined in the WGS84 coordinate system and provided in the format of 

degrees, minutes, and seconds, which had to be converted to DD. Once the Excel spreadsheet 

was prepared, it was imported into a new ArcMap file, which was defined in the WGS84 

coordinate system. The Excel data was then utilised to generate point data, which was exported 

to a new shapefile. The coordinate system of this new point shapefile was converted from 

WGS84 to NZCS2000.  

In order to generate the additional polygon features, the initial cable protection zones layer 

(Figure 3.20) and the newly generated point shapefile were imported into a new ArcMap file 

with NZCS2000 specified as the coordinate system. Similar to that of the marine mammal 

sanctuary and the military exercise areas datasets, the additional features were created by 

utilising the description provided in the relevant documentation in combination with the 

polygon endpoints; the point data (Figure 3.21).  

 
Figure 3.21. The coordinates provided in the relevant legislation were used to establish polygon 

features for each of the missing protected areas.  

As designated cable protection zones have not been delineated between NZ’s territorial seas 

and EEZ, a shapefile with the recommended one nautical mile buffer [171] on either side of 

the relevant submarine cables was generated. The spatial dataset pertaining to these submarine 
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cables was obtained from the LINZ Data Service, which was defined in the WGS84 coordinate 

system. The layer was transformed to the NZCS2000 projected coordinate system before any 

pre-processing was undertaken. 

As seen in Figure 3.22(a), these cable line features extended into the open sea as well as the 

territorial waters. Therefore, before the buffer zones could be generated, the cables were 

clipped to the initial study area using the ‘Clip’ tool, thereby removing the cables that were 

located outside the study area. As the territorial seas dataset was comprised of line features, it 

could not be used in conjunction with the ‘Clip’ tool.  

Therefore, in order to remove the cables that occurred within the territorial waters, the ‘Split’ 

tool was employed to split the cable lines at the territorial sea boundaries. Then the cables that 

occurred within the territorial waters were manually removed (Figure 3.22(b)). Once this 

dataset was cleaned up, one nautical mile buffer polygons were generated on either side of the 

remaining cables. 

(a) (b) 

  
 Figure 3.22. The (a) initial submarine cables spatial dataset was comprised of line features that 

extended into the open and territorial seas. Therefore, (b) the cables that were not located between 

the territorial seas and EEZ were removed from the layer.  
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Wave Energy Resource. As the wave energy resource has been classified as both a limiting 

condition and a weighted factor (Table 3.4), the layer retained its line features. Therefore, this 

dataset required minimal processing, which was limited to converting the WGS84 coordinate 

system assigned to the shapefile to the appropriate NZCS2000 coordinate system.  

However, there was a slight issue in transforming the coordinate system. The ArcMap 

application did not recognise the initial coordinate system assigned to the dataset, even though 

the dataset was assigned the GCS_WGS_1984 reference frame. Therefore, this was rectified 

by reassigning the GCS_WGS_1984 coordinate system to the layer in ArcCatalog. 

3.3.2 Stage 1.2: GIS Analysis 

In order to generate the AoI, the ‘Split Polygons’ tool available from the Advanced Editing 

toolbar was utilised. This tool allows the user to split a polygon using an overlapping line or 

polygon feature [172]. Therefore, the Bathymetry Limiting Condition shapefile (Figure 

3.23(b)), comprised of polygon features (Figure 3.17(b)), was split into multipart polygons by 

selecting the 20 kW/m contour line features from the Wave Energy Resource dataset (Figure 

3.23(a)). These contour lines were selected by utilising the SQL attribute query: “Value” = 20. 

Once the bathymetry polygons were split, all polygons that were not within the minimum 

(resource ≥ 20 kW/m) and maximum (depth ≤ 250 m) limiting conditions were removed from 

the dataset. Thereby resulting in the AoI depicted in Figure 3.23(c). 

By applying the limiting conditions, the initial study area of 4,163,866 km2 was significantly 

reduced to a reasonable AoI of only 131,613 km2 in size (approximately 3 % of the initial study 

area).  Furthermore, as seen in Figure 3.23(c), the AoI is predominately limited to the north-

west and southern coastal areas of North and South Island, whilst almost entirely surrounding 

Stewart and Chatham Island. Most areas along the north- and south-east coasts (of North and 

South Island) were excluded due to the combination of low wave resource and large ocean 

depths. These areas also coincided with the majority of marine applications in NZ, as seen in 

Figure 3.24(b) and (d), and thus would have been excluded from further analysis regardless. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 3.23. The (a) minimum and (b) maximum limiting conditions that were applied to generate the significantly reduced (c) AoI layer. 

As seen in Figure 3.24(a–d), a large proportion of NZ’s coastal and shallow waters are committed to other uses, which are considered incompatible 

with WEFs.  
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(a) (b) 

  
(b) (d) 

  

Figure 3.24. Visualisation of the (a) cultural, (b) economic, (c) environmental, and (d) 
technical activities incompatible with a WEF. 
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The individual exclusion factors depicted in Figure 3.24 were clipped (with the ‘Clip’ 

tool) to the AoI layer and then combined (using the ‘Union’ tool) to create a new layer 

that depicted areas in direct conflict with wave energy projects; Figure 3.25(a). The 

incompatible areas were then erased from the AoI layer using the ‘Erase’ tool, Figure 

3.25(b), thereby resulting in the PIA layer depicted in Figure 3.26.  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.25. The (a) exclusion factors were merged to create a non-installation areas layer, 
which was (b) spatially removed from the AoI layer. 

The elimination of the exclusion factors decreased the area for further analysis from 

131,613 km2 to 111,529 km2; an additional 15 % reduction. 
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Figure 3.26. The PIAs generated for the NZ case study. 

The weighted factors, categorised as constraints and restrictions (Table 3.4), were then 

combined to develop the WEF suitability map. 

Constraint. The constraint raster layers were generated from the vector datasets pertaining 

to grid availability, commercial ports, and the wave energy resource. A straight line 

(‘Euclidean Distance’) tool was applied to the ports and grid connection points that were 

within 50 km of the PIAs. These newly generated constraint layers contained distance 

data (in km) from the grid/port location to 100 km offshore (at a 1 km resolution). 

Whereas the wave energy resource contour lines were interpolated (by using the ‘Topo to 

Raster’ tool) in order to determine the available resource (in kW/m), at any location, 

within the extent of the PIA (also at a 1 km resolution). It should be noted that access to 

these two tools requires a Spatial Analyst license. 

In order to reclassify the constraints, the Equal Interval classification scheme was used to 

divide the range of attribute values, of each constraint layer, into 10 equally sized classes. 

Then the ‘Reclassify’ tool (which also requires a Spatial Analyst license) was utilised to 

reclassify the constraints to a common preference scale from 10 to 100, with 100 being 

the most favourable. It should be noted that the preference values are on a relative scale, 

and these values should be assigned relative to each other within the same dataset as well 
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as across all the relevant datasets. For example, the value of 100 represents distances 

within 10 km of a grid connection point or port and a wave energy resource greater than 

66 kW/m (Figure 3.27–Figure 3.29).  

Thereafter, the reclassified constraint layers were clipped to the PIA layer (using the ‘Clip’ 

function within the Image Analysis window), resulting in the layers depicted in Figure 

3.27–Figure 3.29. 

 
Figure 3.27. The reclassified and clipped Distance to Grid constraint. 
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Figure 3.28. The reclassified and clipped Distance to Ports constraint. 

 
Figure 3.29. The reclassified and clipped Available Wave Energy Resource constraint. 
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Restriction. The Hauraki Gulf Marine Park, marine mammal sanctuaries, and NZ’s 

submarine archaeology (shipwrecks) were identified as potential restrictions. However, 

as seen in Figure 3.30, the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park does not fall within the PIAs, and 

therefore, was not included in the suitability model.  

 
Figure 3.30. The social and environmental factors classified as potential restrictions. 

The remaining marine mammal sanctuary and submarine archaeology vector layers had 

to be processed further to generate the restriction raster layers required for the SS equation.  

Firstly, the marine mammal sanctuaries were clipped to the PIA layer (Figure 3.31(a)). 

The multiple features within this layer were then merged (using the ‘Merge’ function 

available from the Editor toolbar) to create a dataset containing only one feature. This 

polygon layer was converted to a raster, with a 1 km resolution, utilising the ‘Feature to 

Raster’ tool. As the suitability map would be contained within the PIA, the ‘Is Null’ 

function was used to identify cells within the Marine Mammal Sanctuary raster that 

contained no data within the PIA extent. Cells that contained no data were assigned a 

value of 1, whereas the cells that contained a sanctuary were assigned a value of 0. 

Thereafter, the ‘Con’ tool was used to change the value of 0 assigned to the sanctuary 

cells to a limiting value of 0.8 (as more detailed information was not available), resulting 
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in the clipped restriction raster to be utilised in the suitability model (Figure 3.31(b)). The 

value of 0.8 is representative of a 20 % reduction in the final SS values. 

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 3.31. The (a) clipped Marine Mammal Sanctuary layer was further processed to 
generate the (b) raster restriction dataset. 

In terms of the submarine archaeology, a new vector layer containing shipwrecks within 

500 m of the PIA layer was generated. It was attempted to convert this polygon layer to 

a raster using the ‘Feature to Raster’ tool. However, as the resolution of the suitability 

map was 1 km, the polygon features contained within this layer did not convert to the 

corresponding raster cells. Therefore, the shipwrecks could not be analysed further in the 

suitability model. 

To produce the final suitability map depicted in Figure 3.32, the SS model, Equation (3.1), 

was executed in two parts. The first part of the equation used the ‘Weighted Overlay’ tool 

to sum the weighted clipped and reclassified constraints, which generated a preliminary 

suitability raster layer. The second part of the equation then used the Raster Calculator to 

multiply the clipped Marine Mammal Sanctuary restriction, and the preliminary 

suitability raster, which resulted in the final suitability map (Figure 3.32) with SS values 

lowered accordingly in the restriction zones.  
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Figure 3.32. The final suitability map indicating the most optimal locations for WEFs in NZ 
are offshore Auckland, New Plymouth, Greymouth, and Invercargill. 

These SS values were only calculated for areas that contained all three constraints. 

Therefore, PIAs surrounding Chatham Island were excluded from the suitability model 

as the relevant spatial datasets could not be acquired.  

3.3.3 Stage 1.3: Scenario Analysis 

To perform a Monte Carlo estimate of LCOE, the annualised cost estimate model 

(Equation (3.5)) was used and quantified with the relevant point values. As values 

pertaining to both a small and large commercial-scale WEF could be acquired (Table 3.5), 

it was determined that the three cost scenarios would be obtained for both projects.   
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Table 3.5. The mean value of each parameter associated with the first small (2,000 kW) and 
large (75,000) commercial-scale wave energy projects, adapted from [104]. These values, 
where relevant, where provided in United States Dollars (USD). 

Parameter 2,000 kW Wave Energy Project  75,000 kW Wave Energy Project 
!"#! (kW) 2,000 75,000 

CAPEX (USD/kW) 2,700 9,100 

OPEX (USD/kWyear) 70 380 

$" 0.95 0.98 

%" 0.35 0 

 
Before the simulation could be run, the relevant distribution parameters had to be obtained. 

As it was determined that the uncertainty associated with the CAPEX and OPEX values 

was described well by a normal distribution, the mean and standard deviation had to be 

specified for each of these model inputs.  

Only the mean values (Table 3.5) were provided in the report produced by Chozas [104], 

and so, therefore, the standard deviation had to be determined somehow. The approach 

proposed by Hozo et al. [173] was identified as a potential method to calculate the 

standard deviation of the relevant model inputs. 

 ! ≈

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧ 1
√12

*(, − .)! +
(. − 21 + ,)!

4 3
" !#
4	 ≤ 15

, − .
4 																																																								15 < 4 < 70

, − .
6 																																																									4 > 70

 (3.6) 

where ! is the standard deviation, , and . refer to the maximum and minimum value in 

the dataset, respectively. Whilst 1 refers to the median of the dataset. 

If the dataset contained less than 15 data points and was symmetric, then . + , ≈ 21 and 

Equation (3.6) could be simplified to: 

 1
√12

*(, − .)! +
(. − 21 + ,)!

4 3
" !#

≈
(, − .)
√12

 (3.7) 

As stated previously, only the mean values could be obtained. However, according to 

Chozas, the range of cost uncertainty for the reported values was in the order of -30 % to 

+30 % [104]. Therefore, to generate the variables required for Equation (3.7), 30 % was 

added to and subtracted from the relevant mean values in Table 3.5 to determine the 

maximum and minimum values, respectively. Once these values were obtained, then the 

standard deviation could be calculated (Table 3.6). 
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Table 3.6. The input variables required for the small and large commercial-scale project.  

Parameter Minimum Maximum Mean Standard 
Deviation 

2,000 kW Wave Energy Project     

CAPEX (USD/kW) 1,890 3,510 2,700 468 

CAPEX (USD) 3,780,000 7,020,000 5,400,000 935,307 

CRF 0.117 0.117 0.117  

CAPEX (USD/year) 443,997 824,567 634,282 109,861 

 iGrid Connection (USD/year) 44,400 82,457 63,428 10,986 

 iiInstallation (USD/year) 22,200 41,228 31,714 5,493 

 iiiOther (USD/year) 377,398 700,882 539,140 93,382 

OPEX (USD/kWyear) 49 91 70 12 

OPEX (USD/year) 98,000 182,000 140,000 24,249 

$" 0.95 0.95 0.95  

%" 0.35 0.35 0.35  

& (year) 20 20 20  

dr  0.10 0.10 0.10  

AEP (kW) 5,825,400 5,825,400 5,825,400  

     

75,000 kW Wave Energy Project     

CAPEX (USD/kW) 6,370 11,830 9,100 1,576 

CAPEX (USD) 477,750,000 887,250,000 682,500,000 118,212,468 

CRF 0.117 0.117 0.117  

CAPEX (USD/year) 56,116,336 104,216,052 80,166,194 13,885,192 

 iGrid Connection (USD/year) 5,611,634 10,421,605 8,016,619 1,388,519 

 iiInstallation (USD/year) 2,805,817 5,210,803 4,008,310 694,260 

 iiiOther (USD/year) 47,698,885 88,583,644 68,141,265 11,802,413 

OPEX (USD/kWyear) 266 494 380 66 

OPEX (USD/year) 19,950,000 37,050,000 28,500,000 4,936,345 

$" 0.98 0.98 0.98  

%" 0.40 0.40 0.40  

& (year) 20 20 20  

dr  0.10 0.10 0.10  

AEP (kW) 257,544,000 257,544,000 257,544,000  
i. It is assumed that the grid connection cost accounts for 10 % of the overall CAPEX. 
ii. It is assumed that the installation cost centre (in terms of the transportation sub-component) accounts for 
5 % of the overall CAPEX. 
iii. The other cost centre is comprised of all the CAPEX cost components, which were not relevant for 
determining the constraint weights. i.e. costs relating to the development of the project, device, as well as 
the moorings and foundations (Table 3.2). Therefore, it is assumed that these costs account for the 
remaining 85 % of the overall CAPEX. 
 

The generated model inputs depicted in Table 3.6 were used to calculate a distribution of 

possible LCOE values by performing a Monte Carlo simulation. These estimated LCOE 

values were then used to determine the base case, worst case, and best case cost scenarios 

for the 2,000 kW and 75,000 kW projects by identifying the mean, maximum, and 

minimum LCOE values (and the corresponding CAPEX and OPEX) from the 500 trial 

runs (Table 3.7).   
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Table 3.7. Scenario Analysis for a small and large commercial-scale wave energy project. 

Parameter Base Case Worst Case Best Case 
2,000 kW Wave Energy Project   

CAPEX (USD/kW) 2,812 4,295 1,076 

CAPEX (USD) 5,624,494 8,590,315 2,151,065 

CAPEX (USD/year) 660,651 1,009,015 252,663 

 Grid Connection (USD/year) 66,065 100,902 25,266 

 Installation (USD/year) 33,033 50,451 12,633 

 Other (USD/year) 561,553 857,663 214,764 

OPEX (USD/kWyear) 58 73 65 

OPEX (USD/year) 115,417 146,107 129,895 

AEP (kW) 5,825,400 5,825,400 5,825,400 

LCOE (USD/kWh) 0.13 0.20 0.07 

    

75,000 kW Wave Energy Project   

CAPEX (USD/kW) 8,767 12,934 4,939 

CAPEX (USD) 657,500,914 970,066,386 370,420,427 

CAPEX (USD/year) 77,229,811 113,943,634 43,509,444 

 Grid Connection (USD/year) 7,722,981 11,394,363 4,350,944 

 Installation (USD/year) 3,861,491 5,697,182 2,175,472 

 Other (USD/year) 65,645,339 96,852,089 36,983,028 

OPEX (USD/kWyear) 419 442 315 

OPEX (USD/year) 31,461,972 33,118,733 23,601,808 

AEP (kW) 257,544,000 257,544,000 257,544,000 

LCOE (USD/kWh) 0.42 0.57 0.26 

 

To establish the new constraint weights depicted in Table 3.8, the relevant CAPEX and 

OPEX costs for each cost scenario was used (Table 3.7). In the case of the Distance to 

Grid constraint, the new weight was determined to be the percentage contribution of the 

grid connection cost to the annualised cost of the project (for each of the cost scenarios), 

where the project cost was defined as: 

 =>?@ABC	D?EC	(FGH .AI>) = DK=LM(FGH .AI>) + N=LM	(FGH/.AI>)⁄⁄  (3.8) 

Whereas the new weights associated with Distance to Ports constraint were established 

as the percentage contribution of the combined installation and OPEX costs to the 

annualised project costs. 
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Table 3.8. The new weights assigned to each constraint based on the base case, worst case, 
and best case scenario analysis results. 

Project Capacity (kW) Constraint Weight (%)   
  Base Case Worst Case Best Case 
2,000 Distance to Grid 9 9 7 

 Distance to Ports 19 17 37 

 Available Resource 72 74 56 

75,000 Distance to Grid 7 8 6 

 Distance to Port 32 26 38 

 Available Resource 60 66 55 

 

The suitability model requires the weights of the constraints to total 100 %. Therefore, 

the Available Resource constraint weight for the three cost scenarios was calculated by 

subtracting the weight determined for the Distance to Grid and Distance to Ports 

constraints from 100 %. 

The suitability model was then rerun for the three cost scenarios of both the small and 

large commercial-scale project, with the newly generated constraint weights shown in 

Table 3.8. This resulted in the suitability maps depicted in Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34. 

For comparison purposes, the optimal WEF locations identified in Stage 1.2 (depicted by 

black dots) were included in the newly generated suitability maps (Figure 3.33 and Figure 

3.34). From a visual inspection of these maps, it can be clearly seen that the initial optimal 

wave energy project locations are closely aligned with the areas depicted as the most 

suitable for WEFs (across both projects and all cost scenarios).  

As varying the constraint weights had a minor effect on determining optimal WEF 

locations, it was concluded that the suitability model developed in this thesis is a robust 

method for determining the most suitable areas for wave energy projects. 

It should be noted that the initial weight of the constraints in the suitability model was not 

determined by using scenario analysis in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation due to 

the high uncertainty associated with the reported values. However, once wave energy 

projects are more well-established, it is recommended that the constraint weights should 

be generated using this approach. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 3.33. The scenario analysis conducted on the 2,000 kW project capacity, which modelled the: (a) base case scenario, (b) worst case scenario, and (3) 
best case scenario.   
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 3.34. The scenario analysis conducted on the 75,000 kW project capacity, which modelled the: (a) base case scenario, (b) worst case scenario, and (3) 
best case scenario. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

A site selection methodology has been developed and demonstrated in this chapter, which 

was applicable at any scale and applied to an NZ case study. This approach was comprised 

of three sub-stages, namely, Stage 1.1: Data Acquisition and Preparation, Stage 1.2: GIS 

Analysis, and Stage 1.3: Scenario Analysis. 

The first sub-stage utilised five main dimensions, based on the pillars of sustainability, in 

order to determine the relevant site selection criteria. A new cultural dimension was also 

included to ensure that access to marine resources and ocean spaces were prioritised with 

respect to coastal indigenous communities. These criteria were then further classified as 

limiting conditions and exclusion or weighted factors. The corresponding geospatial 

datasets were then sourced in order to create a database. This aspect of the method was 

the most time-consuming, as it involved the implementation of a range of pre-processing 

procedures to ensure that the datasets were in a form that could be readily and accurately 

analysed.  

 The second sub-stage used the limiting conditions (based on the constraints on the current 

technology) to reduce the study area. Whereas the exclusion factors were eliminated from 

further analysis. A SS, which represented the spatial distribution of each area’s suitability 

for a WEF, was then developed by combining the relevant weighted factors. Based on 

these analyses, 12 optimal WEF locations, clustered in four regions, were identified along 

NZ’s west and south coast. Namely, offshore Auckland (North Island), New Plymouth 

(North Island), Greymouth (South Island), and Invercargill (South Island). 

The last sub-stage developed an annualised cost assessment model that best captured the 

uncertainties with the suitability model established in the second sub-stage. The Monte 

Carlo approach was then utilised to identify the base case, worst case, and best case cost 

scenarios in order to produce new constraint weights. These new weights were used to 

generate a suitability map for each cost scenario. Based on these results, it was determined 

that the suitability model was a robust method for determining optimal WEF locations. 
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Chapter 4 

Stage 2: Site Assessment 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, a multi-dimensional methodology was proposed to identify suitable 

locations for WEFs in a socially responsible and sustainable manner. One of the critical 

dimensions of this approach was taking technical factors into consideration, such as the 

available wave resource. The resource is an essential criterion as only locations with an 

average wave power greater than 20 kW/m are considered feasible for WEF installations 

[55, 56].  

As previously stated, the wave energy resource spatial dataset that was utilised in the site 

selection stage was received from MetOcean Solutions Ltd (personal communication, 

November 23, 2017). This dataset was comprised of mean wave power contour lines (in 

kW/m), which were interpolated from a ten-year numerical wave hindcast (1998–2007) 

that was developed specifically for NZ waters [114]. 

However, the potential electricity production from a specific site is not just a function of 

the available wave power. The steadiness of the supply (the variability of the resource at 

different timescales) and the composition of the resource in terms of its sea states 

(resource characterisation) are also essential technical parameters that influence the siting 

of a WEF [21, 71]. 

The aim of this chapter is, therefore, to develop an effective and efficient method for 

assessing the wave climate at the sites that have been identified as suitable for WEF 

installations. This will include developing a suite of tools in MATLAB that will quantify 

the amount of available resource as well as examine the temporal, directional, and spectral 

characteristics of the ocean waves at the potential deployment sites. 

4.2 Methodology 

The proposed approach is comprised of three sub-stages, Stage 2.1: Resource 

Quantification, Stage 2.2: Resource Variability, and Stage 2.3: Resource Characterisation. 

The first sub-stage computed the wave energy resource available at the area(s) of interest; 

for different timescales. The second sub-stage quantified the temporal and directional 

variability of the available resource at these locations, whilst the third and final sub-stage 
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decomposed and summarised the wave climate in terms of the frequency and intensity of 

the wave conditions that occurred at the potential WEF sites. This proposed methodology 

was applied to an NZ case study. 

MATLAB 9.6.0.1072779 (R2019a) [174] was used to implement the proposed site 

assessment approach, as it has been designed specifically for engineers and scientists. It 

is a high-level programming language and interactive environment for developing 

algorithms, performing extensive data analysis and visualisation, as well as conducting 

numerical computations [175]. 

4.2.1 Data Sources 

In order to effectively assess a potential WEF site, the wave climate needs to be 

determined, which is inferred from statistical wave data [83]. The three primary sources 

of wave data are: observed, measured, and modelled (hindcast) [58, 62].  

Visual observations of the wave height, period, and direction is the simplest method to 

characterise waves [58]. These observations are typically from vessels participating in the 

Voluntary Observing Ship Programme [176]. The main limitations with regards to this 

type of data are that it is subject to fair weather bias (ships avoid bad weather) [62, 177], 

the lack of spatial coverage in the Southern Hemisphere (the major trade routes are 

located in the Northern Hemisphere) [176], and inaccurate observations [176] (visually 

observed wave periods are considerably less accurate than instrumentally measured wave 

periods [58]). Therefore, visual wave observations are generally not utilised in the 

determination of the wave climate [177]. However, it is very valuable for validating 

numerical models and calibrating remotely sensed data, especially in the open ocean [176, 

177]. 

The two general methods for measuring ocean waves are in-situ and remote sensing 

systems, which are comprised of a variety of measurement instruments (Table 4.1). As 

there is no universal instrument suitable for measuring all wave parameters [58], the 

selection of the measurement system is dependent on the application for which the wave 

data is required [58], as well as other factors such as access, water depth, and the wave 

conditions at the measurement location [62].  
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Table 4.1: Accurate information regarding the wave climatology can be obtained by 
utilising a wide range of in situ and remote sensing measuring devices, adapted from [61].  

Method Instrument Key Characteristics 
In-situ Seabed pressure sensor Relatively cheap, limited to shallow water 

depths, deployed in an array, can give directional 
characteristics, also measures variation in water 
depth 

 Acoustic Doppler current 
profiler 

Relatively expensive, suitable for water depths 
up to 50 m, also measures marine currents, 
recovery required to extract data 

 Surface-following buoy Relatively expensive, accuracy well established, 
affected by currents, limited accuracy in steep 
waves, suitable for long-term deployment 

Remote sensing Radar (land-based) Deployed on land away for aggressive 
environment, typically requires calibration for 
each site, often limited to wave height 
measurement 

 Radar (satellite) Large geographical coverage with low spatial 
and temporal resolution, typically limited to 
wave height measurement 

For the wave energy sector, in-situ measurements are preferred (specifically obtained 

from surface-following buoys or acoustic Doppler current profilers [22]) as these systems 

provide the most accurate and detailed assessment of the wave climate [83]. However, 

these data are limited due to the expense and difficulties of maintaining offshore buoys 

and equipment over an extended period of time [83]. Furthermore, as a minimum of ten 

years of wave climate information is required to reliably assess the seasonal and inter-

annual variation of the resource at a particular location, it is necessary to obtain wave data 

by utilising numerical modelling [22]. 

Numerical wave models are able to forecast, nowcast, and hindcast wave parameters by 

simulating the generation, propagation, and dissipation of ocean waves [178]. Wave 

nowcasts and forecasts predict wave conditions in real-time and in the future, respectively 

[68]. These data will be instrumental in integrating wave energy into the grid once the 

WEF is generating electricity, as it will allow the system operator to predict the energy 

supply and therefore calculate the reserve requirements [179].  

Wave hindcasts compute past wave conditions based on historical meteorological data 

[83]. In terms of site assessment, this wave model is the most useful, as it generates long-

term and uniformly distributed (in space and time) wave data, which is critical in 

quantifying the spatial and temporal variation of the wave climate at a potential WEF site 

[58]. However, to ensure the quality and accuracy of the hindcast data, it is calibrated as 
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well as validated against available in-situ measurements and/or satellite altimeter data [22, 

58].  

4.2.2 Stage 2.1: Resource Quantification 

The first step in assessing the locations identified in Figure 3.32 was to quantify the 

available resource, thereby identifying the most attractive sites in terms of potential 

electricity production. In Section 2.4.1 the wave power flux was described by ! = #$! =

"
# %&'

$$!	(Equation (2.8)), where '  referred to a single wave height. This equation 

calculates the wave power for monochromatic waves, whereas real seas are complex and 

contain a multitude of waves that are random in height, period, and direction [62] (Figure 

4.1).   

 
Figure 4.1. In contrast to a monochromatic wave propagating in a single direction, a real 
sea wave is comprised of several regular sinusoidal waves of varying frequencies and 
directions, adapted from [66]. 

However, the characteristics of real seas remain relatively constant for a short duration of 

time, thereby comprising a sea state that can be described by a wave spectrum [62]. The 

spectrum plots the wave energy (variance) as a function of frequency, as it is assumed 

that an irregular sea surface can be decomposed into multiple monochromatic waves of 

varying frequencies, heights, and directions by Fourier analysis (Figure 4.2) [58, 61].  
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Figure 4.2. An ocean surface with a random appearance (top left) can be represented by a 
wave spectrum (right), which assumes that irregular waves can be described as a sum of a 
large number of regular sinusoidal waves (bottom left), adapted from [61]. 

Therefore, the omnidirectional wave power (per metre of wave crest) !%&'( for a real sea 

wave, expressed in terms of the wave spectrum [180] is calculated as follows:  

 !%&'( = %&) *(,
)

*
)$!(,)., (4.1) 

where *(,) is the wave-variance spectrum. 

In deep water, the group celerity reduces to $! =
!
+,- (Equation (2.2)), and as a result, 

Equation (4.1) can be rewritten in terms of the two parameters that are most widely used 

to characterise a sea state, '.* and the energy period /( [180]: 

 !%&'( =
%&$

642
'.*
$ /( (4.2) 

where '.* is an approximation of the average height of the highest one-third of waves 

that occur during a certain period of time, and is calculated from the moments of the 

measured spectra [180]: 

 '.* = 434* (4.3) 

and /( is defined as being equivalent to the period of a regular sinusoidal wave, which 

has the same energy as the sea state being considered [181]. This summary statistic is 

calculated from the spectrum as follows [180]: 
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 /( =
4/"
4*

 (4.4) 

where the 4/" and 4* are spectral moments of the variance spectrum. This is defined as 

[180]: 

 40 = ) ,0
)

*
*(,)., (4.5) 

where 40 refers to the n’th spectral moment. 

Once the wave power has been calculated, the total wave energy (per metre of wave crest), 

Ewave, over a given time period (from 5 = 5" to 5 = 5$) can be computed by integrating 

the power with respect to time [182]: 

 #%&'( = ) !%&'((5)
1$

1"
.5 (4.6) 

4.2.3 Stage 2.2: Resource Variability 

The temporal and directional variability of the wave energy resource should also be 

considered, as it could potentially affect the performance of a WEC and so, therefore, the 

viability of a prospective wave energy project [61]. 

The available resource varies at all timescales, from wave to wave (in the order of seconds) 

to over periods of days, months, seasons and even years [62]. These variable wave 

conditions could significantly decrease the power generation of a WEF, as WECs tend to 

be tuned for maximum efficiency in a particular range of sea states [21, 61]. These devices 

operate optimally, with high efficiency, when the prevailing wave conditions remain 

consistent within this range [21, 61]. Therefore, locations with a fairly steady, moderate 

resource may be better suited for wave energy production than locations with a more 

energetic but unstable and, thus, less reliable resource [21]. 

In order to determine the magnitude of the wave power temporal variability, the indicators 

proposed by Cornett [21] were utilised: the Coefficient of Variation (COV), the Seasonal 

Variability index (SV), and the Monthly Variability index (MV).  

COV estimates the magnitude of the inter-annual fluctuation [75] and is calculated as 

follows [21]:   
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 678 =
92!"#$
:2!"#$

 
(4.7) 

where 92!"#$ and :2!"#$ are defined as the standard deviation and the mean of the yearly 

average wave power, respectively.  

SV describes the maximum range of seasonal mean wave power relative to the annual 

mean wave power [21]:  

 *8 =
!%&'((4%"&) − !%&'((4%'()

!%&'((6(&7)
 (4.8) 

where !%&'((4%"&)  is the average wave power for the most energetic season (usually 

winter), !%&'((4%'() is the average wave power for the least energetic season (usually 

summer), and !%&'((6(&7) refers to the yearly average wave power [21].   

Similar to that of the SV parameter, MV is obtained by dividing the maximum range of 

monthly mean wave power by the annual mean wave power [21]: 

 <8 =
!%&'((8%"&) − !%&'((8%'()

!%&'((6(&7)
 (4.9) 

where !%&'((8%"&)  is the average wave power for the most energetic month, and 

!%&'((8%'() is the average wave power for the least energetic month.  

If the COV, SV, and MV are equal to zero, this indicates that there is no inter-annual, 

seasonal, or monthly variability. Whereas values less than one signifies that the resource 

is only moderately unsteady at the various time scales, whilst values greater than one 

denotes considerable variability. Therefore relatively lower COV, SV, and MV values, in 

combination with a sufficiently energetic wave resource, indicates that a location is 

promising for stable wave energy production [97] [183].  

The operational feasibility of a WEF can also critically depend on the directional 

distribution of wave power, as devices such as line absorbers (discussed further in Section 

5.2.2) are required to be installed at a certain angle to the wave propagation direction [42]. 

Therefore, these devices cannot take advantage of all the incoming wave trains. If there 

is an increase in the resource directional variation, this will lead to a further reduction in 

the WEF power generation as the WECs will be even less optimally aligned [61]. 

Therefore, in order to examine the wave power directional variability and thus determine 
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the prevailing wave direction and optimal alignment for a WEF, wave power roses should 

be developed [183].  

A wave power rose is a polar bar chart, which graphically displays the direction and 

distribution of the wave power at a particular site for a specific timescale. It is typically 

comprised of 8, 16 or 32 radiating spokes. Each spoke represents the relative frequency 

of occurrence of wave power: within a pre-defined Pwave range (depicted by colour bands); 

and the direction from which the waves propagate (in terms of the cardinal and 

intermediate directions) [184].  

4.2.4 Stage 2.3: Resource Characterisation 

The resource quantification provided by parameters such as the mean Pwave and total Ewave 

is useful for identifying attractive locations for wave energy production [71, 75]. However, 

these parameters convey insufficient information to harness the resource, as the amount 

of energy that can be harvested from a location is dependent on the characteristics of the 

device being considered for deployment at that site. As each WEC has different 

efficiencies at various sea states and operational ranges that span specific intervals of 

wave heights and periods, the most suitable WEC for a specific location is a device that 

has maximum efficiency at the prevailing sea states [94, 185]. 

WECs do not operate in all sea states but instead cease to function when subjected to calm 

or extreme wave conditions [185]. A calm sea state is characterised by Hm0 less than 0.5 

m, and it is assumed that a device is unable to produce power when Hm0 is below this 

value [181, 183].  

In the case of extreme wave conditions, Pwave associated with the most energetic sea states 

can be more than one order of magnitude larger than the values of Pwave corresponding to 

the typical wave conditions [75]. Consequently, the productivity of WECs drastically 

decreases in these sea states [97, 181], as extreme wave conditions can result in poor 

performance, equipment damage, and significant downtime [72]. These extreme sea 

states occur very rarely and so, therefore, hardly contribute to the overall resource [182]. 

However, it is essential to take these energetic wave events into account when 

investigating the WEC’s reliability and survivability [87].  

As stated in the literature review (Section 2.4.2 ), a wide variety of approaches have been 

proposed to define the threshold variable and value(s) for the extreme sea states. In this 

thesis, Morim et al.’s [80] method was utilised, which assumed that WECs only operate 
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within the range of sea states specified on its corresponding power matrix, and 

consequently, sea states larger than the maximum specified Hm0 were considered extreme 

events. Therefore, as a first approach, wave conditions with Hm0 larger than 8 m were 

considered extreme sea states. The value of 8 m corresponds to the upper limit of the 

Wave Dragon’s Hm0 operating range. This WEC was selected as a reference device as it 

is actively being developed (Table 5.2), its power matrix is publicly available, and it has 

been extensively analysed in the literature (Section 2.5). 

To match, or tune, a WEC to a potential WEF site, it is, therefore, necessary to 

characterise the local resource in terms of the individual sea states that provide the Pwave 

[57]; Hm0 and Te (Equation (4.2)). This is accomplished by generating a resource-

characterisation matrix [67], which is also commonly referred to as a scatter diagram in 

the wave energy industry [22, 61, 178].  

A resource-characterisation matrix is a bivariate distribution, which plots Hm0 against Te 

in tabular form. Each cell (bin) in the table represents the relative frequency of occurrence 

of a particular sea state [22], with bin dimensions no larger than 0.5 m for Hm0 and 1.0 s 

for Te [186]. The table should also cover the complete range of Hm0 and Te values that 

occur at the site being analysed [178]. 

4.3 New Zealand Case Study 

4.3.1 Data Sources 

There are two primary sources of long-term wave data widely available in NZ, both of 

which simulated wave parameters by utilising the SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) 

wave model. The first is a 38-year hindcast (1979–2016) generated by MetOcean 

Solutions (personal communication, June 5, 2019). The wave parameters generated by 

this model are limited to peak period /9, peak wave direction =9, and '.*, which are at 

a spatial and temporal resolution of 0.05°x 0.05° and 3 h, respectively [187]. These 

historical datasets are requested, for specific locations, directly from MetOcean Solutions 

and are provided at no charge for PhD research purposes. Furthermore, MetOcean 

Solutions provides access to site-specific hindcast statistics through their interactive 

MetOceanView platform [188]. However, on this platform, the three wave parameters are 

limited to frequency of occurrence charts/tables for either a typical year or a typical month 

of a year for a single location, and no time series data are available for export.  
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The second data source is the recently published interactive NZ Wave Data Tool 

developed by Albuquerque et al. [189]. This tool is a 20-year hindcast model (1993–2012) 

that also generated a range of 3-hourly wave parameters but at a slightly lower spatial 

resolution of 9 km (~0.09°).  

In comparison to MetOcean Solutions, the NZ Wave Data Tool allows the user more 

flexibility. Firstly, the user has a more extensive range of wave parameters to select from, 

such as (but not limited to): '.*, mean wave direction =., =9, the mean wave periods 

/.*" and /.*$, /(, /9, and >. Both /( and >, which are not available from the MetOcean 

Solutions hindcast, are essential for assessing potential WEF sites. >  is required to 

determine if the region of interest is located in deep water (Figure 2.6) and /(  is 

fundamental in calculating the available Pwave at a deep-water site (Equation (4.2)). 

Secondly, the user has the option to select multiple (neighbouring) sites at the same time, 

and lastly, the user is also able to select the time range of the time series data to the closest 

3-h interval (within the time span of the hindcast). 

Therefore, the wave variables obtained from the NZ Wave Data Tool were utilised to 

conduct the site assessment even though it was a shorter hindcast and at a slightly lower 

spatial resolution than the hindcast produced by MetOcean Solutions. 

4.3.2 Model Validation 

As hindcast data from the NZ Wave Data Tool was utilised to assess the 12 sites identified 

in Stage 1.2, it was necessary to validate the model in order to provide confidence in its 

performance as well as determine if the model under or overestimates the wave resource 

[57, 190]. Validation of the model is dependent on the availability of suitable 

measurements, preferably from the area of interest [57]. However, this is not essential, as 

if a model performs well in one location, this can provide confidence in the performance 

of the model in a different location [57]. As it is also necessary to verify the variability of 

the wave climate, at least one year of in-situ measurements was required to validate the 

hindcast [57]. 

Validation Metrics 

Although no single set of statistics can quantify the performance of a model perfectly 

[191], the bias, Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE), Scatter Index (SI), and Pearson 

correlation coefficient (r) are the most commonly used indicators to determine how 

accurately a model has simulated reality [57, 190].  
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Bias. The bias (also referred to as mean error) describes the overall direction of the 

model’s error; the hindcast’s tendency to under or overpredict the wave parameters [57]: 

 ?@AB	 =
1
D
E(F:'/F.')

;

<="
 (4.10) 

where N, F:' , and F.'  refer to the number of data points, the observed (wave buoy) 

measurements, and the modelled (hindcast) data for the same location and time interval. 

Negative values indicate underestimation, positive values indicate overestimation, and 

bias values approaching zero signify good model performance [190].  

Root-Mean-Square Error. RMSE quantifies the magnitude of the average error associated 

with the model, in the units of the variable being considered [192], and is determined by 

[57]: 

 G<*# = H
1
D
EIF.'/F:'J

$
;

<="
 (4.11) 

where an RMSE value approaching zero demonstrates good agreement between the 

observed and modelled values [190].  

Scatter Index. As RMSE is scale-dependent, it cannot be used to make comparisons 

between variables of different units [57]. Therefore, the RMSE was normalised by the 

mean of the measured values to produce a nondimensional indicator SI: 

 *K =
G<*#
F̅:

 (4.12) 

where F̅: is the average of the observed measurements, calculated as follows: 

 F̅: =
1
D
E(F:')

;

<="
 (4.13) 

SI values closer to zero indicate good performance [190].  

Pearson correlation coefficient. The Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the 

strength and direction of the linear relationship between the modelled and observed 

values, and is defined as [57]: 

 M	 =
∑ IF:'/F̅:J
;
<=" (F.'/F̅.)

O∑ IF:'/F̅:J
;
<="

$
IF.'/F̅.J

$
 (4.14) 
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where F̅. is the average of the modelled data, calculated as follows: 

 F̅. =
1
D
E(F.')

;

<="
 (4.15) 

An r value that is equal to one indicates a perfect positive linear relationship (the values 

of both variables increase or decrease concurrently with the same magnitude), whilst r 

equal to negative one signifies a perfect negative linear relationship (as the value of one 

variable increases, the value of the other variable decreases with the same magnitude). 

Lastly, r equal to zero indicates a completely random simulated value [57]. As r is a 

measure of correlation, not the accuracy of the model, an additional parameter was 

utilised, namely the Willmott index of agreement. 

Willmott Index of Agreement (IoA8). IoA demonstrates the degree to which the observed 

value is accurately simulated by the model [192]:  

 KPQ = 1 − R
∑ IF.'/F:'J

$;
<="

∑ I|F.'/F̅:| + |F:'/F̅:|J
$;

<=" 			
U	 (4.16) 

where KPQ equal to one indicates perfect agreement between the observed and modelled 

values, whilst a value of zero indicates no agreement at all [192]. 

As SI, r, and KPQ  are unit free; these indicators were used to compare performances 

between variables with different units. 

In-situ Measurements 

In-situ measurements are not readily available in NZ. However, it was possible to obtain 

wave buoy data for Manu Bay (Tonkin & Taylor, personal communication, April 8, 2020), 

Kaikoura (North Canterbury Transport Infrastructure Recovery Alliance, personal 

communication, April 8, 2020), and Banks Peninsula (Environment Canterbury, personal 

communication, April 9, 2020).  As seen by Figure 4.3, the wave buoy moored at Manu 

Bay would have been ideal for validating the model as it is located near two regions 

identified as optimal for WEFs. However, the data available from this wave buoy were 

 

8 It should be noted that the Willmott Index of Agreement is typically denoted by the letter d. However, in 

this thesis, d is the notation utilised for depth. Hence, the use of IoA instead. 
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limited to only three weeks, and it was not within the same time span as the hindcast. A 

similar issue occurred with the measurements available from Kaikoura.  

 
Figure 4.3. The locations of the wave buoys considered for validating the wave hindcast 
(represented by salmon coloured dots), as well as the location of the wave buoy that was 
used in the Chiswell & Kibblewhite [193] study (represented by the blue dot). 

In the case of the wave buoy moored approximately 17 km off the coast of Banks 

Peninsula, in a water depth of 76 m, 36 months of wave data could be obtained within the 

time span of the NZ Wave Data Tool. Therefore, although not ideally located for the 

purpose of this study, wave parameters obtained from this buoy were utilised to validate 

the performance of the hindcast.  

The validation was performed from 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2012 against 30-

minute wave buoy time series for Hm0, Tm02, and =.. As a non-linear  relationship exists 

between Hm0 and Pwave, small errors in the modelled Hm0 values may result in an 

inaccurate assessment of the average Pwave [194]. Therefore, to further validate the 

performance of the NZ Wave Data Tool, Pwave was calculated for both the model and 

wave buoy.  
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The !%&'( associated with the measured and modelled primary wave parameters were 

also compared in order to determine if the model under or overestimates the available 

wave resource. As > was not one of the wave parameters obtained from the wave buoy, 

the type of waves occurring at this location could not be defined (i.e., deep-, intermediate-, 

or shallow-water waves). However, NIWA utilises the measurements from this wave 

buoy to validate their Canterbury wave model for deep-water wave conditions [195]. 

Therefore, it was assumed to be a deep-water site, and hence Equation (4.2) was used to 

determine !%&'( for both the measured and simulated data. 

In order to calculate !%&'(  for a deep-water site, the wave parameters '.* and /(  are 

required. However, it a widely known issue that /( is rarely specified [92, 196], as was 

the case for the data obtained from all three wave buoys. The author believes that this is 

to do with the disconnect between the different disciplines which operate within the 

marine sector, as ocean modellers are not aware of the importance of this parameter to 

the wave energy industry.  

Therefore, in order to determine /(, a fixed conversion factor V can be employed, which 

is dependent on the theoretical spectral shape considered to be representative of the 

prevalent wave conditions at the area of interest [196]: 

 /( = V/.*$ (4.17) 

The JONSWAP spectrum best describes the wave conditions in NZ (MetOcean Solutions, 

personal communication, May 24, 2019), and so, consequently, the theoretical value of V 

is further dependent on a peak enhancement factor W [196]: 

 V = X
4.2 + W
5 + W

\ X
11 + W
5 + W

\

"
$
 (4.18) 

where Chiswell & Kibblewhite [193] determined that W for a location along the west coast 

of NZ (Maui A, depicted in Figure 4.3) was best represented by a value of 1.55, thereby 

resulting in V = 1.215. However, Cahill & Lewis [196] showed that the theoretical value 

of V  can vary significantly from that determined from real seas, depending on the 

geographical region and the prevailing wave climate.   

As the Maui A site is along North Island’s west coast and the Banks Peninsula wave buoy 

is along South Island’s east coast, it was determined that if the numerical model 
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performed well, that V would be calculated directly from the NZ Wave Data Tool, as /( 

can be obtained from the hindcast [196]:  

 V =
1
D
E

(/()<
(/.*$)<

;

<="
 (4.19) 

Results 

Before evaluating the hindcast’s performance, the wave buoy data required pre-

processing. Firstly, the time series of the observed and simulated '.* were plotted to 

visually observe the behaviour of the data. As seen in Figure 4.4(a), there was an initial 

phase difference between the two datasets, which was 13 h. However, this was not an 

issue, as the resource available at a location is dependent on '.* and /( (Equation (4.2)), 

and not the wave phase. Therefore, the wave buoy data were adjusted by shifting the time 

series by 13 h (Figure 4.4 (b)).  

(a) (b) 

  
Figure 4.4. Time series plots of the observed and modelled Hm0, which illustrates the (a) 
initial 13 h phase difference between the datasets and (b) adjusted wave buoy measurements. 

Secondly, in-situ datasets are often incomplete, which was the case with the 

measurements received from the Banks Peninsula wave buoy. Therefore, the missing data 

points had to be located, and corresponding timestamps, assigned NaN (Not a Number) 

values, created. (A NaN value is commonly used to define a missing data point in a time 

series.) This was required, because lastly, the wave buoy record was provided in 30-min 

intervals, as opposed to the hindcast data, which were in 3-h intervals. Therefore, to be 

able to compare the observed and modelled measurements, the wave buoy dataset was 

downsampled to 3-hourly intervals by averaging the relevant data points. The use of NaN 

values to define missing measurements ensured that the resampling of the wave buoy 
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parameters required all six relevant data points to contain numerical values in order to 

calculate the equivalent single 3-hour variable. For example, if any of the six values being 

resampled was a NaN value, then the corresponding 3-hour data point was not calculated, 

and the timestamp was removed from both the modelled and measured dataset. This 

ensured that the integrity of the observed dataset was preserved, especially in the case of 

extended gaps in the wave buoy record (i.e., when large waves interfered with the buoy 

or it was removed for maintenance).  

Once the pre-processing of the wave buoy record was completed, the five statistical 

parameters discussed in the Validation Metrics section were computed to evaluate the 

performance of the model. The values are reported in Table 4.2, which indicated that the 

simulated measurements ('.*, /.*$, and =.) were in good agreement with the observed 

measurements, as the  SI values were fairly low (especially in the case of '.* and /.*$) 

and the r and KPQ  values were sufficiently high.  

Table 4.2. Comparison of wave parameters Hm0, Tm02, θm, and Pwave obtained from the Banks 
Peninsula wave buoy and the NZ Wave Data Tool hindcast. 

Wave Parameters Bias RMSE SI r IoA 
!)* -0.07 m 0.38 m 0.18 0.90 0.95 
")*+ 0.22 s 0.93 s 0.14 0.76 0.86 
#) -12.63 ° 47.09 ° 0.33 0.71 0.84 
%,-./ -1.14 kW/m 23.34 kW/m 0.50 0.89 0.94 

In order to compare the last parameter !%&'( , V had to be ascertained. As the model 

performed well, it was opted to calculate V  from the hindcast (Equation (4.19)) by 

utilising the relevant variables over the entire 20-year timespan. This resulted in V value 

of 1.29 (6% greater than the theoretical V), which had a standard deviation of 0.12 and a 

COV of only 0.09.  

The value of !%&'( was then calculated for both the hindcast and the wave buoy, which 

were compared by utilising the same five validation indicators (Table 4.2). As with the 

other three wave parameters, the high r and IoA values indicate good agreement between 

the numerical model and the wave buoy. The high SI value (0.5) was to be expected, since 

!%&'( combines energy and frequency parameters; hence it is predicted with greater error.  

These proposed validation metrics confirm that Pwave computed from the hindcast data is 

an accurate reflection of the measured wave resource. From this evaluation, it was also 

determined that the wave resource is predominantly underpredicted by 1.14 kW/m (Table 
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4.2). Therefore, it can be assumed that the wave energy resource estimated from the NZ 

Wave Data Tool wave parameters is conservative. 

Furthermore, a time series of the observed and simulated wave parameters were plotted, 

which clearly shows that the model has captured the temporal variability of the wave 

climate (Figure 4.5).  

 
Figure 4.5. Time series plots of the observed and modelled Hm0, Tm02, θm, and Pwave wave 
parameters, from January 2010 to December 2012. 

Whereas, the scatter plots show qualitatively that there is good agreement with  '.* 

(Figure 4.6(a)), /.*$ (Figure 4.6(b)), and !%&'( (Figure 4.6(d)) and more scatter in =. 

(Figure 4.6(c))—which is fairly typical in wave model simulations.  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
Figure 4.6. Correlation between the wave buoy (observed) data and the hindcast (modelled) 
data for (a) Hm0, (b) Tm02, (c) θm, and (d) Pwave. The line of best fit and the line of equality 
have been shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. 

From these analyses, the reliability of the NZ Wave Data Tool has been established, and 

therefore the parameters obtained from this hindcast were utilised in assessing the 

potential WEF sites. 

The processing of the wave data and the evaluation of the performance of the NZ Wave 

Data Tool was undertaken in MATLAB, utilising the Main_WPR.m (Appendix A.1.1) 

and Main_Model_Validation_V1.m (Appendix A.1.2) scripts developed by the author. 

4.3.3 Stage 2.1: Resource Quantification 

The relevant details pertaining to the 12 sites identified as optimal WEF locations (Figure 

3.32) are presented in Table 4.3. In order to quantify the available resource utilising the 

simplified power equation (Equation (4.2)), it had to be ascertained if the location being 

analysed was a deep-water site. As shown in Figure 2.6, a location is classified as a deep-

water site, if d is greater or equal to half the > measured at the region of interest. Therefore, 

a deep-water limit (dcritical) was established based on this definition:   
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 .>7<1<>&? =
>
2

 (4.20) 

where  . ≥ .>7<1<>&? denotes a deep-water site, and hence Equation (4.2) can be used to 

compute the theoretical Pwave. 

Table 4.3. The coordinates, water depth, typical mean λ and dcritical of each site considered 
suitable for the implementation of a WEF installation (Figure 3.32).  

Site Latitude [°] Longitude [°] d [m] & [m] '01232045 [m] 
Auckland 1 (A1) -37.0 174.1 109.6 93.97 46.99 
Auckland 2 (A2) -37.1 174.2  90.6 93.08 46.54 
Auckland 3 (A3) -37.2 174.2 108.5 92.95 46.48 
New Plymouth 1 (NP1) -38.8 173.8 109.7 93.01 46.50 
New Plymouth 2 (NP2) -38.9 173.8 109.4 93.15 46.58 
New Plymouth 3 (NP3) -38.9 173.7 130.0 92.85 46.43 
Greymouth 1 (G1) -41.6 171.2 147.7 109.52 54.76 
Greymouth 2 (G2) -41.7 171.4 95.9 107.37 53.68 
Greymouth 3 (G3) -42.3 171.0 99.3 101.26 50.63 
Invercargill 1 (I1) -46.4 167.6 57.9 107.23 53.62 
Invercargill 2 (I2) -46.6 167.4 110.1 106.50 53.25 
Invercargill 3 (I3) -46.8 167.5 108.8 104.73 52.36 

As seen in Table 4.3, d at each site is greater than dcritical, and so, therefore, Pwave at each 

of the proposed WEF locations was calculated utilising the deep-water equation.  

The average available Pwave for each year, at each site, is depicted in Figure 4.7, where it 

is observed that the wave resource varied between locations (spatial variability). However, 

even though the available power differed from site to site, further inspection of the graph 

revealed that locations contained within a specific region of interest exhibited a similar 

trend. This similarity in trend is especially apparent for sites I1–I3 in the Invercargill 

region of interest. 

The temporal variability of the wave resource is also clearly visible in Figure 4.7, as the 

wave resource varied from year to year at each of the locations. This inter-annual variation 

could be due to natural processes such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [197].  
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Figure 4.7. The inter-annual variation of the average yearly Pwave over a 20-year time 
horizon (January 1993–December 2012). 

ENSO is a recurring global climate cycle that typically occurs every three to seven years 

for approximately 6–18 months. It involves the unusual warming (El Niño) and cooling 

(La Niña) of the equatorial water across the Pacific Ocean, coupled with atmospheric 

changes [198]. In NZ, La Niña events result in increasing wave heights off the northeast 

coast of North Island, whilst enhanced wave heights occur to the south and south-west of 

NZ during El Niño events [199]. This behaviour can be verified by comparing Figure 4.7 

and Figure 4.8; as Pwave (the wave parameter depicted in Figure 4.7) is directly 

proportional to Hm02 (Equation (4.2)), it is considered to be representative of Hm0. It was 

observed that the available Pwave increased in all the years, which corresponded with El 

Niño events, with the exception of 2005. Closer examination of 2005 revealed that even 

though the largest El Niño event over the entire time horizon transpired in this year, this 

phase was limited to a single event, which occurred in what is typically considered a low 

energy month (February). 
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Figure 4.8. Time series of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) from January 1993 to 
December 2012.  El Niño events correspond with SOI values below -1.0, and La Niña events 
correspond with SOI values above +1.0. (The data was obtained from NZ’s Ministry for the 
Environment [200].) 

Figure 4.9 (a) depicts the average Pwave available at each site for a typical year (where 

‘typical’ is defined as the mean of the average Pwave available for a specific timescale—

yearly, seasonal, monthly, daily—over the entire time interval being analysed). From this 

figure (and that of Figure 4.7), two main areas containing different wave energy 

distributions were clearly discernible. A higher-energy area comprising the south of NZ 

(sites I1–I3) with an annual average Pwave ranging from 55.9 (I1) to 71.7 kW/m (I3) and 

a yearly total wave energy ranging from 489.7 MWh/m to 628.8 MWh/m; and an 

intermediate-energy area along NZ’s west coast (sites A1–A3, NP1–NP3, G1–G3) with 

an annual average Pwave ranging from 27.6 kW/m (G3) to 44.1 kW/m (G1) and a yearly 

total wave energy ranging from 242.3 MWh/m to 386.4 MWh/m.  

These results correlate well with previous research conducted by Pickrill and Mitchell 

[201], Laing [202], Gorman et al. [199], and MetOcean Solutions [203]. These studies 

assessed the NZ wave climate by utilising wave data obtained from visual observations 

and in-situ (wave buoy) measurements [201], remote sensing (radar altimeters) 

measurements [202], as well as wave hindcasts [113, 199, 203]. Despite the use of 
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different wave data sources, each study established similar spatial distributions of Hm0, 

where it was ascertained that the highest (and therefore most energetic) waves occurred 

along the south coast (due to exposure to the swell from the Southern Ocean [113]), 

followed by the west, east and north coasts, respectively (Appendix B). This is because 

the wave heights generally decreased from southwest to northeast as exposure to the 

Southern Ocean swell declined.  

Figure 4.9 (a) also depicts the seasonal distribution of the average Pwave potential at all 

the locations, which behaved as expected; a maximum and minimum Pwave available in 

the winter (June, July, and August) and summer (December, January, and February) 

months, respectively. Across all the study sites, winter accounted for approximately 31% 

of the annual power, spring for 28 %, autumn for 25 %, whilst summer provided only 

about 16 % of the annual power output.  

The typical monthly mean Pwave for each site is plotted in Figure 4.9(b), which shows that 

the annual minima generally occurs in December, January or February (corresponding to 

the least energetic season). Whilst the yearly maximum, however, occurs as bimodal 

maxima at all 12 sites, typically peaking in June (corresponding to the most energetic 

season) and then again in September (which explains the high contribution of spring to 

the annual Pwave). This behaviour was consistent with findings published by Gorman et 

al. [199] and Laing [202]. It should be noted that these findings were in terms of Hm0, not 

Pwave. However, in cases where the values of power and/or energy are not presented, Hm0 

is considered representative of the wave resource.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.9. The intra-annual variation of the average yearly power over a 20-year time 
horizon (January 1993–December 2012) in terms of (a) typical yearly and seasonal wave 
power as well as (b) typical monthly power values. 
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The results relevant to this sub-stage were obtained from the Main_Wave_Power_V3.m 

(Appendix 0) and Main_Combine_Wave_Power_Sites_V2.m (Appendix A.2.2) 

MATLAB scripts developed by the author. 

4.3.4 Stage 2.2: Resource Variability 

Temporal Variability 

The results pertaining to the variability of the wave resource at different timescales 

(yearly, seasonal and monthly) for each site is presented in Table 4.4. These values are 

consistent with Cornett’s [21] global assessment of the temporal variability of Pwave, 

which indicated that the values of COV, SV, and MV ranged from 0.8–1.2, 0.25–0.75, 

and 0.3–0.9, respectively, depending on the location in NZ (Appendix C). 

Table 4.4. Temporal variability indicators, COV, SV, and MV at each site, obtained for the 
20-year time horizon (January 1993–December 2012). 

Location COV SV MV Most Energetic Least Energetic 
    Season Month Season Month 
A1 0.97 0.67 0.77 Winter June Summer January 
A2 0.97 0.67 0.76 Winter June Summer January 
A3 0.97 0.67 0.76 Winter June Summer February 
G1 0.99 0.55 0.66 Winter June Summer February 
G2 1.00 0.53 0.66 Winter September Summer February 
G3 1.06 0.50 0.69 Winter September Summer February 
I1 0.98 0.53 0.67 Winter June Summer December 
I2 0.96 0.50 0.63 Winter June Summer December 
I3 0.94 0.47 0.60 Winter June Summer December 
NP1 0.97 0.63 0.72 Winter June Summer February 
NP2 0.98 0.62 0.72 Winter June Summer February 
NP3 0.96 0.63 0.72 Winter June Summer February 

 

As seen in Table 4.4, the inter-annual fluctuations of average power flux corresponding 

to COV < 1.0 were observed at the majority of sites being analysed. The highest COV 

values, and so, therefore, the most significant yearly fluctuations, occurred at locations 

within the Greymouth region of interest (COV ≥ 1), followed by I1 (COV = 0.98). The 

other sites within the Invercargill region of interest (I2 and I3) had the mildest inter-

annual fluctuations (with I3 having the lowest COV value compared to all the other sites). 

The higher yearly temporal variability experienced at I1 (in comparison to I2 and I3) 

confirms the findings from Liberti et al. [75], which showed that yearly fluctuations of 

Pwave tended to increase for sites in sheltered areas. 
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These results seem counterintuitive when compared with Figure 4.7, which indicated that 

the opposite was true; I1–I3 fluctuated the greatest in terms of the average yearly range, 

where I2 had the broadest range of 37.1 kW/m. Whilst, all the other study sites (A1–A3, 

NP1–NP2, G1–G3) appeared to fluctuate much less over the same period of time, with 

G3 only having a range of 10.7 kW/m. The issue with using the range as a measure of 

variability is that it is calculated from two extreme values, which makes it sensitive to 

outliers in the data. The error in the range values was then further compounded by the 

fact that the data being compared had been averaged; outliers in the dataset influence the 

mean to a large extent. Therefore, more robust methods should be utilised when 

quantifying the variability of the available Pwave at each site, such as those utilised in this 

thesis.  

In terms of the intra-annual variability, the regions of interest along the coast of South 

Island fluctuated up to 35 % (with regards to seasonal variability) and 25 % (with regards 

to monthly variability) less than the sites along North Island. The lowest SV and MV 

values, and so, therefore, the mildest seasonal and monthly fluctuations occurred at site 

I3 (South Island), whereas the larger seasonal and monthly variations transpired at A1 

(North Island). 

The low COV, SV, and MV values, in combination with the substantial Pwave available at 

I3, indicates that this site is the most optimal location for stable wave energy production, 

as it contains both a strong and steady resource. 

Similar to that of Stage 1.3.1, the findings relevant to this sub-stage were obtained from 

the MATLAB scripts developed by the author, namely Main_Wave_Power_V3.m 

(Appendix 0) and Main_Combine_Wave_Power_Sites_V2.m (Appendix A.2.2). 

Directional Variability 

As shown in Figure 4.10–Figure 4.13, wave power roses were constructed for each of the 

sites for a typical year and typical winter period. The addition of structuring the results in 

terms of winter is because it is the most energetic season and so, therefore, the most 

relevant timescale with regards to the available Pwave at a location [204].  Each wave rose 

was comprised of 36 direction bins (in 10° increments), which utilised the meteorological 

convention; the direction is measured in degrees, clockwise from north. 
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In NZ, the westerly wind flow (‘westerlies’) dominates wave generation and the direction 

of wave propagation, especially along the west and south coast [201]. Therefore, it is 

unsurprising that the prevailing wave approach direction (in terms of Pwave), at all the sites, 

was between South-South-West (SSW) and West-North-West (WNW). 

For the sites located along the west coast of North Island, it was found that the directional 

variability of Pwave was very similar for areas within the same region of interest. At sites 

A1–A3 and NP1–NP3, it was established that the majority of the wave energy propagated 

from 220°–260° (Figure 4.10) and 230°–270° (Figure 4.11), respectively (at both 

timescales). It was also evident from the shape of the wave roses that the wave directions 

were unevenly spread within these ranges, with waves travelling from 230° (Auckland 

sites) and 240° (New Plymouth sites) contributing the greatest to the wave resource.  

In the case of the Greymouth region of interest, it was found that the wave direction varied 

at each site as well as between the sites (Figure 4.12). For instance, at G1, the waves were 

predominately from 230°–270°, whereas the incoming Pwave at G2 and G3 were from 

240°–270° and 250°–290°, respectively. This trend indicates that the prevailing wave 

direction increases as the sites move further down the west coast of South Island. The 

incoming Pwave was also unevenly distributed within these ranges, with waves travelling 

from 240° (G1) and 250° (G2 and G3) dominating the wave climate.  

For I1–I3, which are located along the south coast of South Island, it was determined that 

the predominant wave direction was from 230°–270° and that, unlike the other sites, Pwave 

was relatively evenly distributed across 230°–250° (Figure 4.13).  

It should be noted that, in general, deep-water sites tend to have a broad range of wave 

directions, thereby limiting its suitability for the installation of devices that are 

directionally sensitive (such as line absorbers) [57]. However, as just discussed, the wave 

climates of these proposed deep-water sites are dominated by waves propagating from a 

narrow range of directions, thereby making these locations ideal for the installation of 

omni-directional WECs (point absorbers) and line absorbers.  
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Figure 4.10. Wave roses depicting the joint occurrence of wave power and mean wave 
direction for a typical year (left panel) and typical winter (right panel) at the three sites 
located within the Auckland region of interest (A1–A3).  
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Figure 4.11. Wave roses depicting the joint occurrence of wave power and mean wave 
direction for a typical year (left panel) and typical winter (right panel) at the three sites 
located within the New Plymouth region of interest (NP1–NP3). 
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Figure 4.12. Wave roses depicting the joint occurrence of wave power and mean wave 
direction for a typical year (left panel) and typical winter (right panel) at the three sites 
located within the Greymouth region of interest (G1–G3). 
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Figure 4.13. Wave roses depicting the joint occurrence of wave power and mean wave 
direction for a typical year (left panel) and typical winter (right panel) at the three sites 
located within the Invercargill region of interest (I1–I3).  
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Therefore, in terms of directionally sensitive WECs, sites A2, A3, G1, and G3 would be 

more favourable as these potential WEF locations have waves propagating from a 

dominant direction over 30 % of the time regardless of the timescale.  

The results regarding the Pwave directional distribution were obtained from the 

Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4.m (Appendix A.2.3) and Main_Wave_Roses.m 

(Appendix A.2.4) scripts created by the author. 

4.3.5 Stage 2.3: Resource Characterisation 

Resource-Characterisation Matrix 

An overview of the variability of the distribution of Hm0 and Te at each of the locations in 

terms of a typical year and typical winter period are presented in Figure 4.14–Figure 4.25. 

In the lower left panel of each figure, the resource-characterisation matrix plotted the 

percentage occurrence of the Hm0–Te pair. The Hm0 bins were defined in 0.5 m intervals, 

which ranged from 0 to 16 m, and the Te bins were defined in 1 s intervals that ranged 

from 0 to 20 s. On the upper and right panels of each resource characterisation matrix are 

two histograms that represent the distribution of Te and Hm0, respectively.  

As seen in the figures, NZ’s wave climate is characterised by a widespread of wave 

conditions, with values of Te occurring between 4 and 19 s at all the locations, whilst Hm0 

varied from waves just greater than 0 m to 9.5 m high at the majority of the study sites 

(A1–A3, NP1–NP3, G1–G3). The Invercargill locations (Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24, and 

Figure 4.25) experienced significantly higher Hm0, with waves reaching 12.5 m in height 

(at I2 and I3), which is unsurprising, because as previously stated, the wave environment 

south of NZ is highly energetic. 

For the sites along the west coast of North Island (Figure 4.14–Figure 4.19), it was found 

that for the majority of the year sea states fell within a Hm0 range of 1–3.5 m (~84 %) and 

a Te range of 8–13 s (~84 %). As expected, during the wintertime, the values of Hm0 

increased to 1.5–4 m, which occurred ~82 % of the time, whilst the values and occurrence 

of Te remained the same (Table 4.5).   
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.14. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site A1 within the Auckland region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.15. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site A2 within the Auckland region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.16. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site A3 within the Auckland region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.17. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site NP1 within the New Plymouth region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.18 Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site NP2 within the New Plymouth region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.19. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site NP3 within the New Plymouth region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.20. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site G1 within the Greymouth region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.21. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site G2 within the Greymouth region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.22. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site G3 within the Greymouth region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.23. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of  Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site I1 within the Invercargill region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.24. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site I2 within the Invercargill region of interest.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.25. Distributions of Hm0 and Te as well as resource-characterisation matrices 
depicting the joint occurrence of Hm0 and Te for a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter at 
site I3 within the Invercargill region of interest.  
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In the case of the locations along the west coast of South Island (Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, 

and Figure 4.22), it was established that although the majority of sea states within a year 

transpired between 1–3.5 m and 8–13 s for Hm0 (≥ 80 %) and Te (~89 %), respectively, 

that the frequency of these Hm0 values varied quite widely from site to site (Table 4.5). In 

the winter period, it was found that similar to the Auckland and New Plymouth locations, 

Te remained the same, whilst the Hm0 values increased to 1–4 m (≥ 80 %), which also 

fluctuated considerably, in terms of occurrence, across the Greymouth sites (Table 4.5). 

Table 4.5. The annual and wintertime sea states (with corresponding percentage 
probabilities of occurrence), which contribute the greatest to the wave climate at each of the 
locations as well as the probability of occurrence (%) of calm and extreme sea states, at both 
timescales, for all locations.  

Site Hm0 [m] Te [s] Calm [%] Extreme [%] 

 Year Winter Year Winter Year Winter Year Winter 
A1 1–3.5 

(84%) 
1.5–4 
(82%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

0.01 0.03 0.03 0.05 

A2 1–3.5 
(85%) 

1.5–4 
(82%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 

A3 1–3.5 
(84%) 

1.5–4 
(82%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

0.01 0.03 0.03 0.05 

NP1 1–3.5 
(83%) 

1.5–4 
(82%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 

NP2 1–3.5 
(85%) 

1.5–4 
(81%) 

8–13 
(85%) 

8–13 
(85%) 

0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 

NP3 1–3.5 
(82%) 

1.5–4 
(81%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

8–13 
(84%) 

0.00 0.00 0.04 0.10 

G1 1–3.5 
(80%) 

1–4 
(84%) 

8–13 
(88%) 

8–13 
(87%) 

0.00 0.00 0.07 0.18 

G2 1–3.5 
(84%) 

1–4 
(88%) 

8–13 
(89%) 

8–13 
(89%) 

0.00 0.00 0.02 0.06 

G3 1–3.5 
(86%) 

1–4 
(90%) 

8–13 
(90%) 

8–13 
(91%) 

0.02 0.00 0.01 0.05 

I1 1–4 
(81%) 

1.5–4.5 
(79%) 

8–13 
(90%) 

8–13 
(88%) 

0.00 0.00 0.10 0.22 

I2 1.5–5 
(84%) 

1.5–5 
(80%) 

8–13 
(90%) 

8–13 
(88%) 

0.00 0.00 0.46 0.83 

I3 1.5–5 
(84%) 

1.5–5 
(80%) 

8–13 
(91%) 

8–13 
(89%) 

0.00 0.00 0.46 0.82 

 

The distribution of the sea states at the Invercargill sites are depicted in Figure 4.23, 

Figure 4.24, and Figure 4.25. As seen from these plots and Table 4.5, the majority of the 

waves that occurred during a typical year were with Hm0 that ranged from 1–4 m at I1 

(81 %) to 1.5–5 m at I2 and I3 (84 %), and ~90 % of the waves were with Te between 8 

and 13 s at all the Invercargill locations. The Hm0 values increased to 1.5–4.5 m (79 %) at 

I1 during the wintertime, whilst remaining the same at I2 and I3 (just for a lower duration 
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of time; 80 %). As with the other potential WEF locations, Te remained unchanged whilst 

the occurrence of the values decreased slightly to ~88 %. Lower Hm0 values occurred at 

I1, compared to that of I2 and I3, because it is a sheltered site and so, therefore, less 

exposed to the surrounding energetic wave climate. 

Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 4.5 that the calm sea states rarely occurred and 

were limited to the Auckland locations at both timescales and G3 for a typical year. It 

was also determined that even though extreme sea states happened at all the locations, for 

both timescales, that these events, similar to that of the calm sea states, do not occur very 

often (less than 1 %).   

Unlike the resource quantification and variability sub-stages, there is no most ‘optimal’ 

site(s) in terms of resource characterisation. In this case, the WEC’s performance 

ultimately determines which site is ‘best’, as devices operate optimally, with high 

efficiency, when its operational range coincides with the dominant sea states at the 

location.  

Sea State Contribution to Wave Power 

A major limitation associated with resource-characterisation matrices is that these plots 

fail to fully describe which sea states contribute the greatest to the available wave power 

at a particular location [205]. Therefore, as recommended by Cahill and Lewis [205], the 

resource-characterisation matrices (Figure 4.14–Figure 4.25) were adapted by replacing 

the percentage occurrence of the Hm0-Te pair with the percentage contribution of the sea 

state to the total wave power (Figure 4.26–Figure 4.37); enabling the identification of the 

most energy-rich sea states. 

A comparison of the original resource-characterisation matrices (Figure 4.14–Figure 4.25) 

developed for each site with the corresponding revised plots (Figure 4.26–Figure 4.37) 

demonstrated that the most frequently occurring wave conditions were not necessarily the 

most energetic. In fact, it was observed that the positions of the most significant sea states 

shifted upwards at each site. The Hm0 increased by a minimum of 0.5 m, whereas the 

majority of the sea states remained within the Te range of 8–13 s, with the exception of 

the sites located along South Island (Table 4.6); values of Te increased to 9–14 s in the 

wintertime. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.26. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at A1 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.27. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at A2 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.28. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at A3 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.29. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at NP1 for 
a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.30. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at NP2 for 
a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.31. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at NP3 for 
a (a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.32. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at G1 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.33. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at G2 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.34. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at G3 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.35. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at I1 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.36. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at I2 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.37. Percentage contribution of each sea state to the total available Pwave at I3 for a 
(a) typical year and (b) typical winter.  
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Therefore, at each location, there exists two significant clusters of sea states: the wave 

conditions that occur most frequently and the wave conditions which have the greatest 

contribution to the available resource. Both sets of sea states are important to developers, 

as the former is used to quantify the amount of power that can be produced by a WEC, 

whilst the latter can be used to optimise the performance of the device [205]. The adapted 

plots can also aid developers in selecting the most optimal locations for the deployment 

of their technology.  

Table 4.6. The annual and wintertime sea states (with the corresponding percentage of 
occurrence) which contribute the greatest to the total wave power at each of the locations, 
at both timescales. The percentage contribution of calm and extreme sea states to the total 
wave power is also included.  

Site Hm0 [m] Te [s] Calm [%] Extreme [%] 

 Year Winter Year Winter Year Winter Year Winter 
A1 1.5–5 

(86 %) 
2–5.5 
(83 %) 

8–13 
(85 %) 

8–13 
(83 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.29 0.41 

A2 1.5–5 
(87 %) 

2–5.5 
(83 %) 

8–13 
(86 %) 

8–13 
(84 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.22 0.30 

A3 1.5–5 
(86 %) 

2–5.5 
(82 %) 

8–13 
(86 %) 

8–13 
(84 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.30 0.43 

NP1 1.5–5 
(86 %) 

2–5.5 
(82 %) 

8–13 
(85 %) 

8–13 
(83 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.30 0.50 

NP2 1.5–5 
(87 %) 

2–5.5 
(82 %) 

8–13 
(86 %) 

8–13 
(84 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.23 0.28 

NP3 1.5–5 
(85 %) 

2–5.5 
(81 %) 

8–13 
(85 %) 

8–13 
(83 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.48 0.81 

G1 1.5–5 
(82 %) 

2–6 
(84 %) 

8–13 
(84 %) 

9–14 
(86 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.68 1.58 

G2 1.5–5 
(86 %) 

1.5–5.5 
(89 %) 

8–13 
(87 %) 

9–14 
(88 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.20 0.65 

G3 1.5–5 
(87 %) 

1.5–5 
(86 %) 

8–13 
(91 %) 

9–14 
(89 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.22 0.74 

I1 2–6 
(84 %) 

2–6 
(81 %) 

8–13 
(85 %) 

9–14 
(91 %) 

0.00 0.00 0.86 1.73 

I2 2–6.5 
(84 %) 

2.5–7 
(82 %) 

8–13 
(87 %) 

9–14 
(91 %) 

0.00 0.00 3.08 5.02 

I3 2–6.5 
(84 %) 

2.5–7 
(82 %) 

8–13 
(90 %) 

9–14 
(92 %) 

0.00 0.00 2.96 4.83 

 

Wave-Power Matrix 

As the Hm0 and Te values from each site, across the different timescales, have been 

summarised into resource-characterisation matrices, it would be more convenient and 

cost-effective to translate these tables directly into values of mean Pwave [178]. However, 

there are disadvantages with this method in comparison with calculating the mean Pwave 
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directly from the 3-h sea states obtained from the NZ Wave Data Tool; the approach 

undertaken in Stage 2.1: Resource Quantification (Section 4.2.2). 

Firstly, the sea-states can vary considerably within a single bin in the resource-

characterisation matrix, depending on the resolution of the table, especially for the bins 

indexed by small values of Hm0 [61]. Secondly, rounding errors are introduced in the 

wave-power matrix as the theoretical power in each cell is derived from a single Hm0 and 

Te value, which are considered representative for the range of values ascribed to that bin 

[50, 93, 178]. Therefore, to reduce the error associated with this method, a higher 

resolution was used for the Hm0 intervals (increments of 0.5) compared to that utilised for 

the Te intervals (increments of 1). 

The implementation of this approach required the development of a table that contained 

the theoretical Pwave for each Hm0-Te combination (Figure 4.38). For a particular sea state, 

the theoretical Pwave was computed by utilising Equation (4.2), where the values of Hm0 

and Te corresponded with the centre of the bin being analysed. This table was multiplied 

by the resource-characterisation matrix (Figure 4.39), resulting in a wave-power matrix 

(Figure 4.40) containing the contribution of each sea state to the mean Pwave [86, 206].  

 
Figure 4.38. Theoretical Pwave (in kW/m) computed for each sea state by utilising Equation 
(4.2).  
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Figure 4.39. Resource-characterisation matrix depicting the probability of occurrence (%) 
of Hm0 and Te, for a typical year, at site A1 (similar to Figure 4.14(a)). 

 
Figure 4.40. Wave-power matrix depicting the contribution of each bin (in kW/m) to the 
annual mean Pwave at site A1.  
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The average Pwave is then computed by summing the entries in the wave-power matrix: 

 Q^_MA&_	!%&'( =
1
100

EE!:>>,<A!B,<A

06

A="

07

<="
 (4.21) 

where !:>>,<A indicates the percentage occurrence of the '.*−/( 	pair that corresponds to 

the bin defined by row @ and column a of the resource-characterisation matrix. !B,<A refers 

to the theoretical power associated with the same sea state of the wave-power matrix, 

while bC and bD refer to the number of horizontal and vertical bins, respectively. 

As depicted by Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.40, this approach was demonstrated by 

computing the mean Pwave directly from site A1’s resource characterisation matrix. The 

application of this method resulted in a mean Pwave of 38.42 kW/m (Figure 4.40), for a 

typical year, whereas the mean power production calculated directly from the 3-h sea 

states, for the same time and location, was 38.30 kW/m (Figure 4.9(a)); a difference of 

only 0.32 % (Table 4.7).  

Table 4.7. Comparison of the mean Pwave computed (i) directly from the 3-h modelled data 
and (ii) from the resource-characterisation matrix, at each site for typical timescales 
(monthly, seasonal and yearly). 

 Percentage Error [%] 

 A1 A2 A3 NP1 NP2 NP3 G1 G2 G3 I1 I2 I3 Average 
Jan 0.29 0.29 0.36 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.61 0.39 0.14 0.19 0.26 0.30 0.31 
Feb 0.87 0.71 0.63 0.26 0.40 0.13 0.56 0.44 0.74 0.38 0.28 0.38 0.48 
Mar 0.04 0.37 0.20 0.31 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.37 0.35 0.27 0.25 0.08 0.24 
Apr 0.81 0.35 0.42 0.10 0.54 0.26 0.14 0.54 0.40 0.37 0.09 0.03 0.30 
May 0.24 0.13 0.26 0.38 0.24 0.34 0.22 0.50 0.66 0.12 0.24 0.27 0.30 
Jun 0.06 0.22 0.06 0.11 0.34 0.29 0.05 0.05 0.29 0.32 0.10 0.13 0.16 
Jul 0.21 0.00 0.13 0.26 0.09 0.24 0.33 0.33 0.55 0.13 0.50 0.13 0.24 
Aug 0.44 0.32 0.43 0.28 0.46 0.18 0.10 0.46 0.32 0.07 0.23 0.12 0.24 
Sep 0.30 0.19 0.20 0.05 0.26 0.04 0.30 0.05 0.03 0.13 0.01 0.25 0.15 
Oct 0.45 0.44 0.41 0.10 0.24 0.04 0.08 0.37 0.24 0.20 0.17 0.21 0.25 
Nov 0.20 0.32 0.21 0.28 0.23 0.11 0.57 0.01 0.62 0.37 0.02 0.11 0.25 
Dec 0.40 0.48 0.42 0.82 0.73 0.38 0.12 0.67 0.20 0.44 0.20 0.19 0.42 
Summer 0.57 0.56 0.53 0.52 0.51 0.36 0.53 0.55 0.37 0.39 0.25 0.27 0.45 
Autumn 0.36 0.26 0.29 0.28 0.34 0.28 0.10 0.48 0.49 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.28 
Winter 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.21 0.30 0.24 0.08 0.28 0.38 0.13 0.27 0.04 0.21 
Spring 0.33 0.32 0.28 0.13 0.24 0.06 0.29 0.15 0.26 0.22 0.06 0.20 0.21 
Yearly 0.32 0.28 0.29 0.25 0.32 0.20 0.20 0.33 0.37 0.22 0.17 0.15 0.26 

 

Furthermore, it can be clearly seen from Table 4.7 that the error associated with 

calculating the mean Pwave directly from the resource-characterisation matrix is minimal; 
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less than 0.3 % on average, per timescale, with the exception of summer (the least 

energetic season) and the corresponding summer months (December, January, and 

February). The slight increase in error for the summer months is to be expected because 

summer is characterised by smaller Hm0’s, which occur more often, and as previously 

stated sea-states can vary significantly in the bins containing small Hm0 values. This is 

especially true for the interval that defines a calm sea state (Hm0 between 0 m and 0.5 m), 

which has a potential 25:1 variation in wave power for the range of Hm0 values contained 

within that bin.  

It should also be noted that calculating the mean Pwave by utilising the wave-power matrix 

results in a slight overprediction of the wave resource; 0.3 % on average, per timescale, 

with the exception of summer (0.45 %) and the corresponding summer months (~0.40 %). 

However, this slight overprediction is balanced by the slight underprediction of the power 

due to the modelled data (Section 4.3.2). 

The results pertaining to the Resource-Characterisation Matrix, the Sea State 

Contribution to Wave Power, and Wave-Power Matrix sections were obtained from the 

following scripts that were developed by the author: Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4.m 

(Appendix A.2.3), and Main_Export_Hist_and_Scatter.m (Appendix A.2.5). 

4.4 Conclusions 

A site assessment procedure has been developed and demonstrated using an NZ case 

study in this chapter. This approach was comprised of three main sub-stages, which were 

implemented by utilising 20 years (January 1993–December 2012) of hindcast data, 

which were validated against 36 months of wave buoy measurements. 

The first sub-stage quantified the available resource at three different timescales (yearly, 

seasonal and monthly) for the 12 sites that were identified as suitable WEF locations in 

NZ. It was observed that the available resource at all the sites was subjected to both spatial 

and temporal variability. In terms of spatial variability, two main areas containing 

different wave energy distributions were discernible: a higher-energy area comprising the 

south of NZ with the highest annual average Pwave occurring at I3 (71.7 kW/m); and an 

intermediate-energy area along NZ’s west coast with the lowest annual average Pwave 

occurring at G3 (27.6 kW/m).  
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It was also evident from the results that the resource was subjected to seasonal variability 

at each of the sites, with a maximum and minimum Pwave available in the winter (June, 

July, and August) and summer (December, January, and February) months, respectively.  

The second sub-stage determined the magnitude of the temporal variability and the 

directional distribution of the available wave power. From this analysis, it was ascertained 

that I3 was the most optimal site with regards to temporal variability, as it contains both 

a strong and steady resource. Whereas A2, A3, G1, and G3 would be more favourable 

locations for the deployment of line absorbers, as these sites have waves propagating from 

a narrow band of directions.  

The third and final sub-stage developed resource-characterisation matrices in order to 

observe the wide range of wave conditions that were experienced at each site. These 

matrices were then redrawn by replacing the percentage occurrence of the sea states with 

the percentage contribution of the sea states to the available power, which showed that 

the most prevalent wave conditions were not the most energy rich. Furthermore, it was 

demonstrated that Pwave could be quantified from the resource-characterisation matrix 

(with minimal error), which was computationally less expensive than calculating the 

power directly from the 3-h sea states. 
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Chapter 5 

Stage 3: Device Selection 

5.1 Introduction 

A wide variety of wave energy technologies have been proposed to extract energy from 

the waves, and the particular characteristics of these devices are critical in quantifying the 

amount of energy that can be harvested [207]. Therefore, an important aspect to consider 

when selecting a suitable location for the deployment of a WEF is determining which 

WEC would be more appropriate for the particular conditions encountered at that 

potential site [20].  

However, it is widely reported that there are over 200 WECs currently in development 

[208]. Hence, in order to select the most suitable WEC for a potential WEF location, an 

initial screening based on technology maturity should be undertaken. It should be noted 

that as this industry is continually evolving, the actual number of devices in development 

is in a constant state of flux, which has resulted in obsolete classification schemes (Section 

2.3).  

The aim of this chapter is, therefore, to identify all WECs that are currently in 

development, establish a flexible taxonomy that is able to classify both current and future 

technology, as well as identify appropriate metrics for evaluating and ranking devices, in 

terms of suitability, at potential WEF sites. 

5.2 Methodology 

The proposed device selection methodology was comprised of three main sub-stages: 

Stage 3.1: WEC Identification, Stage 3.2: WEC Classification, and Stage 3.3: Site 

Matching. The first sub-stage identified all WECs currently in development, which were 

then further classified according to five proposed main categories in the second sub-stage. 

Whereas the third and final sub-stage utilised an advanced technical maturity to reduce 

the number of devices identified in the first sub-stage, and then discussed which techno-

economic metrics would be appropriate for the evaluation of the WEC’s performance, 

and therefore, its suitability for potential WEF locations. 
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5.2.1 Stage 3.1: WEC Identification 

In order to select the most appropriate device for potential WEF locations, all the WECs 

currently under development had to be identified. Technologies that utilise ocean waves 

to generate electricity, desalinate seawater, pump or heat water, propel ships [42], and 

produce liquid fuel [209] have been proposed in the literature, patented and developed in 

industry. However, for the purpose of this study, only devices that generate electricity 

were considered.  

Therefore, this stage required the development of a database, which was created by 

combining the relevant information available on the European Marine Energy Centre 

[208], Open Energy Information [210], and Open Wave Energy Project [211] websites. 

Only the developer’s name, location, and device(s) were recorded. However, once this 

initial database was compiled then each company was investigated further to ensure that 

they were actively developing a WEC. This required the status of the company to be 

determined (active, dissolved, etc. —not possible for all countries), as well as undertaking 

a review of the developer’s website and social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, 

LinkedIn, and YouTube). An Excel spreadsheet was utilised to collate all this information. 

For companies that had little to no online footprint, the relevant patents, journal 

publications, and online newspaper articles were examined. If the aforementioned 

methods could not be applied, then the WEC developers were emailed directly. 

Developers were considered ‘inactive’ if they did not respond, no explicit information 

could be found regarding the status of the device/developer, and/or social media platforms 

and websites had not been updated within the last five years.  

5.2.2 Stage 3.2: WEC Classification 

The database was then expanded, by recording the classification of the technology, for 

companies that were established as actively developing a device (or devices). As stated 

in Section 2.3, WECs are most commonly classified according to directional alignment, 

location, operating principle, and PTO system. The approach proposed in this thesis 

utilised an adapted (and, in some cases, redefined) version of these categories with the 

addition of a class that described the device’s maturity (Figure 5.1).  
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Operating Principle 

The mode of energy extraction employed by a WEC is referred to as its operating 

principle. The methods for harvesting wave energy vary widely, which has led to an 

extensive range of device types that, according to Falcão [41], can be grouped into three 

main categories. Namely, wave-activated bodies (also referred to as oscillating bodies), 

overtopping devices, and OWCs.  

Wave-Activated Bodies. A wave-activated device is comprised of one or more bodies, 

which oscillate around a reference point when subjected to the incoming waves [18]. The 

relative motion of the bodies to a fixed reference point (such as the sea bottom) or between 

the bodies themselves are utilised to extract energy from ocean waves [212]. These 

devices are generally located offshore, either floating or (less common) fully submerged 

[23]. 

Overtopping Device. The overtopping device is designed in such a manner that as the 

waves break across the structure, the seawater is collected in a storage reservoir located 

above the free water surface [212]. The potential energy of the stored water is then 

converted into electricity by utilising a low-head hydraulic turbine [23]. The main 

advantage of this device is its ability to produce a relatively smooth power output due to 

the built-in storage reservoir [24]. Whilst a key disadvantage is that a large structure is 

required for the reservoir [24]. These devices can be located onshore as part of a shoreline 

structure or offshore as floating devices [213]. 

Oscillating Water Column. An OWC is a partly submerged structure that contains an air 

chamber. This air chamber is open to the sea below the water level resulting in a volume 

of air being trapped above an enclosed column of water. As the waves rise and fall, the 

water enclosed in the chamber rises and falls [212]. This results in the trapped air being 

compressed (and exhausted from the chamber via a turbine) and decompressed (drawn 

back into the chamber via the same turbine) [212]. These devices can be located: onshore, 

enclosed within a fixed structure on the shoreline or within a human-made breakwater; 

nearshore, as a bottom-mounted structure; or offshore, as a moored floating system [23]. 

The review of current WECs in Stage 3.1 led to the discovery of a new class of devices, 

which convert wave energy directly into rotational work (in either the vertical or 

horizontal plane), therefore leading to the formation of the ‘Rotational Conversion 

System’ category. Furthermore, a ‘Pressure Differential’ category was also established in 

place of the OWC, as only devices that utilise a difference in air pressure are included in 
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the OWC class. Whereas the new pressure differential category consists of any device 

that uses a fluid (gas and/or liquid) pressure difference. Therefore WECs that were 

classified as submerged pressure differential, bulge wave [44], and membrane [45] form 

part of this new category.  

Directional Alignment 

Wave energy technologies may also be classified according to size and orientation [42]. 

If the device has small dimensions with respect to a typical wavelength, the WEC is called 

a point absorber. Whereas a large device with the longest dimension comparable to or 

larger than a typical wavelength is referred to as a line absorber. A line absorber is further 

classified as an attenuator (longest dimension aligned parallel to the prevailing wave 

direction) or terminator (longest dimension aligned perpendicular to the prevailing wave 

direction). When reviewing the devices currently in development, a new descriptor was 

required to define line absorbers that were neither parallel nor perpendicular to the wave 

propagation direction, but positioned at an angle, hence the addition of the ‘Angled’ sub-

category. 

Device Maturity 

Given the nascent state of the ocean wave energy sector, the addition of a category that 

specifies the maturity of devices in development will provide insight into the global 

market status as well as identify WECs that are near or at commercialisation. This 

category was primarily based on the TRLs proposed by ESBI and Vattenfall (Figure 2.1) 

[39], which have been integrated into a seven-stage developmental plan. The inclusion of 

two additional stages accounts for yet-to-be-proven device ideas/concepts (‘Stage 0’-TRL 

1) and commercially viable technology (‘Stage 6’-TRL 9). Devices identified as being at 

Stage 0 were not included in the database. 

TPLs were not incorporated into this category as this metric is not yet widely 

implemented (or even known), and funding opportunities, as well as the commercial 

ability of WECs, are currently defined in terms of TRLs [104]. However, funding 

agencies such as the USA’s Department of Energy are transitioning towards a more 

holistic evaluation process, which would include incorporating performance indicators 

such as TPLs [214]. Therefore, once TPLs become more commonplace in this industry, 

the Device Maturity category will be expanded to include this metric. 
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PTO System 

The mechanism which converts energy harvested from ocean waves into useable 

electricity is referred to as the PTO system. The PTO system is of great importance as it 

affects the power conversion efficiency of the device, thereby impacting its economic 

performance. A number of PTO systems exist; however, for this category, seven main 

types, five of which were identified by Têtu [215], have been incorporated into the four 

general energy conversion mechanisms (electrical, pneumatic, mechanical, and hydraulic) 

proposed by Falnes [42]. The addition of the sixth and the seventh PTO takes into account 

the ‘Piezoelectric Material’ utilised by the technology formerly referred to as bulge wave 

as well as the recently identified ‘Pneumatic System’, which is mainly comprised of a 

compressor and pneumatic motor. 

Location 

The fundamental design of the device is dependent on the installation site and resource 

availability at that location [213]. The intended WEC location (shoreline, nearshore, and 

offshore) will also determine the type of mooring system/foundations to be used. This 

category was based on the nomenclature proposed by the Strategic Initiative for Ocean 

Energy [213]. 

Shoreline (waves breaking at the shore). Onshore wave energy devices are constructed 

directly onto the shoreline or into a fixed shoreline structure (for instance, a sea defence 

wall or human-made breakwater) [24] and require considerable civil engineering works 

[213]. The advantage of these WECs is that the civil works are land-based, and therefore, 

cable connections are easier [24]. The disadvantage is that the energy resource available 

at the shoreline is greatly reduced compared to that available offshore [43]. In order to 

reduce the capital civil costs, it has been proposed that these onshore devices be 

constructed into new breakwater developments [24]. 

Nearshore (shallow water). Nearshore devices are constructed near the shore but outside 

the surf zone [24].  The depth of water at this location is approximately 20 m [24]. In the 

marine energy industry, this is typically referred to as shallow water [43] (as opposed to 

the more scientifically correct definition provided in Section 2.4.1.). These devices are 

usually held in place either with pinned pile foundations or gravity-based foundations and 

have the added benefit of short cable runs [24, 213].  
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The nearshore environment has the advantage of being more accessible and less severe 

than the offshore environment [213]. However, the advantage of working in this limited 

water depth can be overshadowed by civil and installation costs [24]. A further 

disadvantage of nearshore devices, similar to that of onshore devices, is the reduced 

energy resource compared to that available in the offshore environment [24].  

Offshore (intermediate and deep water). Offshore floating devices are either tight- or 

slack-moored in intermediate and deep water depths, depending on the type and PTO 

system of the device [213]. (Assuming that intermediate and deep water refers to the 

typical design depths depicted in Figure 5.1, as opposed to the scientific definitions 

presented in Section 2.4.1). The advantage of the offshore environment is that the 

resource is undiminished [24], as the wave transformation processes that dissipate energy 

(Section 2.4.1) occur in the nearshore environment (shallow water) [18]. However, the 

depth to which device deployment can occur is restricted by the current technology and 

financial limitations [213]. 
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Figure 5.1. Proposed WEC classification system comprised of five main categories: 
Operating Principle, Directional Alignment, Device Maturity, PTO System, and Location. 

5.2.3 Stage 3.3: Site Matching 

Preliminary WEC Screening 

Once all the relevant information had been recorded in the developer database (Stage 3.1), 

WECs that had reached TRL 7 (Stage 4) or above were selected for further analysis. At 

this TRL, the device and its subsystems (PTO and control systems, foundations and 

moorings, and primary mover) have been validated; energy production has been verified; 

and survivability has been demonstrated [39]. It should be noted that in this thesis, 

survivability has been defined in terms of storm survivability and operational 

survivability. Where storm survivability refers to the WEC’s ability to avoid structural 

damage during extreme sea states, and operational survivability refers to the device’s 
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ability to generate electricity over the project lifetime whilst being exposed to long-term 

conditions such as cumulative wave loading [216]. 

The devices can then be screened further once the locations of potential WEFs have been 

determined (shoreline, nearshore, and offshore).  

WEC Assessment 

As the wave energy sector is characterised by a wide range of technologies, appropriate 

performance metrics are required in order to compare and rank the devices. Since the 

ultimate objective of any power generating plant is to produce and supply electricity, an 

integral parameter to consider would be the average power output (!E) of the WEC. This 

is dependent on its geometry, PTO, and control strategies, as well as the local wave 

resource [90], and is calculated as follows [85]: 

 !E =
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where !FEG,<A indicates the expected power output for the '.*−/( 	pair that corresponds 

to the bin defined by row @ and column a of the WEC’s power matrix, while bC and bD 

refer to the number of horizontal and vertical bins, respectively. 

However, devices vary in terms of size and rated capacity, and so, therefore, it would be 

more appropriate to compare normalised power performance by utilising indicators such 

as the Capture Width Ratio (CWR) and capacity factor (6-).  

Capture Width Ratio. This parameter represents the effectiveness of the WEC to capture 

the energy contained within the ocean waves [217] and is determined by [218] : 

 6cG =
!E

?!F&'(
 (5.2) 

where ? is the characteristic dimension of the WEC (most commonly the device’s width 

[218]).  

Capacity Factor. The average usage of the WEC’s installed capacity is described by the 

6- [217], which corresponds to the ratio between the average electrical power generated 

and the rated peak power [219]. This commonly used metric is computed by [220]: 
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Whilst these power performance metrics are essential in assisting in the selection of an 

appropriate device for a particular location, it does not include cost and so, therefore, are 

insufficient for evaluating the technology's investment potential [219]. 

LCOE (Equation (3.2)) is a well-established economic measure, which evaluates the 

project costs (Table 3.2) in relation to the amount of power generated during the lifetime 

of the WEF [104]. In addition, this metric is commonly used to compare various 

generation technologies, to determine the most cost-effective option [103]. Therefore, it 

will be used to measure the cost-performance of the selected WECs. 

As the methodology compares conflicting criteria, it will be necessary to utilise multi-

criteria decision-making analysis to prioritise and rank the most optimal (WEC) solutions 

for a proposed WEF site. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Stage 3.1: WEC Identification 

The initial database identified 272 companies that were developing a total of 295 WECs. 

However, once each of these companies was reviewed, this number significantly reduced 

to 116 companies developing a total of 130 devices—with 11 of these companies 

developing more than one WEC (Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1. Companies that were identified as actively developing WECs. 

Developer Location Device Name 
2mike Ukraine Energy Absorbing Breakwater 
40 South Energy Italy H-type 
40 South Energy Italy R-type 
Accumulated Ocean Energy, 
Inc. (AOE) 

Canada pneumatic WEC (pWEC) 

Albatern Ltd UK WaveNET 
Applied Technologies 
Company Ltd (ATC)  

Russia Float Wave Electric Power Station (FWEPS) 

Aqua Power Technologies UK MANTA 
Aqua-Magnetics, Inc. (AMI) USA Ocean Swell Wave Energy Conversion (OSWEC) 
AquaHarmonics USA AquaHarmonics Wave Energy Device 
Aquanet Power Hong Kong aquaWAVE 
Aquanet Power Hong Kong blueWAVE 
AQUSYS Corporation Japan Mitsui WEC 
Arrecife Energy Systems Spain Arrecife 
Atargis Energy Corporation USA Cycloidal Wave Energy Converter (CycWEC) 
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Developer Location Device Name 
Australian Marine & Offshore 
Group (AMOG) 

Australia AMOG WEC 

AW-Energy OY Finland MegaRoller 
AW-Energy OY Finland WaveRoller 
AWS Ocean Energy Ltd UK Archimedes Waveswing™ 
AWS Ocean Energy Ltd UK AWS-III 
AWS Ocean Energy Ltd UK Electric Eel™ 
BioPower Systems Pty Ltd Australia bioWAVE™ 
Blu-tility Wave Power, Inc. Canada Blu-Dino™ 
Blue Power Energy Ltd Ireland BPE Buoy 
Bombora Wave Power Australia mWave™ 
Brimes Energy USA Jellyfish 
CalWave Power Technologies USA CalWave WEC 
CalWave Power Technologies USA Wave Carpet 
Carnegie Clean Energy Ltd Australia CETO 
Checkmate Seaenergy Ltd UK Anaconda 
Columbia Power 
Technologies, Inc. (C.Power)  

USA StingRAY 

CorPower Ocean AB Sweden CorPower WEC 
Crestwing ApS Denmark Crestwing 
Cyan Technologies Ltd Ireland CyanWave WEC 
Ecomerit Technologies, LLC USA Centipod 
Earth by Design USA Coastal Wave Energy Capture and Conversion 

System 
Eco Wave Power Ltd Sweden / Israel Eco Wave Power WEC 
Embley Energy Ltd UK SPERBOY™ 
Energystics Ltd USA Vibristor®  
Enorasy, LLC USA Robotic Juggler™ 
EnSea SRL Italy SWATHS 
Etymol Ocean Power SpA Chile Etymol Alfa 
Exowave ApS Denmark Exowave WEC 
Fazzini Meccanica SNC Italy ECOWEC 
Finima Innovations Company 
Ltd 

Hong Kong / 
USA 

Aimmer WEC 

Float, Inc. USA Rho-Cee 
Floating Power Plant (FPP) 
A/S  

Denmark P80 Commercial Platform 

Fred. Olsen Ltd Norway BOLT Lifesaver 
Geps Techno France IHES 
Geps Techno France MLINER 
Geps Techno France PH4S 
Geps Techno France PMH 
Group Captain SM Ghouse India Free Floating Wave Energy Convertor (FFWEC) 
Gwave, LLC USA Power Generation Vessel (PGV) 
Hann-Ocean Energy Singapore Drakoo 
Healy Wave Energy, LLC USA Healy Wave Energy Convert (HWEC) 
Hydro Air Concept Energie 
(HACE) 

France HACE WEC 

Hydrocap Energy France Seacap 
Hydrokinetic Energy, Inc. USA Poseidon 
HydroWave AS Norway Havkraft Wave Energy Converter (H-WEC) 
Ingine, Inc. South Korea INWave™ 
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Developer Location Device Name 
Joules Energy Efficiency 
Services Ltd 

UK WaveTrain 

Kinetic Wave Power, LLC USA PowerGin™ 
Laminaria Belgium Deep water version 
Laminaria Belgium Undeep water version 
M3 Wave, LLC USA Delos-Reyes Morrow Pressure device (DMP) 
Marine Energy Corporation 
(MEC) 

USA Super Watt Wave Catcher Barge© 

Marine Hydroelectric 
Company 

USA Marine Hydroelectric Generator (MHG) 

Marine Power Systems UK DualSub 
Marine Power Systems UK WaveSub 
Martin, Ottaway, van 
Hemmen & Dolan, Inc. 

USA SurfWEC 

Mighty Waves Energy, LLC USA Mighty Waves Energy WEC 
Mocean Energy Ltd UK Blue Horizon 
NEMOS GmbH Germany NEMOS WEC 
Neptune Energy Ltd UK Neptune Energy WEC 
NeptuneWave.ca Canada Neptune Wave Engine 
Northwest Energy 
Innovations, LLC (NWEI) 

USA / NZ Azura 

Novige AB Sweden NoviOcean WEC 
Ocean Energy Industries USA WaveSurfer ™ 
Ocean Energy Ltd Ireland OE Buoy 
Ocean Grazer BV Netherlands Ocean Grazer 3.0 
Ocean Harvesting 
Technologies 

Sweden InfinityWEC 

Ocean Motion International  USA WavePump 
Ocean Power Technologies 
(OPT) 

USA PowerBuoy  

Ocean Wave Energy 
Company (OWEC) 

USA OWEC WEC 

Oceantec- IDOM Spain MARMOK-A-5 
Oscilla Power, Inc. (OPI) USA Triton™ WEC 
Paradyme Systems USA USA GyroGen™ 
Pearl Clean Energy Australia Duelling SPAR (D-SPAR) 
Pearl Clean Energy Australia Pearl Island WEC 
Pelagic Power AS Norway W2Power 
Pontoon Power AS Norway Ponton Power Converter (PPC) 
Protean Wave Technology Ltd UK WaveShip 
Pure Marine Gen Ltd UK DUO WEC 
Resen Waves Denmark Resen Waves Power  Buoy 
Rotary Wave SL Spain Butterfly Device 
Rotary Wave SL Spain Rotary Device 
RTI Wave Energy USA RTI F2MS 
RVP1985, LLC USA Low Cost Multi Point WEC 
RWPower AS Norway Wave Pump 
SBM Offshore France S3 WEC 
Sea Energies Ocean Power  Ireland SeaEnergies WEC (SE-WEC)  
Sea Power Ltd Ireland Seapower Platform™ 
Sea Wave Energy Ltd 
(SWEL) 

UK Waveline Magnet 

Seabased AB Norway Seabased WEC 
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Developer Location Device Name 
SeaDog Systems, Inc. USA SeaDog™ Pump 
SeaNergy Electric Ltd Israel Turbo Outburst Power Buoy (TOP Buoy) 
Seatricity Ltd UK Oceanus 2 
Sigma Energy Slovenia Sigma WEC 
SINN Power GmbH Germany SINN Power WEC 
Slow Mill Sustainable Projects 
BV 

Netherlands Slow Mill 

Teamwork Technology BV Netherlands Symphony WEC 
Treadwater Energy, Inc USA  
Vortex Wave Power Ltd Argentina / 

Chile 
Vortex Wave Power Converter  

Wave Dragon ApS Denmark Wave Dragon 
Wave for Energy (W4E)  Italy IOWEC 
Wave for Energy (W4E)  Italy ISWEC 
Wave Power Engineering Australia Wave Mill (WM) 
Wave Rider Energy Pty Ltd Australia Wave Rider™ 
Wave Swell Energy Ltd Australia UniWave® 
Waveco AS Norway Subwave Turbine 
WaveForce Energy Ltd Ireland WFE Buoys 
Wavenergy.it SRL Italy REsonant WEC (REWEC3) 
Wavepiston A/S Denmark Wavepiston 
Wavergy USA Wavergy WEC 
Waves4Power AB Sweden WaveEL 
Wedge Global SL Spain W1 WEC 
Wello Oy Finland Penguin 
Weptos A/S Denmark Weptos WEC 
Yam Pro Energy Israel YPE Technology 

5.3.2 Stage 3.2: WEC Classification 

The majority of these devices are currently being developed specifically for the offshore 

ocean environment (Figure 5.2(a)). The advantage of these offshore WECs is that they 

can extract greater amounts of energy due to the higher energy content in deeper water 

waves [18]. In addition, suitable areas for wave device installation in deep water are 

considerably greater than the areas available for nearshore and shoreline device 

deployment [213], which has led to a growing market for these types of devices. However, 

these devices are more challenging to construct, operate and maintain and therefore, costs 

are significantly increased [43]. Furthermore, these devices need to be designed to survive 

the most extreme conditions due to the increased wave height and energy content in deep 

water waves. These complications have hindered their development, and as a result, 

almost 64 % of the WECs currently being developed for the offshore environment are 

only at Stage 3 or below with regards to device maturity. 

Offshore devices are predominately based on the wave-activated bodies working 

principle [41]. This principle of operation also encompasses a broad range of WECs, that 
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vary from single- to multi-body systems, which can be either floating or fully submerged 

[41]. Therefore, as seen in Figure 5.2(b), this is currently the prevailing technology type 

in the ocean wave sector.  

In terms of directional alignment (Figure 5.2(c)), the most common WEC currently in 

development is the point absorber (with a 54 % majority). This device is able to capture 

energy from all directions, which is usually converted by a mechanical and/or hydraulic 

PTO system to a linear or rotational motion to drive electrical generators [18]. 

Consequently, as seen in Figure 5.2(d), the most common methods of energy conversion 

are based on the hydraulic (hydro turbine or hydraulic system) and mechanical (direct 

drive system) PTO systems. 

(a) Distribution of WEC locations 

 
(b) Distribution of WEC operating principles 

 
(c) Distribution of WEC directional alignments 
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(d) Distribution of WEC PTO systems 

 
Figure 5.2. The distribution of wave energy technology, identified as active, according to 
four of the proposed classification categories: (a) Location; (b) Operating Principle; (c) 
Directional Alignment; and (d) PTO System. 

The international development status of WECs, based on the proposed seven-staged 

approach, is depicted in Figure 5.3(a). As seen in this figure, the majority of devices (64 %) 

are currently only at Stage 3 (TRL 5–6) or below. This can be attributed to the exponential 

increase in costs associated with advancing the technology readiness of the device from 

Stage 3 (TRL 5–6) to Stage 4 (TRL 7), as a twofold increase in spending is expected [39]. 

Also, in some cases, the developer will deliberately remain at laboratory testing scale 

(1:100–1:15) in order to optimise the WEC’s technical and economic performance, rather 

than devoting the resources to prematurely scaling-up the device for ocean deployment 

(J. Rohrer9, personal communication, April 7, 2019). 

Figure 5.3(b) also shows the global distribution of individual WEC development. As 

shown in this graph, the industry is currently dominated by the USA (with 33 devices) 

and the UK (with 15 devices), both of which have significant wave energy resources 

coupled with the manufacturing capability [31]. However, in terms of technology 

maturity, Denmark is in the lead with five devices at Stage 4 or above, followed by the 

UK, France, and Italy, with four devices each (also at Stage 4 or above). It should be 

noted that in this study, if a developer was based in two or more countries, 0.5 of the 

device was allocated to each of these countries.  

 

9 John Rohrer, President at RTI Wave Energy. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5.3. Current wave energy technology based on the (a) proposed seven-staged 
approach (with the exclusion of Stage 0—TRL 1), and (b) global distribution by country. 

As the wave energy sector is continually evolving, it is recommended that in order to 

maintain the database, it should be updated continuously (at least once a year, but 

preferably every six months). 
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5.3.3 Stage 3.3: Site Matching 

Preliminary WEC Screening 

A total of 41 devices were identified as being at Stage 4 (TRL 7) or above from the 130 

WECs currently in development. This included the Azura and WEPTOS WECs, which 

were between Stage 3 and 4 (TRL 6–7). The developers of these devices are 

predominately based in the European Union10 (50  %), and the majority of these WECs 

are offshore (Figure 5.4(a)), wave-activated (Figure 5.4(b)), point absorbers (Figure 

5.4(c)) that either utilise a hydraulic (42 %), or mechanical (34 %) PTO system (Figure 

5.4(d)).  

It should be noted that the 0 % depicted in Figure 5.4(a), Figure 5.4(b) and Figure 5.4(d) 

specifies that for these specific categories, the relevant information was disclosed, either 

directly from the developers or it was inferred from the company website (or other 

legitimate online sources). 

(a) Distribution of WEC locations (b) Distribution of WEC operating principles 

  
(c) Distribution of WEC directional alignments (d) Distribution of WEC PTO systems 

  
Figure 5.4. The distribution of current wave energy technology at an advanced maturity 
level, according to four of the proposed classification categories: (a) Location; (b) Operating 
Principle; (c) Directional Alignment; and (d) PTO System. 

 

10 As the UK withdrew from the European Union on 31 January 2020, the four UK WECs at an advanced 

technological maturity were not included in this percentage.  
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Furthermore, in terms of the NZ case study, the 12 proposed WEF sites are located in 

deep water (in terms of both the industry and scientific definition provided in Figure 5.1 

and Section 2.4.1, respectively). Therefore, WECs considered for these specific locations 

would have to be able to operate in offshore conditions. This new consideration reduced 

the number of WECs for analysis even further, resulting in a total of 32 devices that are 

potentially suitable for wave energy projects in NZ (Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2. Devices that are suitable for wave energy projects in NZ. The technology has been 
listed from least mature to most advanced. 

Developer Location Device Name Deployment 
Location 

Development 
Stage 

Northwest Energy 
Innovations, LLC (NWEI) 

USA / NZ Azura Offshore TRL 6-7 

Weptos A/S Denmark WEPTOS WEC Offshore TRL 6-7 
40 South Energy Italy R-type Offshore TRL 7 
Albatern Ltd UK WaveNET Offshore TRL 7 
Aqua Power Technologies UK MANTA Nearshore / 

Offshore 
TRL 7 

Exowave ApS Denmark Exowave WEC Offshore 
(Intermediate) 

TRL 7 

Geps Techno France IHES Nearshore / 
Offshore 

TRL 7 

Geps Techno France MLINER Nearshore / 
Offshore 

TRL 7 

Geps Techno France PH4S Nearshore / 
Offshore 

TRL 7 

Hann-Ocean Energy Singapore Drakoo Any Location TRL 7 
Healy Wave Energy, LLC USA Healy Wave Energy 

Convert (HWEC) 
Offshore TRL 7 

Ocean Power 
Technologies (OPT) 

USA PowerBuoy  Offshore TRL 7 

SeaNergy Electric Ltd Israel Turbo Outburst 
Power Buoy (TOP 
Buoy) 

Nearshore / 
Offshore 

TRL 7 

Seatricity Ltd UK Oceanus 2 Offshore TRL 7 
Sigma Energy Slovenia Sigma WEC Offshore TRL 7 
SINN Power GmbH Germany SINN Power WEC Any location TRL 7 
Wave Dragon ApS Denmark Wave Dragon Offshore TRL 7 
Wave Power Engineering Australia Wave Mill Nearshore / 

Offshore 
TRL 7 

Wedge Global SL Spain W1 WEC Offshore TRL 7 
AWS Ocean Energy Ltd UK AWS-III Offshore TRL 7-8 
CorPower Ocean AB Sweden CorPower WEC Offshore TRL 7-8 
Crestwing ApS Denmark Crestwing Offshore TRL 7-8 
Fred. Olsen Ltd Norway BOLT Lifesaver Offshore TRL 7-8 
HydroWave AS Norway Havkraft 

Wave Energy 
Converter (H-
WEC) 

Offshore TRL 7-8 

Waves4Power AB Sweden WaveEL Offshore TRL 7-8 
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Developer Location Device Name Deployment 
Location 

Development 
Stage 

Aquanet Power Hong Kong blueWAVE Offshore TRL 8 
Geps Techno France PMH Nearshore / 

Offshore 
TRL 8 

Ocean Energy Industries USA WaveSurfer™ Offshore TRL 8 
Resen Waves Denmark Resen Waves 

Power Buoy 
Offshore TRL 8 

Wave for Energy (W4E)  Italy ISWEC Offshore TRL 8 
Wello Oy Finland Penguin Nearshore / 

Offshore 
TRL 8 

 

WEC Assessment 

In order to evaluate the devices in terms of the proposed techno-economic performance 

metrics, an initial Request for Information (RfI) will be sent to the developers who pass 

the screening process. For the NZ case study, an RfI will be sent to the companies 

identified in Table 5.2. This initial RfI will collect information from developers regarding 

the device’s: power matrix, rated capacity, and dimensions. Thereafter, a second RfI will 

be sent to obtain details about the device’s: installation site requirements (water depth, 

mooring type, and foundation); features (total mass and survivability mechanism); and 

the deployment and maintenance strategy. This is discussed further in recommended 

future work. 

5.4 Conclusions 

A device selection procedure has been developed and demonstrated in this chapter, which 

was comprised of three main sub-stages. The first sub-stage identified 130 WECs 

currently in development, whilst the second stage utilised five main categories, including 

a technology maturity category, to classify current and future devices in a practical and 

meaningful manner. As part of the third sub-stage, 41 devices were selected for further 

analysis based on a high technology maturity level. This number was reduced to 32 once 

site-specific factors for the NZ case study were taken into consideration. Thereafter, four 

conflicting techno-economic performance metrics were proposed to quantitatively 

compare and rank the WECs, which will be applied, in future work, to the 12 sites 

identified as being suitable for the installation of WEFs in NZ. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

An integrated site and device selection methodology has been developed and 

demonstrated in this thesis, which was comprised of three main stages.  

The first stage implemented a robust site selection methodology that was applicable at 

any scale and was applied to an NZ case study. For this stage: (1) five main dimensions 

were utilised, which included a new cultural dimension, in order to determine the relevant 

site selection criteria; (2) limiting conditions were introduced to reduce the study area; (3) 

site selection criteria were classified as exclusion or weighted factors, and the exclusion 

factors were eliminated from further analysis; and (4) a SS, which represented the spatial 

distribution of each area’s suitability for a WEF, was developed by combining the 

relevant weighted factors. Based on these analyses, 12 optimal WEF locations, clustered 

in four regions, were identified along NZ’s west and south coast. Namely, offshore 

Auckland (North Island), New Plymouth (North Island), Greymouth (South Island), and 

Invercargill (South Island).  

The second stage developed a suite of MATLAB tools in order to thoroughly assess the 

wave climate at potential WEF sites. The main capabilities of the tools included: (1) 

quantifying the available resource at various timescales; (2) determining the magnitude 

of the temporal variability; (3) generating wave roses at various timescales in order to 

examine the directional variability; and (4) creating resource-characterisation matrices at 

various timescales to analyse the spectral characteristics of the wave climate, for a 

particular location.  

For the NZ case study, it was established that the available resource at all 12 sites was 

subjected to both spatial and temporal variability. In terms of spatial variability, two main 

areas containing different wave energy distributions were discernible; a higher-energy 

area comprising the south of NZ and an intermediate-energy area along NZ’s west coast. 

It was also evident from the results that the resource was subjected to seasonal variability 

at each of the sites, with a maximum and minimum Pwave available in the winter and 

summer months, respectively. Furthermore, it was ascertained that site I3 was the most 

optimal in terms of temporal variability, whereas sites A2, A3, G1, and G3 were more 

favourable in terms of directional characteristics, as the waves propagated from a narrow 

band of directions.  
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In order to observe the wide range of wave conditions experienced at each site, resource 

characterisation matrices were generated. Additional capabilities of the MATLAB tools 

were the ability to redraw these matrices by replacing the percentage occurrence of the 

sea states with the percentage contribution of the sea states to the available power, which 

showed that the most prevalent wave conditions were not the most energy rich. Moreover, 

the tools were adapted in order to demonstrate that Pwave could be quantified from the 

resource-characterisation matrix (with minimal error), which is computationally less 

expensive than calculating the power directly from the 3-h sea states. 

The third stage identified 130 WECs currently in development and utilised five main 

categories, including a technology maturity category, to classify current and future 

devices in a practical and meaningful manner. In addition, 41 devices were selected for 

further analysis based on a high technology maturity level. It was then shown that the 

devices to be evaluated could be reduced even further by taking into consideration site-

specific factors, such as the deployment location. For the NZ case study, the number of 

devices appropriate for the sites identified as suitable for WEFs reduced to 32. Thereafter, 

four conflicting techno-economic performance metrics were proposed to quantitatively 

compare and rank the WECs, which will be applied, in future work, to the 12 potential 

WEF sites in NZ.  

6.1 Recommended Future Work 

6.1.1 WEC Assessment 

The natural progression following this research is to conduct the WEC Assessment for a 

range of device types that are suitable for the NZ wave climate. This will require an initial 

RfI to be sent to the developers identified in Table 5.2. Once the relevant information has 

been received, then the performance metrics identified in Stage 3.3 can be quantified. 

Thereafter, it is recommended that the Analytical Hierarchy Process (a multi-criteria 

decision-making technique) is utilised to rank the devices, as it provides a structure that 

prevents double counting [221]. 

6.1.2 WEF Modelling 

As developers at an advanced maturity level have been identified in Table 5.2, potential 

future research could focus on modelling a WEF for a particular wave climate in NZ. Key 

challenges that would have to be addressed are as follows: geometrical layout of the farm 
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(array clusters), electrical arrangements (on- and offshore), mooring configurations, 

control systems, as well as the hydrodynamic interactions between the individual WECs 

in the array clusters [222]. All the factors that would have an impact on the amount of 

electricity generated by the WEF [222]. 

Furthermore, wind and wave energy systems could be integrated into a hybrid energy 

system, as there is a strong connection between offshore wind and wave conditions 

(Section 2.4.1). Developing these hybrid energy systems could reduce the overall cost 

associated with the project and provide a combined steady energy supply.  

6.1.3 Sustainability Assessment 

The most widely accepted definition of sustainable development is stated in the 1987 

Brundtland Report: ‘Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own’ [100]. 

Since the publication of this report, considerable research has been conducted into the 

concept of sustainable development; however, there is still no broad consensus regarding 

the best approach to measure sustainability [223, 224].  

There has been a number of studies published on the topic of sustainability of energy 

systems. However, these vary substantially with regards to the scope of the study and the 

evaluation methods implemented [225, 226]. These studies vary with respect to factors 

such as the selection of system boundaries; time scales; the type and amount of 

sustainability indicators analysed (technical, environmental, economic and social 

dimensions [223]); evaluation approaches (such as input-output approach [227], emergy 

accounting [227], life cycle assessment [225], life cycle cost analysis [225] and 

environmental/social/economic footprints [223]); and methodologies to quantitatively 

measure energy sustainability (such as multi-criteria decision analysis [225], system 

dynamics [227] and energy return on energy investment [227]). 

Therefore, in order to assess if the installation of a WEF is sustainable, it is proposed that 

an Energy System Sustainability Index be developed, which will compare renewable and 

non-renewable energy systems. This can potentially be achieved by developing sets of 

indicators: to measure and assess the three major dimensions of sustainable development 

(social, economic and environmental [228, 229]); take into account the multi-dimensional 

and integrated nature of sustainable development; and assess the proposed WEF and a 
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select number of current electricity generation systems (both renewable and non-

renewable) in NZ.  
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Appendix A  
MATLAB Processing Tools 

The suite of MATLAB tools developed in order to assess the potential WEF sites in Stage 2: 

Site Assessment (Chapter 4) are detailed below. These programs consisted of scripts and 

dependencies, where a dependency referred to a function (which was not a MATLAB built-in 

function) that was called on in the script. The naming convention of these MATLAB programs 

included a brief description of the program’s purpose and the version which was implemented 

in order to obtain the results in this thesis. The version of the program was denoted by the letter 

‘V’ followed by the version number (if more than one version exists) at the end of the program 

name. Scripts were distinguished from dependencies by including the word ‘Main’ at the start 

of the program name. For example, in order to verify the performance of a numerical model 

(Section A.1.2), the MATLAB program Main_Model_Validation_V1.m was developed by the 

author. ‘Main’ denotes that the program is a script, ‘Model_Validation’ states the purpose of 

the program, and ‘V1’ specifies that this is the second iteration of the program.  

Unless stated otherwise, the author developed all the MATLAB programs (scripts and 

dependencies). It should be noted that the programs were extensively debugged, and the results 

verified by comparing randomly selected outputs with values computed in Excel. When a new 

version of a program was developed, this process was repeated.   

The suite of MATLAB scripts developed by the author are as follows: 

1. Main_WPR.m 

2. Main_Model_Validation_V1 

3. Main_Wave_Power_V3.m 

4. Main_Combine_Wave_Power_Sites_V2.m 

5. Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4 

6. Main_Wave_Roses.m 

7. Main_Export_Hist_and_Scatter.m 
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A.1 Model Validation 

The performance of the numerical model was validated by developing two MATLAB scripts. 

The first MATLAB script, Main_WPR.m, calculated the wave period ratio α, whilst the second 

MATLAB script, Main_Model_Validation_V1.m, produced qualitative and quantitative 

performance results.  

A.1.1 Main_WPR.m 

The Main_WPR.m MATLAB script (Figure A.1) determines the fixed conversion factor α that 

can be utilised to calculate Te from Tm02. The script prompts the user to select a .csv file 

containing the relevant wave data. It then divides all the Te values by the corresponding Tm02 

values. Thereafter, the mean of these values is obtained, which corresponds to the wave period 

ratio α. The standard deviation and coefficient of variation are also calculated. This programme 

does not have any dependencies. 

 

Figure A.1.  Programming flow chart for the Main_WPR.m script, outlining the main processes.   
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A.1.2 Main_Model_Validation_V1 

The Main_Model_Validation_V1.m (Figure A.2) script prompts the user to select two .csv files. 

First, the user is prompted to select the hindcast data, and then the user is prompted to select 

the corresponding wave buoy data (for the same location and time interval). The code then pre-

processes the wave buoy data (changes irregular timesteps to regular time steps, finds missing 

timestamps, and downsamples the wave buoy data from 30-min intervals to 3-h intervals). Te 

and then subsequently Pwave are calculated by utilising the α computed by Main_WPR.m. 

Thereafter, time series and scatter plots comparing the hindcast and wave buoy data for Tm02, 

Hm0, =., and Pwave are graphed, and the following validation metrics calculated: Bias, RMSE, 

SI, r, and AoI, to determine the performance of the hindcast model. 

Dependencies 

a) wave_power.m: calculates the available wave power, utilising the fixed conversion 

factor α calculated in Main_WPR.m. 

b) L_Regression.m: accepts the wave buoy and modelled data in order to fit a linear 

trendline similar to that of Excel. 

c) bias.m: calculates the bias of the model. 

d) RMSE.m: calculates the root mean square error of the model. 

e) IoA.m: calculates the IoA of the model. 

f) save_figure.m: accepts the figure handle and full path and saves the relevant figure as 

a high resolution pdf. 
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Figure A.2. Programming flow chart for Main_Model_Validation_V1.m script, outlining the 
main processes.  
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A.2 Resource Quantification, Variability, and Characterisation 

The available resource was quantified, and the temporal, directional, and spectral 

characteristics of the wave climate were determined, at the potential deployment sites, by 

developing a range of MATLAB tools (which are discussed below). It should be noted that 

outputs in terms of a ‘timescale’ refer to both the particular and typical timescale throughout 

the time horizon being analysed. For instance, if analysing data for a monthly timescale, the 

programs will produce outputs for every single month for the entire time horizon being 

examined (‘particular’), as well as the averaged monthly values over the number of years being 

considered (‘typical’). In this case, the time horizon is 20 years. Therefore, the number of 

outputs in terms of a monthly timescale will be 252 (20 years × 12 months/year = 240 monthly 

outputs, with the addition of the averaged monthly outputs, 240 + 12, results in a total of 252 

outputs).  

A.2.1 Main_Wave_Power_V3.m 

The Main_Wave_Power_V3.m (Figure A.3) script prompts the user to select a .csv file 

containing the wave parameters for a specific location, including but not limited to Hm0, Te, 

Tm02, Tp, >, and =.. The Hm0 and Te values are used to calculate the available yearly, seasonal, 

monthly, daily, and hourly theoretical wave power and energy. Thereafter, the following 

parameters are computed: mean, maximum, and standard deviation of Hm0, Te, =., and Pwave, 

total Ewave, and mean > and dcritical (Figure A.4). These calculated parameters are then exported 

to a user-selected folder in a .mat file format. 

Dependencies 

a) calculate_power.m: calculates the theoretical wave power based on Equation (4.2). 

b) Create_Wave_Table.m: accepts a placeholder table containing Hmo, Te, =., Pwave, Ewave, 

and > values for a specific timescale, and then returns a table comprised of the: mean, 

maximum and standard deviation of Hmo, Te, =., and Pwave; total Ewave; and the mean >.  
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Figure A.3. Programming flow chart for Main_Wave_Power_V3.m script, outlining the main 
processes. 
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Figure A.4. Nested structure array utilised in MATLAB processing script for each site (Site A1 in this case). The first level of the structure array 
contains fields years, seasons, monthly, daily, and hourly. 
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A.2.2 Main_Combine_Wave_Power_Sites_V2.m 

The Main_Combine_Wave_Power_Sites_V2.m script (Figure A.5) prompts the user to 

select the folder of .mat files that were generated from the Main_Wave_Power_V3.m 

script. The .mat files for each site are combined into a single nested structure array which 

utilised the site names (i.e., A1, A2, A3…) as the primary fields. This nested structure 

array is then exported (in a .mat file extension) to a user selected folder. Thereafter, two 

line charts and a clustered column chart are generated and saved as pdfs to the same user 

selected folder. The first line chart displays the average yearly power, for each year, over 

the 20-year time horizon for all the sites. The second line chart depicts the monthly values 

averaged over the 20 years for each site. Lastly, the clustered column chart depicts the 

average yearly and seasonal power averaged over the 20 year time period, which is 

available at each site. 

Dependencies 

a) save_figure.m: accepts the figure handle and full path and saves the relevant figure 

as a high resolution pdf. 

 

Figure A.5. Programming flow chart for Main_Combine_Wave_Power_Sites_V2.m, 
outlining the main processes. 
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A.2.3 Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4 

The Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4.m script (Figure A.6) prompts the user to select 

a .csv file containing the wave parameters for a specific location, including but not limited 

to Hm0, Te, Tm02, Tp, !, and "!. The Hm0, Te, and "! values are then separated according 

to years, seasons, months, and days and these datasets are exported to a .mat files. 

Thereafter, Hm0-Te bivariate distributions are generated for each timescale (years, seasons, 

months, and days) in terms of: (i) count (frequency of observations in each bin), (ii) 

normalised count (count in a bin divided by the total number of observations), (iii) 

percentage occurrence (normalised count in bin x 100), (iv) mean Pwave occurrence for 

each sea state, and (v) percentage contribution of each sea state to the mean Pwave. The 

average Pwave for each timescale is also calculated. These outputs are then saved in a 

structure array, which is exported as a .mat file to a user selected folder.  

Dependencies 

a) separate_years_V2.m: sorts through the data and separates Hm0, Te, and "! 

according to the year and returns a structure array containing these data. 

b) separate_mnths_days_V2.m: sorts through the structure array generated from the 

separate_years_V2.m function and creates two new structure arrays containing 

Hm0, Te, and "! data according to the: (i) months in the year and (ii) days in a 

month. 

c) find_season_V3.m: sorts through the structure array containing the monthly data 

and creates a new structure array containing Hm0, Te, and "!  according to the 

seasons in a year. 

d) create_scatter_V2.m: imports Hm0 and Te for a specific timescale (yearly, seasonal, 

and monthly) and generates bivariate distributions in terms of (i) count, (ii) 

normalised count, (iii) percentage occurrence, (iv) Pwave occurrence, and (v) 

percentage contribution. This function also calculates the average Pwave for each 

timescale. These values are returned to the main script in a structure array. 

e) coordinates.m: determines the x and y coordinates of the bins, which is based on 

the centre of each cell (called in the create_scatter_V2.m function). 

f) power_kW_m.m: creates a table populated with the theoretical Pwave for each sea 

state. For a particular wave condition, the theoretical Pwave was computed by 

utilising Equation (4.2), where the values of Hm0 and Te corresponded with the 
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centre of the bin being analysed. This function was called in the 

create_scatter_V2.m function. 

g) name_mnth.m: accepts a number from 1–12 and returns the corresponding month 

name as a character data type (i.e., 1 = 'January' etc.).  This function is called on 

in the main script as well as the separate_mnths_days_V2.m and 

find_season_V3.m function. 

h) name_season.m: accepts a number from 1–4 and returns the corresponding season 

name as a character data type (1 = ‘Summer’; 2 = ‘Autumn’; 3 = ‘Winter’; 4 = 

‘Spring’). This function is called on in the main script as well as in the 

find_season_V3.m function. 

i) find_days.m: imports the monthly data and returns the Hm0 and Te values relating 

to a particular day for a specific year. 

j) available_wave_data.m: imports the monthly data and plots a bar chart of the 

wave data availability for each month of a specific year. 
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Figure A.6. Programming flow chart for Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4.m, outlining the 
main processes. 
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A.2.4 Main_Wave_Roses.m 

The Main_Wave_Roses.m script (Figure A.7) prompts the user to select a folder 

containing .mat files, for a specific location, that was generated from the 

Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4.m script. For each timescale (yearly, seasonal, and 

monthly), Hm0, Te, and "! values are extracted from the relevant .mat files. The Hm0 and 

Te values are used to calculate Pwave, utilising Equation (4.2). Thereafter, wave roses are 

generated for each timescale, from the Pwave and "! data, which are then exported as .pdf 

files to the initial folder selected by the user. Furthermore, the bivariate distribution data 

relating to each wave rose is extracted and exported as a .mat file to the same folder. 

Dependencies 

a) WindRose.m [230]: accepts Pwave and "! values and plots a corresponding polar 

bar chart (‘wave rose’) as well as return a table of the bivariate distribution data 

to the main script. 

b) name_season.m: accepts a number from 1–4 and returns the corresponding season 

name as a character data type (1 = ‘Summer’; 2 = ‘Autumn’; 3 = ‘Winter’; 4 = 

‘Spring’). 

c) name_mnth.m: accepts a number from 1–12 and returns the corresponding month 

name as a character data type (i.e. 1 = 'January' etc.). 

b) save_figure.m: accepts the figure handle and full path and saves the relevant figure 

as a high resolution pdf. 
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Figure A.7. Programming flow chart for Main_Wave_Roses.m, outlining the main processes. 
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A.2.5 Main_Export_Hist_and_Scatter.m 

The Main_Export_Hist_and_Scatter.m script (Figure A.8) prompts the user to select a 

folder containing .mat files, for a specific location, that was generated from the 

Main_Export_Scatter_Data_V4.m script. For each timescale (yearly, seasonal, and 

monthly), the percentage occurrence and percentage contribution tabulated values are 

extracted from the relevant .mat files. A Hm0 histogram, Te histogram and bivariate 

histogram are generated (for each timescale and bivariate distribution), which are then 

exported as .pdf files to the initial folder selected by the user. Furthermore, the Hm0 and 

Te histogram data are extracted and exported as a .mat file to the same folder. 

Dependencies 

a) plot_scatter_histogram.m: generates a Hm0 histogram, Te histogram, and bivariate 

histogram for a specific timeframe. This function then returns the histogram data 

to the main script, and exports a single figure containing these three diagrams to 

a user selected folder. 

b) name_season.m: accepts a number from 1–4 and returns the corresponding season 

name as a character data type (1 = ‘Summer’; 2 = ‘Autumn’; 3 = ‘Winter’; 4 = 

‘Spring’). 

c) name_mnth.m: accepts a number from 1–12 and returns the corresponding month 

name as a character data type (i.e. 1 = 'January' etc.). 
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Figure A.8. Programming flow chart for Main_Export_Hist_and_Scatter.m, outlining the 
main processes. 
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Appendix B  
Mapping of Significant Wave Height 

 

Figure B.1. Distribution of mean Hm0 in NZ, from 1998–2007 [114]. Image has been adapted 
with the addition of the proposed NZ WEF sites. Reprinted with permission from MetOcean 
Solutions Ltd. (personal communication, July 24, 2020).  

Table B.1. Typical Hm0 and Te values determined from the NZ Wave Data Tool (for the time 
horizon 1993–2012). 

Sites A1 A2 A3 NP1 NP2 NP3 G1 G2 G3 I1 I2 I3 
Hm0 [m] 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.1 3.0 3.4 3.4 
Te [s] 10.1 10.1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.4 10.3 10.0 10.5 10.4 10.3 
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Appendix C  
Global Distribution of Temporal Variability 

Indicators 

 
Figure C.1. Global distribution of wave power in terms of COV [21]. Image has been 
adapted by enclosing NZ (bottom right) and the values pertaining to the proposed NZ WEF 
sites (centre) in red dashed boxes. Reprinted with permission from A. Cornett (personal 
communication, June 26, 2020). 

 
Figure C.2. Global distribution of wave power in terms of SV [21]. Image has been adapted 
by enclosing NZ (bottom right) and the values pertaining to the proposed NZ WEF sites 
(centre) in red dashed boxes. Reprinted with permission from A. Cornett (personal 
communication, June 26, 2020). 
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Figure 7.  Global distribution of wave power temporal variability, represented by COV(P). 

 

 

Figure 8.  Global distribution of wave power Seasonal Variability Index (SV). 
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Figure 7.  Global distribution of wave power temporal variability, represented by COV(P). 

 

 

Figure 8.  Global distribution of wave power Seasonal Variability Index (SV). 
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Figure C.3. Global distribution of wave power in terms of MV [21]. Image has been adapted 
by enclosing NZ (bottom right) and the values pertaining to the proposed NZ WEF sites 
(centre) in red dashed boxes. Reprinted with permission from A. Cornett (personal 
communication, June 26, 2020).  
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Figure 9.  Global distribution of wave power Monthly Variability Index (MV). 

 

 
Figure 10.  Global distribution of maximum significant wave height over 10 years. 
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